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The data base file not only contains the data base, it

also contains the structures supporting accessing and stor-

ing of data. Block 0 contains information on the paths to

all the other records in the system. Block 1 contains a

free list array used by the system for managing file space.

All the other blocks in the file are used for storing data

base records or hash structures. Each record has one

pointer pointing to it. While the position of the pointer

is fixed, the record it is pointing to is not. This pro-

vides flexibility and eliminates problems associated with
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The routines for performing data base functions include
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used by the system. An extendible hashing function is used.
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A Network Data Base Management System

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A Data Base Management System (DBMS) is a system

which enables the user to look at information from dif-

ferent perspectives. The information is stored in a

file system called the data base. The DBMS is also the

software that allows the user to access and modify data

in the data base. To date, there are three widely used

DBMS models, namely the network model, the hierarchical

model, and the relational model. The design and specif-

ication for the network model was initiated in the late

60's by what was then the Data Base Task Group, a sub-

committee of the Conference on Data Systems Languages

(CODASYL) Programming Language Committee.

In the network model, the basic data structure

tools are the record types and the pointers [11]. The

pointers are used to link the record types into one to

many relationships, which is a basic relationship in the

network system. These one to many relationships are

called sets. With these concepts to start with, let us
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consider an example. Other concepts related to the net-

work data base will be discussed as we go through the

example.

Consider an application on books and authors. Let

us assume that a book can have one or more authors, and

an author may have written one or more books. From this

assumption, we know that there are at least two record

types. Let one of them be called BOOK, representing

books, and the other, AUTHOR, representing authors.

To break the many to many relationship into one to

many relationships, we introduce a third record type,

representing a link between BOOK and AUTHOR, and let us

call the record type BOOK_AUTH. By using BOOK_AUTH, we

can convert the many to many relationship between BOOK

and AUTHOR into a one to many relationship between BOOK

and BOOK_AUTH, called the WRITTEN_BY set, and another

one to many relationship between AUTHOR and BOOK_AUTH,

called the HAS_WRITTEN set. The third record type

BOOK_AUTH is called an intersection record. The use of

this type of record enables a many to many relationship

to be expressed in two one to many relationships. There

are several ways of expressing a one to many relation-

ship. Figure I.1 shows one way, and that is by linking

the records belonging to the same set with a circular

chain.

The first row of boxes in figure I.1 are examples



BOOK
Pattern
Recognition
Principles

1-3

Syntactic
Pattern
Recognition

k

1-4

3

AUTHOR Rafael C.
Gonzales

Figure 1.1 Example of a Book and Author
Relation
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of BOOK records; the bottom row of boxes are examples of

AUTHOR records. The middle row are intersection

records. They provide a link between the BOOK and the

AUTHOR records.

An example of a set here is the group of records

including "Pattern Recognition Principles", and two

intersection records, labeled I-1 and 1-2, linked in one

circular chain. In this one to many relation, the BOOK

record "Pattern Recognition Principles" is the owner of

a particular WRITTEN_BY set and the two intersection

records mentioned are the members of the same WRITTEN_BY

set. In general, we say that BOOK is the owner, and

BOOK_AUTH, the member of the WRITTEN_BY set. Likewise,

AUTHOR is the owner, and BOOK_AUTH, the member of the

HAS_WRITTEN set.

Also shown in the figures are the pointer fields in

the records. Each pointer fields contain the address of

another record that is related to it in some way. In

our example, the BOOK records and AUTHOR records each

have a pointer field to the first member in the set they

own. The BOOK_AUTH record has two pointers. One is a

pointer to the next member record within the WRITTEN_BY

set, and the other is a pointer to the next member

record in the HAS_WRITTEN set.

An important concept in the CODASYL specification

is that of currency, which defines the context in which
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the data base is accessed. The system stores the

addresses of some records for reference. In particular,

it keeps track of the most recently accessed record for

each record type, for each set, and for the whole data

base. These stored addresses are called current Di

record type, current Di set, and current Di run unit

respectively.

The address of a record may also be derived as a

result of performing a hash function on its keys. This

can only be done on records whose keys are designated

for hashing; these records are called CALC records.

One may notice that pointers are heavily used in

the system. It is so because in the network system, the

pointers are the basis on which the system can move

around the data base, going from one record to the

other. The process of moving around is called naviga-

tion. As an example of navigation, the following algo-

rithm shows how one can get an information about a book

and its authors:

find the CALC record called BOOK based on its key

get BOOK record
print information from BOOK record
find the first BOOK_AUTH record in the

WRITTEN_BY set
while current BOOK record is not current of

WRITTEN_BY set
find owner of current BOOK_AUTH record in

HAS_WRITTEN set
get AUTHOR record
print information from AUTHOR record
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find next record in WRITTEN_BY set

Let us examine the currency pointers as we go

through the algorithm with an example. Suppose we want

information about the book "Pattern Recognition Princi-

ples" and the names of its authors printed, the first

thing to do is to execute a find based on the hashed key

of the book title given. After this find, current of

run unit and current of BOOK record becomes the "Pattern

Recognition Principles" record. Since BOOK record is a

participant in the WRITTEN_BY set, the current of

WRITTEN_BY set is also set to the "Pattern Recognition

Principles" record (although the current of run unit may

be set by each find, it is not central in this example

and further references to it will be omitted).

When the command "find first BOOK_AUTH in

WRITTEN_BY set" is encountered, the current of BOOK_AUTH

record and the current of WRITTEN_BY set becomes the I-1

record. Since I-1 is a member of HAS_WRITTEN set, the

current of HAS_WRITTEN set is also given the I-1 record.

The next find to be executed is to "find the owner"

of I-1 in HAS_WRITTEN set. The owner, which is the

AUTHOR record for "Julius T. Tou" is then the current of

AUTHOR record and the current of HAS_WRITTEN set.

Then we do a "find next record within WRITTEN_BY

set". This causes the current of BOOK_AUTH record,

current of WRITTEN_BY set and the current of HAS_WRITTEN
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set to be the 1-2 record. Since 1-2 is not the owner of

WRITTEN_BY set, we go through the while loop another

time.

The next command encountered is the "find owner in

HAS_WRITTEN set". It sets the current of AUTHOR record,

and current of HAS_WRITTEN set to the "Rafael C. Gon-

zales" record. Note that although 1-3 in the current

HAS_WRITTEN set has to be read by the system before the

owner is found, the reading does not change the current

of HAS_WRITTEN set nor the current of WRITTEN_BY set to

the 1-3 record since it was not the record asked for by

the find owner command.

The next command is "find next record in WRITTEN_BY

set". Since the next record is the "Pattern Recognition

Principles" record, the while loop terminates. The

currency pointers at this point are: the "Pattern Recog-

nition Principles" record for the current of run unit,

the current of BOOK record, and current of WRITTEN_BY

set; the "Rafael C. Gonzales" record for the current of

AUTHOR record and the current of HAS_WRITTEN set; the

1-2 record for the current of BOOK_AUTH record.

Beside the terms already mentioned, CODASYL also

uses the following terms in relation to data base. The

User Wort Area QUEW is the memory in the user program

that the system can access. Transfer of data between

the system buffer and the UWA is necessary if the user
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wants to read data from or write data into the data

base. The Data Manipulation Language (EL) is the set

of commands that enables the user program to cause any-

thing to be done in the data base environment. Other

terms such as Data Description Language (nu), Data

Storage Description Language (DSDL), and Data Base Con-

trol System (DBCS) will be defined later in this

chapter.

Purpose

A CODASYL Data Base Management System will be

developed with the following goals in mind:

In terms of research, the DBMS is to provide a

vehicle for ongoing investigation of information systems

architecture. After the basic network functions are

established, further studies will be made to develop a

dynamic Data Description Language facility which will

allow the schema to be dynamically defined or modified.

Another area for development is the creation of a multi-

ple model database system by adding an external rela-

tional model capability which will coexist on a common

physical database with the network system.

In terms of using the system as a pedagogical tool,

a dynamic linking capability will be developed to enable
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the data base students to write modules for the system

and run them in parallel with the equivalent system

module. By doing this these students can compare their

results with the results of the system module.

Scope

This thesis establishes the groundwork for the sys-

tem. First, it defines the architecture of the whole

system and its components. Second, it defines the file

formats and memory formats the system will be using.

Third, it provides a Data Base Control System that sup-

ports the following DML functions: FIND, GET, STORE,

ERASE, CONNECT, DISCONNECT, OPEN, and CLOSE. These

functions compose a minimal subset sufficient to do all

the necessary operations in the data base. And lastly,

it provides the codes of the above mentioned DML func-

tions and the utility routines that support these func-

tions. Sample programs showing the result of the execu-

tion of these functions are also provided.

The DBMS Architecture

The components of the DBMS architecture involved in

retrieving records from the data base, and performing
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supporting services in response to requests from calling

programs, are:

- the user program

- the DDL and DSDL

- the DDL and DSDL compiler

- the program preprocessor

- the object schema definition

- the Data Base Control System

- student routines

- system buffers

- the data base

1. The user grogram requests services. This program is

in the C language, with embedded operation in a

CODASYL-like Data Manipulation Language (DML). The DML

part enables the program to access the data base, to

navigate among its structures, and to cause data

transfer between the data base and the user work area.

2. The Data Description Language (DDL) is specified by

the user to define the schema, its subschemas, sets,

records and fields. The Data Storage Description

Language (DSDL) is used for defining the storage

environment of the data base, and for the mapping

between the schema and the storage. The system imple-

ments most of the DDL and DSDL specifications proposed
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by CODASYL.

3. The compiler creates corresponding storage formats

from the DDL and DSDL defined for the data base by the

user. These format specifications are translated into

two forms. The first represents the object schema

definition, and is stored in the schema file. The

second is structures in C, which will be in the user

work area (UWA), and will be used with the preprocessed

source code during execution. In the latter case, the

variables used by the UWA will have to match those of

the preprocessed code.

4. The preprocessor converts the user program with DML

statements into code with calls to the Data Base Control

System (DBCS) functions. The type of function called

will be communicated through the parameter values.

These values, which are function codes, will be dis-

cussed in chapter III section A.

5. The object schema defines the underlying system work

area formats. Chapter II section A will discuss this in

detail.

6. The Data Base Control System (DBCS) performs the ser-

vices requested. These services are done by the
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routines executing the DML functions. Chapter III sec-

tion B provides a list of the DML functions this project

covers, as well as explanations on capabilities and lim-

itations of each.

7. The capability to support the student routines is a

special feature of the system. They are routines that

are expected to fulfill the same functional specifica-

tions as the routines in the DBCS. They are written by

students taking the data base classes. The correctness

of these routines are verified when they are run in

parallel with their corresponding routines in the DBCS,

and their results compared. To run in parallel means

that the DBCS executes two sets of code that do the same

function. The first set of code is by the student, and

the second set is from the system. The DBCS not only

has the capability to check the results, but also to

notify the students regarding the existence of errors,

if any. It also suppresses changes caused by these

errors.

8. The system buffers hold the data base records in use.

They are basically arrays 1024 bytes in size, the

defined block size for UNIX+ files. The unit of input

+ UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories
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and output on and from the file is by blocks of 1024

bytes. These buffers serve as a medium of data transfer

between the data base and the UWA.

9. The data base itself is also a component of the sys-

tem. The format of the data base files and the method

used in storing and retrieving records will be discussed

in chapter II.

Processing User Program

One way of seeing how all these components work

together to carry out a user program request, is to con-

sider the sequence of steps involved as shown in figure

1.2:

1. The DDL and DSDL are first compiled into an object

schema specification, which is stored on file, and into

structure definitions for the UWA.

2. The user program is preprocessed. The DML statements

are converted into calls to the DBCS.

3. The structures of UWA and the preprocessed code are

compiled and are linked with the DBCS module into an
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executable load module.

4. The load module is executed, during which the DBCS

refers to the object schema definitions that was earlier

compiled and stored on file. The object schema identi-

fies the position and the mode in which the records and

their respective fields are stored. It also defines the

sets and how the records are related in terms of being

members or owners of sets. The running program causes

input and output on the data base file, and interacts

with the system buffers and the UWA.

The execution phase may involve creating a data

base, modifying the contents of an existing data base,

or just reading from the data base. In every case, the

object schema serves as a format template through which

data are read or written.

When student routines are executed in parallel with

the system routines, they will be doing some of the

things the system routines do, such as reading from the

data base and using the system buffers.
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1

DDL & DSDL

User Program
(source code
with DML)

DDL & DSDL
compilation

Object Schema
On File

Data Base
Files

UWA
Structures
Library

3

Compiling
& Link
Editing

Load
Module

4

Execution

UWA

2

Preprocessing

Source Code
With Calls

DBCS & DML
Library
Routines

Student
Routines

7
( System

Buffers

Figure 1.2 - Components Involved In The Execution
Of A User Program
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Restrictions on the DBMS

Simplifying assumptions concerning the DBMS include

the following:

1. This DBMS will be a single user system, it will sup-

port only one user at a time. Because of this, deadlock

will not happen, and maintaining consistency in update

of the data base will not be a problem. Thus, the DML

options for locking and unlocking will not be imple-

mented.

2. There will be no distinction between the subschema

and the schema. This thesis assumes that the schema and

the subschema are the same. The capability of limiting

access to a subset of the schema will be developed in

the future.

3. Only the DDL entries for records, sets and schema

will be allowed. The realm (or the area) concept is not

included in this system. The realm concept has in fact

been deleted from the DDL and transfered to the DSDL in

the 1981 report by the Data Description Language Commit-

tee, since it deals with the physical storage of data.

Perhaps the option for realm specification will be pro-

vided in the future when the concept of subschemas will

be integrated into the system.
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CHAPTER II

MEMORY MANAGEMENT

Memory management is managing the work area of the

DBCS, both in main memory and on file. This includes

the system buffers, data dictionary for defining the

schema, data base file, and other areas shared by the

routines in the system. Its functions are varied. For

instance, it provides information for the system to

recognize records. It guides the system as it searches

and locates records and fields. It aids the system in

determining how the different record types relate to

each other in terms of being owners and members of sets.

It defines the methods in which records are stored and

retrieved.

The three main areas of concern with respect to

memory management that this thesis deals with have to do

with the main memory, the file, and the method used to

implement the CALC function. Some specific questions

are:

First, how does the system define the schema and

represent it in the memory; How are the information

specified by DDL and DSDL stored and referred to in the
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representation.

Second, how does the system utilize file space; How

are records stored and how are they located; How does

the system know where the available spaces are, and when

to extend the file size.

Third, how does the system implement the CALC func-

tion? What kind of hashing function is best in the

situation where the system should be able to take any

key, regardless of its data type and length, and convert

it to something of fixed length uniformly distributed

over the domain of the hashed key. Also, after the keys

of these records are hashed, how is the hash table,

whose size is not fixed, represented and maintained; How

does the system store the hashed records; How are the

record locations dependent on the hashed keys.

The Main Memory

As the DDL and the DSDL are used to describe the

schema and its components by the user, a certain set of

structures in the main memory are needed to represent

the schema, to be referred by DBCS. These structures

are part of the compiled form of the DDL and DSDL.

Several terms are used to describe such structures. One

is a data dictionary because it provides information for
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each entity in the system. This set of structures is

also called an object schema in the sense that it is an

object definition of the schema. The object schema in

the main memory is represented by four main structures.

These four are the schema structure, the record struc-

ture array, the set structure array, and the field

structure array.

1. The schema structure contains the following fields:

a) Token of the schema structure - the token tells

the system that the structure being read is a schema

structure. The token value here is 0. When a record

with a token of 0 is read, it will be understood to be a

schema record.

b) Name of the schema - this is a 32-character field,

where any shorter names will be padded with blanks and

any longer names will be truncated to a length of 32

bytes.

c) Number of record types - refers to the number of

record types defined in the schema. This is a part of

the basis for allocating memory for the record structure

array

d) Number of sets - refers to the number of sets in

the schema

e) Number of set records - refers to the number of

structures to be created for the set structure array.
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Each element in the set array represents a pairing of a

set and a record type which can be an owner or member of

the set. The total number of set records is the summa-

tion of r(s) for all s, where s is a set, and r(s) is

the number of records representing the set.

f) Number of fields - the total number of fields in

the schema. this refers to all the fields belonging to

the record types in the schema

g) Address of first record on file - this is a

pointer to the first structure in the set owned by

schema record, whose members are structures describing

the record types.

h) Address of first set on file - this is a pointer

to the first set structure on the file, in the set owned

by schema record, and whose members are structures

describing the sets in the schema

i) Current - is the current of run unit

The next three structures are in fact arrays of

structures. The number of records, number of set

records, and number of fields from the schema structure

are bases for determining the number of elements the

record structure array, set structure array, and the

field structure array will have respectively.

2. Each element in the record array contains the follow-

ing fields:
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a) Token for the record record - the value for this

token is 1. It tells the system that the record read is

a of type RECORD.

b) Name of the record type - as with the schema

record, this will be exactly 32 characters in length.

If necessary, the name will be padded with spaces or

truncated. The 32-character name must be unique within

the data base.

c) Token for the record type - the index value of the

record type in the record array.

d) Length of the record - this is expressed in bytes.

It includes the token, the data part, and the pointer

part of the record. This field implies that the records

in the data base can only be fixed lengthed.

e) Length of the data part of the record - since the

record can be divided into three parts: the first part

is the token of the record type, the second is the data

part, and the third is the pointer part. This field

tells the system how long the data part is, which is

actually the length of the corresponding record at the

UWA.

f) Number of fields, excluding the pointers - tells

the system how many elements in the field array will

belong to this particular record. A field whose

occurrence is greater than one will be considered as one

field.
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g) Index to record's first field in the field array -

this has to do with the field array in the object

schema. All the fields of one record type will be

stored contiguously as a segment in the array. First

field is the index value that points to the first ele-

ment in the segment for the record. It is also assumed

by the system that the format and the order of the

fields in the record is the same as its corresponding

record's in UWA.

h) Number of sets the record is involved in - this

refers to the number of set the record belongs to,

either as an owner or as a member

i) Location mode - a character representing the mode

in which the location for placing the record within the

database is determined. A value of "c" means the record

is in CALC mode. A "v" means the record is to be

located via a set. A value of "s" means location mode

is system default. A value of "d" means the location

mode is direct. However, this system does not provide

for this method of locating records.

j) Duplicates allowed or not allowed - this field

must be defined if the location mode is CALC, or if the

record has a key. A value of "n" means that duplicates

are not allowed. Otherwise, the value should be "a".

k) Set token - this field must be defined if location

mode is via set. The token identifies the set through
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which the record is located or stored. The record must

be a member in this set. A set token is an index to an

element in the set array that contains its owner's

information. If a record is not a member of any set, -1

is the default value for its set token.

1) Address of the next record structure - links the

current RECORD record to the next RECORD record in the

data base.

m) Address of the first field - this is the file

address of the structure that describes the first field

of the current record.

n) Current - the current of record type, an address

of the last instance of the record type accessed or made

available to the system. The address is also called the

data base key of the record instance.

3. Each set type is represented by two or more entries

in the set structure array. For each set type, there

will be one entry for the set owner, followed by as many

entries as there are member record types in the set.

The fields of the set structure are:

a) Token of the set record - the value for this field

is 2, so that when the structure is read, the system

will know that a set record is being read.

b) Name of the set - this set name will be repeated

as many times as there are member record types in the
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set. The set token mentioned in the record array, how-

ever, will be the index to the first occurrence of the

set name in the array, the one belonging to the owner.

The set name, like the record type name, must be unique

within the same schema.

c) Self token - tells the system where to store the

structure in the set array.

d) Owner token - the token here refers to the record

token of the owner of the set.

e) Number of member record types - this field con-

tains a positive number if it is the set owner's struc-

ture, or 0 if it is a member record type structure. -

the purpose of this information is two-fold. It tells

the system how many member record types there are in a

set as well as which element in the set array is an

owner's and which is a member's.

f) Record token - refers to the record type of the

participant in the set, it may either be an owner's or a

member's. The combination of the set name and the

record token will be unique in the whole set array. The

record token is the index value in the record array.

g) Pointer mode - tells the system what pointers the

particular record type has with respect to the set. The

system allows the use of any combination of three types

of pointers: the pointer to the owner of the set, the

pointer to the next record in the set, and pointer to
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the prior record in the set. The presence of all three

pointers means that the system can efficiently navigate

forward, backward, and towards its set owner from a

record. The value of the field is a result of perform-

ing bit union of three bit strings: the owner string,

the next string, and the prior string. If the owner

pointer is present, the owner bit string assumes the

value of 128. If the next pointer is present, the next

bit string assumes the value of 64. If the prior

pointer is present, the prior bit string assumes the

value of 32. If a pointer is not present, its bit

string assumes the value of 0. The result of 224 for

.instance, indicates that the three pointers are present

in a record type.

h) Pointer offset - offset of the first pointer in

the group of pointers specified by the pointer mode.

The pointers, if present must come in the order where

the owner pointer comes first, then the next pointer,

and then the prior pointer. Each pointer, which is

actually an address on file, uses 4 bytes. So, if there

is a second pointer in the group, the offset of the

second pointer is offset + 4.

i) Insertion mode - this is defined for the member of

a set. The value is "a" for automatic insertion, or "m"

for manual insertion.

j) Retention mode - this is also defined for the
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member of a set. The value is "f" for fixed retention,

"o" for optional retention, or "m" for mandatory reten-

tion.

k) Insertion order - this defines the order of inser-

tion of a member into a set. A value of "i" means that

order of insertion is immaterial. An "f" means that the

record instance is to be inserted at the beginning of

the set. An "1" means that the insertion will be made

at the end of the set. An "a" means after current

record in the set. A "b" means before current record in

the set. A value of "s" means the insertion has to be

in sorted order, by the key, which could be a con-

catenated key. The information on order of sorting is

specified field by field in the field array. A value of

"t" means that the sorting will be by record types.

1) Address of the next set record - guides the system

to the next set record to be loaded into the set array.

m) Current of set - if the element belongs to the

owner of the set, the "current" field in the element is

the current of the set. Otherwise, it is the address of

the last instance of the record type concerned. This

can be used to identify the record type of the current

of set. For instance, if none of the current of members

equal the current of set, then the record type of the

current of set must be the owner's.
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4. The field structure array contains information about

each field that belongs to each record type in the data

base. All the field structures for one record type are

contiguous in the array. Each element in the array con-

tains:

a) Token of field record - the value of this token is

3.

b) Name of the field - another 32-character array.

It must be unique within the same record type, but not

necessarily unique with respect to the whole schema.

c) Self token - provides the index value to where the

particular field instance belongs. This is necessary

specially in the case where the field structures are not

sorted in the schema data base.

d) Record token of the record type the field is in.

e) Offset of the field within the record - relative

position of the field from the start of the record in

bytes.

f) Length of the field - also expressed in terms of

bytes. If the field is an array, the length of the

field is the length of each element in the array. The

only exception to this is the use of array of characters

for representing names, in which case, the length is not

1, but the size of the character array.

g) Data type of the field - the possible values for
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this field are: "c" for character, "i" for integer, "f"

for float or real, "1" for long, and "s" for short. An

array of characters is also defined by "c".

h) Position in key - for fields that are not key

fields, or part of the concatenated key, the value is 0.

If the field is the key, the value is 1. If the field

is a part of the concatenated key, the value will be its

position in the key.

i) Sort order - a key in the data base may be used

for hashing, or for determining the order of insertion

within a set. In the latter case, the order can be

ascending ("a") or descending ("d") by its key fields.

j) Occurrence - number of times this field is

repeated in the record, which is, actually, the size of

the array in the record.

k) Address of the next field - points to the next

field structure in the data base.

To illustrate how these structures are used by the

system, consider the example used in chapter I. Let us

modify the example by adding pointers to each record

type. The BOOR record and the AUTHOR record will now

have two pointers: a pointer to the first record in the

set it owns, and a pointer to the last record in the set

it owns. The BOOK_AUTH record will have six pointers: a

set of three pointers composed of a pointer to the
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owner, a pointer to the next member, and pointer to the

prior member, will be used for the WRITTEN_BY set and

the HAS_WRITTEN set. Figure II.1 shows the diagram for

the BOOK_AUTHOR schema. The fields in these three

record types are shown in figures 11.2 through 11.4.

The corresponding record type tokens are 0, 1, and 2.

The two sets in the system involve two record types

each. That makes four set records for the set array.

The values for the schema, record, set, and field struc-

tures used by the system are shown in figures 11.5

through 11.8.
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BOOK

WRITTEN-BY HAS-WRITTEN

BOOK -AUTH

Figure 11.1 Schema Diagram for BOOK-AUTHOR
Data Base

BOOK Record: 116 bytes
location mode is CALC using title

field

BOOK record token
*title
*ISBN
*number of pages
*year published
address of first BOOK-AUTH

record in WRITTEN-BY set
address of last BOOK-AUTH

record in WRITTEN-BY set

type

int
char(80)
char (16)
int
short

long

long

(note: * - can be accessed by the user)

Figure 11.2 Format of BOOK Record
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AUTHOR Record: 76 bytes
location mode is CALC using name

field type

AUTHOR record token int
*name char(24)
*affiliation char(40)
address of first BOOK-AUTH

record in HAS-WRITTEN set long
address of last BOOK-AUTH

record in HAS-WRITTEN set long

Figure 11.3 Format of AUTHOR Record

BOOK-AUTH Record: 32 bytes
location mode is via WRITTEN-BY set

field type

BOOK-AUTH record token int
*author status char

'p' = principal author
'1' = lone author
'c' = co-author

address of owner record
in WRITTEN-BY set long

address of next record
in WRITTEN-BY set long

address of prior record
in WRITTEN-BY set long

address of owner record
in HAS-WRITTEN set long

address of next record
in HAS-WRITTEN set long

address of prior record
in HAS-WRITTEN set long

Figure 11.4 Format of BOOK-AUTH Record
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token name
# set

records sets records

0 BOOK_AUTHOR 3 2 I 4

record set
fields address address current

10 * * * * * *

(note: *** - assigned by the system)

Figure 11.5 Schema Structure for BOOK_AUTHOR

self data # first
token name token length length fields field

1 BOOK 0 116 104 5 0

1 AUTHOR 1 76 64 3 5

1 BOOK_AUTH 2 32 4 2 8

# location set next field
sets mode duplicates token address address current

1 calc not allwd -1 *** *** ***

1 calc not allwd -1 *** *** ***

2 via allowed 0 *** *** ***

Figure 11.6 Record Array for BOOK_AUTHOR
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token name
self owner it mem record poiter
token token types token mode

2 WRITTEN_BY 0 0 1 0 NP=96

2 WRITTEN_BY 1 0 0 2 ONP=224

2 HAS_WRITTEN 2 1 1 1 NP=96

2 HAS_WRITTEN 3 1 0 2 ONP=224

ptr insertion retention insertion next
offset mode mode order addr current

108 auto optional immat *** ***

8 auto fixed immat *** ***

68 auto optional immat *** ***

20 manl fixed immat *** ***

Figure 11.7 Set Array for BOOK_AUTHOR
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token name
self record
token token offset length

3 token 0 0 0 4

3 title 1 0 4 80

3 ISBN 2 0 84 16

3 number_of_pages 3 0 100 4

3 year_published 4 0 104 2

3 token 5 1 0 4

3 name 6 1 4 24

3 affiliation 7 1 28 40

3 token 8 2 0 4

3 author_status 9 2 4 1

data position sort next
type in key order occurrence address

int 0 a 1 ***

char 1 a 1 ***

char 0 a 1 ***

int 0 a 1 ***

shrt 0 a 1 ***

int 0 a 1 ***

char 1 a 1 ***

char 0 a 1 ***

int 0 a 1 ***

char 0 a 1 ***

Figure 11.8 Field Array for BOOK_AUTHOR
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The schema definitions which were just described do

not exist in main memory at the time the system starts

executing. As shown in figure 1.2, the object schema

originally exists on file. The records in the SCHEMC\
'N.---''s----,

schema are stored in the same way the records in the

application data base are stored. These schema defini-

tions have to be loaded into the main memory before any

navigation or access can be done. This loading process

is done during the execution of the OPENDB command.

In loading the object schema definitions, the sys-

tem uses the same routines that FIND and GET operations

uses for the records in the data base. It treats the

schema definitions as instances in a data base called

the schema data base.

The schema definition for the schema data base can

be called the schema, or the object schema of the

schema. In a way, this is recursively applying the

technique for defining the schema on two data bases.

The first schema defined is that of the schema of the

application system. The purpose of the object schema of

the schema is to be used by the DBCS as basis for load-

ing the schema definitions of the application data base.

The SCHEMA schema has four record types. The

SCHEMA record is located by using CALC function on its

schema name. The other three record types, the RECORD

record, the SET record, and the FIELD record, are
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located via the sets they belong to as members. The

SCHEMA schema has three sets. The SCHEMA record owns

the SCHEMA_RECORD set and the SCHEMA_SET set. The

RECORD record owns the RECORD FIELD set. Since the

SCHEMA schema entries are defined and fixed, its struc-

tures and corresponding values, discussed above, or dis-

cussed at the beginning of this section are declared as

part of global declarations.

The diagram on figure 11.9 shows how the different

entities in the SCHEMA schema are related. For the

values used by the object schema structures for the

SCHEMA schema, refer to appendix A.
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SCHEMA

RECORD

FIELD

SET

Figure 11.9 Schema Diagram of the Object Schema
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File Management

When an application program is run, two files are

involved. The first file accessed is the object schema

data base file. It contains the object schema of the

application data base which is stored in the second

file. After the first file is read, and the object

schema loaded into the memory, it is closed. The second

file is then opened. This file will remain open until

the end of the program run, unless the user program

calls the close data base routine before the program

terminates.

Both files contain data base instances as well as

some structures representing hash tables and hash blocks

created by the system for doing CALC operations. Both

files assume the same formats about to be described in

this section. The system uses the same set of routines

to read, write, and locate records for both files. When

the term "file" or "data base file" is used in the

succeeding discussion, it applies to both files.

The unit for reading data from, or writing data

into a file is by blocks of 1024 bytes. Therefore, the

system looks at the file one block at a time. Actually,

there are three kinds of blocks in the file. The first
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two kinds, located in block 0 and block 1, are special

blocks. They are read into the main memory for refer-

ence throughout the program execution. The third kind

of block, the general one, is examined by the system one

at a time. The three kinds of blocks are:

1. The system block at block 0.

It contains a structure which is the root from which the

DBCS can get to any other structures in the file. The

structure, called the system record, contains informa-

tion such as the address of the first record in a chain

of key type records. A key type represents a record

type whose location mode is CALC. This will be

explained in section C of this chapter.

2. The free list on block 1.

The free list is used by the system to keep track of

space usage in the file. It is an array of 256 pointers

to blocks. Positions 2 through 253 in the free list may

either contain a null, or a starting address of a block

that has a certain number of free bytes, which is the

available bytes for storing record structures later.

The system uses the index value to determine the number

of free bytes in a block. If the block is pointed to by

a slot indexed by i on the free list, the number of free

bytes on the block is between (i * 4) and (i * 4) + 3.
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Position 255 of the free list contains the size of the

file. If there is a need to extend the size of the

file, a new block is added, and the file size is incre-

mented by 1024, updating the slot indexed by 255. It is

not possible for the system to request a space for stor-

ing something less than eight bytes, therefore positions

0 and 1 are ignored. The maximum number of free bytes

on a block is 1012. This is due to the use of some

overhead fields in each block which takes up 12 bytes.

Thus, the position 254 is also ignored by the system.

The three functions that use and modify the free list

are:

a) falloc - which allocates a block for the system to

store a record structure,

b) foccupy - which writes the record structure into

the block specified by falloc, and

c) ffree - which deletes the structure from the

block.

3. The data base blocks, or the general blocks.

They are for storing the instances in the data base, as

well as the hash structures needed by the system to

locate some of these instances. The maximum space to be

used by the record structures and their pointers in

these blocks is 1012 bytes. The first 12 bytes in the

block is reserved as a block header that contains three
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fields the system refers to, and they are the number of

pointers in the block, the number of contiguous free

bytes in the block, and the address of the next block

that has the same number of free bytes (well, more or

less the same). These 12 bytes added to the 1012 makes

up a whole block.

For each structure in the block, there is a pointer

in the same block that contains the structure's offset

from the beginning of the block. All the pointers are

consecutively assigned from the end of the block.

Theoretically at this point, we can say that before any

structures are deleted from the block, there are as many

pointers as there are record structures.

When a new structure is added, a corresponding

pointer is created for it at the next available position

towards the end of the block.

When a particular structure is deleted, its pointer

will be given the value of -1. The "number of pointers"

field at the block header refers to the number of

pointers including those with -1's. When a structure is

deleted, any structures after it are shifted to cover

the one deleted, thus preserving contiguity of free

bytes. The pointers to the shifted structures are modi-

fied accordingly, and so is the number of free bytes

field at the header.

The change in the number of free bytes effectively
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changes the pointer to the next block, and the linkage

with respect to the free list.

Although in the present system, a pointer always

points to a structure in the same block, this may not be

true in the future. Thus, the option for allowing

pointers to point to structures outside their block is

provided. When a pointer value is less than 1024, it

points to a structure in the same block. If it is

greater than 1024, it points to another pointer in

another block, which is a pointer to a structure in its

block.

The changes occurring within a block after adding

and deleting structures are illustrated by some examples

in figure II.10.
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Initially:

0 1012 0 free bytes

After adding recl (100 bytes) and rec2 (200 bytes):

12 112

2 704 0 recl rec2 free bytes 112 12

After deleting recl and adding rec3 (300 bytes):

12 212

2 500 0 rec2 rec 3 free bytes 212 12 -1

Figure II.10 Adding and Deleting Record
Structures from a Block
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The Hashing Function

In providing the system default algorithm for hash-

ing the key of a record, two problems must be con-

sidered. First, the system must convert the keys, which

are data of any length, type, and content, into hashed

values that are distributed uniformly over some range,

such as the size of the hash table. Second, since the

number of occurrence of the records having these keys is

undefined, the size of the hash table cannot be defined.

If the table size is fixed, it would be undesirable to

use a table that is too large, resulting in wasted

space, or to have a table that is too small, resulting

in many collisions, inefficient operations associated

with storing and retrieving records, and possibly

expanding the table, rehashing, and reallocating

records.

To solve the first problem, the system adapted a

hashing function proposed by Carter and Wegman[1]. This

hashing function h, can take any key K, and convert it

into K' = h(K), the pseudokey associated with K. The

length of pseudokey is fixed, which the system defines

to be 16 bits. The pseudokey is assumed to be distri-

buted nearly uniformly. to be distributed nearly uni-

formly.

The formula for the hashing function involves
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multiplication and modulo operation.

h(K) = ((m * folded K + n) mod p) mod 2**s

where m and n are arbitrary numbers,

K is the key,

p is the prime number greater than 2**s,

and s is the size of the resulting bit string.

Since the C programming language cannot accomodate

arithmetic operations involving bit strings longer than

32 bits, the system creates K by folding every 32 bits

of the key, using bit exclusive-or operation. Also,

since (m * folded K) may go beyond the range between

-2,147,483,648 and 2,147,483,647 (that is between

-(2**31) and (2**31 - 1)) the system rewrites the func-

tion into an equivalent formula:

(((folded K mod p) * m) + n) mod p) mod 2**s

where p is a prime number less than (2**31) and greater

than (2**s). The values chosen for the formula are:

p = 1081079, which is slightly over 2**20,

m = 1709;

n = 0;

s = 16, the size of the pseudokey, and

folded K = folded key, 4 bytes or 32 bits long.
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The resulting hash function is:

(((folded K mod 1081079) * 1709) mod 1081079) mod 65536

Since (K mod 1081079) is within the range of

-1081078 and +1081078, and (1081079 * 1709) is less than

(2**31 - 1), the problem of multiplication overflow is

eliminated. The result here is that the 20 of the low-

order bits of the pseudokey will be scrambled, since

1081079 is greater than (2**20), Also, using 1709 as the

multiplier (1709 takes 11 bits to express) means that

any key with more than 10 significant bits will scramble

the entire 20 bits in the pseudokey.

After taking the modulo, the result is a pseudokey

of 16 bits, whose value is assumed to be uniformly dis-

tributed between 0 and 65535 (although this behavior is

not theoretically provable). uniformly distributed

between 0 and 65535.

How will a pseudokey be mapped-to the hash table?

This problem is related to determining the size of the

hash table. In a situation where the table size cannot

be determined, and where additions and deletions of

records on file will either increase or decrease the

number of keys to be hashed, it is ideal to use a

dynamic hash table that can grow or shrink as needed. A

solution, using extendible hashing, is offered by Fagin,

et al [5]. This method of hashing is a combination of
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the use of a conventional table of some size, andthe

radix search tree method.

In adopting the method, the DBCS starts out with a

hash table of 16 elements, indexed from 0 to 15. Con-

ceptually, each element in the table points to a block,

which can contain a maximum of 20 records. The pseudo-

key is mapped to an element in the hash table, whose

index value is pseudokey mod 16. Initially, all the

elements in the table points to one block. By the time

the block has 20 records, an addition of a new record

would cause the block to be split. This causes another

block of the same size to be allocated. Records whose

pseudokey modulo 2 is 0 remain in the old block. And

records whose pseudokey modulo 2 is 1, are transferred

to the new block. At this point, elements in the hash

table whose index modulo 2 is 0 remain unchanged, which

means they point to the old block. The ones whose index

modulo 2 is 1 are made to point to the new block. The

number of pointers to the new block and the old block is

evenly divided.

This process of block splitting can go on and on

until some elements in the table are pointing to a block

themselves. When a lone element is pointing to a block

that is to be split, the following happens: Since it is

not possible for an element to point to two blocks at

one time, some element in the hash table has to be
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sought to point to the new block. This is done by dou-

bling the size of the hash table and associating two

elements in the extended hash table with each element in

the original hash table. This other element is deter-

mined only after the hash table is extended. That is,

after the size of the table is doubled. If the original

number of elements in the table is 16, it becomes 32.

This time, the elements are indexed from 0 to 31. Con-

sider splitting block n. For each pseudokey K' of a

record in block n, where K' mod 16 = n. After doubling

the table size consider m = K' mod 32. If m < 16, then

m = n and the record remains in the old block. If m >=

16 then m = (n + 16) and the record will be transferred

to block m in the new half of the hash table.

During the extension of the table, the same number

of elements currently in the table are attached to the

end of the table, thus doubling its size. The pointers

in the original table are copied into the new half of

the new table. That is, with the exception of the ele-

ment involving the split block. An element indexed by m

will have the same value as the one indexed by n, if m

is equal to (n + half the size of the newly extended

table).

After the block is split and records reassigned,

there should be enough space to store the new record.

If there is still no space, the system repeats the block
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splitting and table extending process until a space is

available for the new record.

In general, the process of extending the table and

splitting the blocks are expressed by the following

algorithm. The depth refers to the number of bits from

the left of the pseudokey that is being used to deter-

mine where the record belongs. The depth of the hash

table determines the number of elements in the table.

For instance, if the depth is four, the number of ele-

ments in the table is (2**4) or 16. The depth of the

block determines the number of elements in the table

pointing to it, which is (2**(depth of table - depth of

block)). This determines whether or not the table

should be extended, should a block splitting occur.

The algorithm for extendible hashing is as follows:

read table depth
index = pseudokey mod (2**(table depth))
read block pointed to by table[index]
if block has less than 20 records

store record in block
add 1 to the number of records stored

else
split block
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The algorithm for splitting block:

if block depth = table depth
extend table

allocate new block
for each record in the old block

/* rpseudokey is pseudokey of rec in old block */
if (rpseudokey mod (2**(block depth))) =

(rpseudokey mod (2**(block depth + 1)))
retain record in old block

else
transfer record to new block
subtract 1 from number of records in old block
add 1 to number of records in new block

if (pseudokey mod (2**(block depth))) =
(pseudokey mod (2**(block depth + 1)))
store new record in old block
add 1 to old block number of records

else
store new record in new block
add 1 to new block number of records

,add 1 to block depth of old block
Ladd 1 to block depth of new block
\for index = 0 to half of table

if table[index] = old block address
table[index + 2**(block depth - 1)]

= new block address

Algorithm for extending table:

for i = 0 to (2**(table depth))
table [i + 2**(table depth)] = tablefil

add 1 to table depth

In a dynamic hash table environment, the table

should be able to grow or shrink as needed. The system

provides for the possibility of splitting blocks and

extending tables when records are added. In the case of

deletion, the system only merges blocks when a block

becomes empty. The system does not provide for shrink-

ing hash tables. The reason behind this, as given by

Fagin, et al [5] in their article, is
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"...this additional complexity will probably not be
justified for those applications where we can expect
new growth to rapidly replace any deletions", (p.

329) .

This is true in the case of the data base, specially

when CALC records are usually owners of sets, and eras-

ing owners of sets from the data base occur less often,

and the capability to delete these records are usually

more restricted by the user.

The merging of the blocks is done when a block has

zero records. The block is deleted from the data base

and all the elements pointing to it will copy the

pointers of their corresponding elements in the table.

The corresponding elements are those indexed by (n +

half the table size) if the element to be changed is

indexed by n.

The DBCS implements the above concept of extendible

hashing using four structures, the system structure, the

key type structure, the table structure, and the block

structure.

The system structure is read from block 0. One of

its field contains an address to the first key type

structure on the file.

A key type is a record type whose location mode is

CALC. There are as many key structures as there are

record types in the data base whose method of location
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is done through hashing its keys. The key type struc-

tures are chained by having one key type structure point

to the next one. The last structure on the chain has a

null pointer to the next structure. A field in the key

type structure points to the hash table, that is, the

first table structure that represents the first segment

of the hash table. Another field in the key type struc-

ture contains the depth of the table. The depth is a

basis from which the system determines how many table

segments there are for the particular key type.

A table structure as mentioned earlier, represents

a segment of the hash table. It has an array that con-

tains 16 block address, which is the initial table size

the system uses. Should the table be extended, the sys-

tem adds the same number of table structures to the ones

currently present and attach them to the last table

structure, forming a chain of table structures that is

now double in length. If the particular pseudokey is to

be used to locate the block the record is in, the index

value in the hash table is n = (pseudokey mod (2 **

table depth)). To look for n in our hash table struc-

tures, (n div 16) is the number of table structures to

travel from the first one. And in that structure, (n

mod 16) is the index value of the element that contains

the address of the block for the pseudokey looked for.

The block structure represents a block of records
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whose pseudokeys have the same lower bits, depending on

the depth of the block. The system does not use actual

blocks of 1024 bytes to store the records, however. In

place of the actual block, it uses a structure, and in

place of records, respective pseudokeys and addresses of

the records. In other words, the hash table contains

the address of the virtual block structure, a structure

containing pseudokeys and addresses of 20 records.

This method of using block structures instead of

actual blocks to represent blocks of records may cause

slight inefficiency in retrieving records due to addi-

tional level of indirection, and possibly more page

faults. But it is a better method for storing CALC

records. Probably the major advantage is its storage

independence. The system does not have to deal with the

added complexity of dealing with two kinds of general

blocks: those solely designated for CALC records, and

those designated for other kinds of records. All

records are stored the same way, using the method dis-

cussed in section B of this chapter. A subtle side-

effect for choosing the block structure method is that

file space is utilized more efficiently. A block struc-

ture that has pointers to 20 records occupy less than

one-eighth of a block. If the block is not "full", the

largest possible unutilized space is 114 bytes. If real

blocks are used, and if only a half of the block is
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occupied with CALC records, there will be 506 unused

bytes. The space overhead for using this block struc-

ture becomes insignificant.

The other advantage has to do with splitting of the

blocks. If real blocks are used, whole records have to

be transferred or shifted. Pointers to records within

the block have to be updated. Records transferred to

the new block will have two pointers associated with it:

the one in the old block points to the records' pointers

in the new block. This also implies that an additional

level of indirection will result. If block structures

are used, only the pseudokeys of the records and theirs

respective address are shifted or transferred to the new

block structure. The actual records do not have to be

touched, or even referred to at all. No pointers at the

end of the block need to be updated.

Other fields in the block structure are the number

of records in the block, and its own address in the

file, to be used in case modifications on these struc-

tures are made.

Of the four types of structures used to implement

extendible hashing, the system structure, key type

structures and table structures are loaded into the main

memory when the file is open, and they are resident in

the memory througout the program execution. The block

structure is accessed only when needed. The system
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structure is read from block 0. All the other struc-

tures are read from somewhere in the file, the same way

all other records are read.
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CHAPTER III

THE DBCS

Introduction

The Data Base Control System is part of the DBMS

that performs the DML functions requested by the user

program. The sequence of steps involved in processing a

request is as follows:

1. The user program calls the DBCS, passing to it two

parameters, indicating the type of function to be per-

formed. The first parameter is the DML function code,

and the second parameter is a pointer to an option list

giving information associated with the DML functions

specified and the options the program chooses.

2. The DBCS analyzes the parameters, and calls the DML

routine specified by the function code. The following

is a list of function codes the DBCS understands:

2 - CONNECT
3 - DISCONNECT
4 - ERASE
5 - FIND
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8 - GET
15 - STORE
51 - OPEN
52 - CLOSE

It also deciphers the option list parameters, and passes

along the information to the routines as needed.

3. As these requests are executed, some combination of

the following will occur: some currency indicators are

updated, data is read into the system buffer, changes

are made on the data base, variables in the WA are

assigned some values from the system buffer, or an error

exception condition code is returned and an error mes-

sage is written to standard output.

4. After the request is executed, the DBCS returns and

waits for another call from the user's program.

The DML Functions

The DML functional routines form the major part of

the DBCS. The list of function codes in the earlier

section shows the scope of DML functions covered by this

thesis. Below is a detailed discussion of each func-

tion. These functions are almost totally based on the

.DML functions specified by CODASYL in their 1981 JOD
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[21. If any parameter structures are mentioned here, it

would be helpful to refer to the global variables in the

code "dbcs" in appendix A.

1. CONNECT - The connect function establishes the

membership of a record in one or more sets. Its options

are to connect a record to the sets specified, in which

case the record type must be defined to be a member of

the set type specified; or to all the sets in which the

record type is defined as member. The parameter struc-

ture used in conjunction with connect is pm2. If the

record name is NULL, the record to be connected is the

current of run unit. If the first set name is NULL, the

option to take is "ALL". A record that is currently a

member of some particular set cannot be connected to a

set of the same type. The insertion order information

in the set array tells the system where in the set the

record should be connected.

2. DISCONNECT - the disconnect function reverses the

effect of connect. It removes or "unlinks" a record

from one or more sets. The parameter structure used by

the system for disconnect, like connect, is pm2. If

record name is NULL, the record to be disconnected is

the current of run unit. If set names are specified,

the system can only disconnect it from the sets that it
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is currently a member. If the first set name is NULL,

it is understood that the user has chosen the "ALL"

option, and the record will be disconnected from all the

sets in which the record is currently a member. In both

cases, the record must be defined as an optional member

of each of the set types.

3. ERASE - The erase function deletes a record from the

data base. The parameter struct used for erase is pm4.

If the record name is specified, the record to be erased

is the current record of the type named. If record name

is NULL, then the record to be erased is the current of

run unit. Another part of the parameter is the ALL

option. If ALL is true, then the record, together with

the sets and the members its owns will be erased from

the database. That is regardless of their retention

class of membership. If ALL is false, a record can be

erased only under one of the following conditions: a) If

it doesn't own any sets, or the sets it owns have no

members, or b) no members with mandatory retention mode

currently exist in the sets it owns. If the record has

a "mandatory" member, it will be ignored, and will not

be disconnected or erased. In the latter case, members

with fixed retention mode will be erased from the data

base, and members with optional retention mode will be

disconnected from the sets.
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4. FIND - The find statement is used to select a record

in the data base. Its major and only function is to set

appropriate currency indicators to the address of the

record that satisfies the record selection expression.

There are six record selection expressions defined in

the 1981 CODASYL JOD [2]. This thesis will cover three

of them, format one, format three, and format five.

a) The format one selection expression is for finding a

record whose location mode is CALC. The corresponding

parameter structure is pm5, with forml not NULL. The

record name must be specified. The bases for forming

the key are the fields in the UWA containing the values

needed, and the information about the key provided in

the object schema. The execution of finding record in

CALC mode is where the concepts of universal and exten-

dible hashing are applied. If dup is "a", ANY is speci-

fied, and the record to be located is the first qualify-

ing record, or the first occurrence of a record whose

key matches the one from the UWA. If dup is "d", DUPLI-

CATE is specified, and the next qualifying record after

the current one is located.

b) The format three selection expression is for

records that are members of sets. The options are to

find the first or last record in the set, or next or

prior record relative to the current of the set, or to
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locate the record at the nth position relative to the

first or the last record in the set. The parameter

structure is pm5. The fields form3 and set name must

not have null values If the record name field is null,

any record type that satisfies the record selection

expression will be found. If the record name is given,

the record to be found must not only satisfy the selec-

tion expression, but must be of the type specified.

c) The format five selection expression is to find

the owner record of a set. The parameter structure for

the format is pm5. The set name must be defined.

5. GET - The get functions copies part or all of a

record from the system work area to a corresponding

structure in UWA. The parameter structure used with the

get command is pm8. If record name is NULL, the record

to be copied is the current of run unit. Otherwise, the

record is the current of the record type named. If the

first field name is NULL, the whole record will be

copied. Otherwise, only those fields named will be

copied.

6. STORE - This function causes a record in the UWA to

be copied into the system work area and stored in the

data base. The parameter associated with this function

is pm15. The record name, which is the basis in which
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the type of the record to be stored will be recognized,

must be specified. The store routine automatically

attaches the record token as the first field of the

record before it is stored in the data base. Although

not specified in the parameter, store is done several

ways. A record whose location mode is CALC has to have

its pseudokey computed and added to a hash block after

it is stored into the data base. Depending on the

insertion mode, a record that is a member of some set

may either be stored into the data base and be connected

automatically, or just be stored and not connected to

the set.

7. OPEN - The open function sets up the object schema of

the data base for reference by the DBCS and opens the

data base file for access by DBCS. It also loads the

structures related to hashing, if there are any, into

the system work area. The parameter structure for the

open command is pm5l. The schema name must be speci-

fied. Usage is either read only, in which case the code

is 0, or read-write, in which case the value for the

usage field is 2. The user should specify "first" to be

true is the data base is to be created by that particu-

lar program. Otherwise, "first" should be false.

8. CLOSE - Simply closes the data base file. The system
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does not use a specialized routine to execute this. It

calls the predefined function close to release the file

descriptor and make the file no longer available. The

default option is taken when the schema name is null,

and the current data base file is closed. If the schema

name is given, it will be compared with the name of the

data base currently in use. If the name does not match

an open schema, an error message will be printed and the

current data base files will not be closed. If the

names match, the appropriate data base file will be

closed.

The Code

The DBCS uses a set of global variables to keep

track of the system's processing status. These same

variables also provides means by which different rou-

tines communicate. Among the global declarations are

the object schema, the structures used by the routines

on hashing, the different DML function parameter format

definitions, the free list, system buffer, and file

descriptor.

The routines in the DBCS can roughly be classified

into two kinds: The functional routines, which are the

major routines which control and execute the DML func-
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tions; and the utility routines, which perform some com-

mon basic functions, and are used by the functional rou-

tines.

Examples of functional routines are find() and

get(). The relation between the main control code

called the "dbcs()" and the various functional routines

are shown on figures III.1 through 111.8.

The utility routines associated with the following

functions are:

1. Handling exception conditions - exception

2. Managing file allocation and file space usage fal-

loc, foccupy, ffree, and initflist

3. Converting record, set, and field names to their

token, and creating arrays of sets or fields - rectok-

enof, settokenof, fieldtokenof, convert_sets,

convert_fields

4. Hashing - hash, ldhashinfo, addtoblk, merge

5. Searching and locating records - formkey, search,

locate

6. Input-Output or copying records - readblk, writeblk,
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copyseg, readrec

7. Identifying and managing pointers within a record -

clearpointers, ptr_pos

8. Checking presence or absence of members of a record -

no_mem, no_mand_mem

A complete set of code of the DBCS is in the appen-

dices. The global variables and the main control rou-

tine dbcs() are in appendix A. The functional routines

are in appendix B. The utility routines are in appendix

C. A brief description is provided at the beginning of

the code of each routine.
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dbcs

cnnect

disconnect

erase

find

get

store

opendb

Figure 111.1 The Major Routines Called From "dbcs"



cnnect
(connect)

connectf irst

connectlast

connectbeside

connectsort

connecttoken
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Figure 111.2 The Major Routines Called From "cnnect"
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disconnect

findnext

findprior

findowner

Figure 111.3 The Major Routines Called From
"disconnect"



erase

eraseall

erasecalc

erasef

disconnect
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Figure 111.4 The Major Routines Called From "erase"

get

getrec

getfield

Figure 111.5 The Major Routines Called From "get"
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find

findcalc

findnext

findprior

findfirst

findlast

findposition

findowner

Figure 111.6 The Major Routines Called From "find"



store

falloc

f occupy

addtoblk

cnnect
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Figure 111.7 The Major Routines Called From "store"



opendb

ldhashinfo

buildnewkt

loadschema

initflist
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Figure 111.8 The Major Routines Called From "opendb"
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CHAPTER IV

DEMONSTRATION OF THE DBCS

The DBCS developed for this thesis performs the

basic functions of a network data base system. These

functions were presented in chapter III. The minimal

run-time environment for accessing the DML functions

include a user program with calls to the DBCS and the

existence of an object schema in the object schema file

(see figure 1.2).

To show how the DBCS works, the example of

BOOK_AUTHOR will be used. An object schema for the

BOOK_AUTHOR data base had been created and stored in a

file called "objectschema". Three examples of user pro-

grams with calls to the DBCS were created.

The first program creates the BOOK_AUTHOR data base

on a file called "bookauthor". Each record in the file

"author" contains the author's name and affiliation.

The file "book" contains three types of records to

represent a book. The first contains the book title.

The second contains the ISBN, number of pages, and the

year published. The third contains the status and name
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of the author; Each record of this third type

represents one BOOK_AUTH record in the data base. A

character code is used at the beginning of each record

to mark its type. The contents of the file "author" and

"book" are shown in appendix D. These data become the

initial contents of the data base.

The second program accesses data from the

BOOK_AUTHOR data base. It handles interactive inquiries

concerning the information stored in the data base.

The third program makes changes on the contents of

the BOOK_AUTHOR data base. It can add new record

instances into, or delete existing records from the data

base.

The three programs are in appendix D.

We have built a small BOOK_AUTHOR data base by

using the create program, displayed part of the data

base using the query program, and updated the data base

with both inserting additional records and deleting some

of the original records. Then finished by displaying

the data base to show that the updates were effective.

The interactive output for the original query, the

different updates, and the query after the updates are

also shown in appendix D.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY

This thesis reports the implementation of a minimal

functional DBMS based on CODASYL specifications. It is

a subset of the system defined in chapter I. Included

in the subset are the object schema definition, the data

base file format specification, a DBCS routine, and a

set of DML routines composed of GET, STORE, ERASE, CON-

NECT, DISCONNECT, OPEN, CLOSE, three formats in FIND,

and the supporting utility routines. This system is

presently running on a VAX 11/750+ with the 4.1 BSD UNIX

operating system.

Although the design of the network data base

management system is based on the specifications by

CODASYL, some of their recommendations are not followed.

For one, CODASYL suggests that the system can have fixed

length record types and variable length record types.

This system assumes that the length of all the record

+ VAX 11/750 is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corp.
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types are fixed. It determines the record length by

consulting the record array.

Another difference is that the option for using an

index array for establishing membership in a set is not

provided by this system. As discussed in chapter II

section A, the user can specify that an owner pointer, a

next pointer, a prior pointer, or any combination of

these three pointers exist in a record. This option

causes the members of a set to be linked into a circular

chain.

The CODASYL notion of subschema can be used to con-

fine access of data to a subset of the schema or a sub-

set of instances in the data base. This system does not

make any distinction between the subschema and the

schema. It considers the subschema, that is the window

through which the user sees the data base, to be the

same as the schema, the one defined for the system.

It is desirable that a data base can be shared by

several programs during run time. CODASYL recommended

that access and update locks be used to guarantee con-

sistency in the data base. Because current versions of

UNIX do not support shared memory objects, it is very

difficult for independent user processes (i.e. processes

with no common parent) to communicate the required syn-

chronization information. Therefore this system is

implemented as a single user system. Locking facilities
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are not supported. The data base can only be accessed

or updated by one program at a time.

As for the system features, limitations, and

suggestions for improving the system, an outstanding

concern here is to improve the processing efficiency.

Ideally, member records of the same set instance

should be stored in the same block. This makes access-

ing and navigating within sets more efficient. This is

because no input-output operations are invoked if

searches are done within the same block. The present

system does not cause set members to be stored this way.

The routines used for storing data use the first fit

method. Records are shifted only when a record deletion

occurs. They are never relocated as a result of a store

command. With the same concern about grouping member

records in the same block, the block size in the future

system could be expanded to 4096 bytes, so that more

records can be stored in the same block.

Since the system assumes that all the records are

fixed length, it is not concerned with the possibility

that the length of a record will be changed by a modify

command. When variable length records are implemented,

the capability to relocate records should be provided,

since lengthening a record may cause space shortage

within a block.

If a record has to be relocated either as a result
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of store or modify, the use of on-page and off-page

pointers becomes essential. These two types of pointers

are already provided in the present system. They are

the "pointers to records" of regular blocks described in

section B of chapter II.

The hashing function, although extendible, has a

limit. The maximum number of record instances that can

be stored for a CALC record type is 20 * (2**16) . That

is, 20 records for each of (2**16) pseudokeys. The

limit is determined by the size of the pseudokey and the

fixed maximum for the number of records that can be

stored in a hash block. Although 20 * (2**16), or

1,310,720 is a reasonably sufficient limit for the

number of records for a particular CALC record type,

Part of the confidence that this limit will not cause

problems with storing records into the data base comes

from our belief that the universal hashing function used

by the system produces a nearly uniformly distributed

values for pseudokeys. This means that a high percen-

tage of the hash structures will be utilized before the

system runs out of space for an incoming hash record.

It the hashing function does not produce uniformly dis-

tributed values, the hash structure may not be able to

accomodate a new record soon enough, and the system does

not guard against this possibility. Consider an extreme

case where 21 records have the same pseudokey value. A
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hash block has only slots for 20 pseudokeys. The 21st

record cannot be addressed from the hash block struc-

ture, and an attempt to store it will cause system

failure.
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1 #include <stdio.h>
2 *define CONNECT 2

3 *define DISCONNECT 3

4 *define ERASE 4

5 #define FIND 5

6 #define GET 8

7 #define STORE 15
8 *define OPEN 51

9 #define CLOSE 52

10 *define BLKSIZE 1024
11 *define TRUE
12 #dafine FALSE 0

13
14 struct g
15 {

16 int token; /* 0 */
17 char nameE321; /* name of the schema */
18 int a_records; /* number of record types in the schema * /

19 int n_sets; /* number of set types in the schema */

20 int n_set_records; /* number of record occurrences descri- *

21 * bing the sets. */

22 int n_fields; /* number of fields in the schema */

23 long rec_addr; /* address to the first record record */

24 long set_addr; /* address to the first set record */

25 current; /* current of run-unit */

26
_long

} , o...schema

27 {0, "object_schema ", 4, 3, 6, 38, OL, OL, OLi;

28
29 struct r
30 {

31 int token; /* 1 */
32
33

char name[32];
int self_token;

/* name of the record type */
/* index to the position of self in the *

34 * array */
35 short length; /* total record length */
36 short data_length; /* length of the data part */

37
38

short n_fields;
int first_field;

/* number of fields for the record type
/* index to the record's first field in

*
*

39 * the field array. */
40 short n_sets; /* number of sets the record belongs to. */

41 char loc_mode; /* 'c' calc; 'v' = via set */
42 char dup; /* 'a' = duplicates allowed;

*

43 * 'n' = duplicates not allowed. */
44 int set_token; /* location reference if loc_mode is 'v'

45 long next_addr; /* address of the next record record */
46 long field_addr; /* address of the first field record */
47 long current; /* current of record type */
48 } o_record[4] =
49
50 { 1, "schema ", 0, 64, 48, 6, 0.

51 2, 'c', 'n', -1, OL, CL, CL },

52 { 1, "record ", 1, 72, 56, 11, 6,

53 2, 'v', 'n', 0, OL, OL,
54 { 1, "set ", 2, 68, 56, 11, 17,

55 1, 'v', 'n', 2, CL, OL,
56 { 1, "field ", 3, 60, 52, 10, 28,

57 1, 'v', 'a', 4, OL, OL, OL}
58 I;

59
60 struct s
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62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120

int token;
char name{321;
int self_token;
int owner_token;
short n_mem_types;
int rec_token;

char ptr_mode;

/* 2 */
/* name of the set */
/* index of self in the set array */
/* record type of the owner */
/* number of member record types */
/* record type of the participant in the *

* set */
/* or linkage structure; shows if owner, *

* next, or prior pointers are present */

short ptr_offset; /* offset of the pointers */
char insertion_mode; /* 'a' = automatic; 'm'= manual */
char retention_mode; /* 'f' = fixed; 'o' = optional;

* 'm' = mandatory */
char ins_order; /* 'f' = first; '1' = last;

* 'a' = after current; 'b' = before cur *

* 's' = sorted by key; 't' = by token */

long next_addr; /* address of the next set record */

long current; /* current of set, or current of members *

* of set */

} o_set(61 =

{ 2, "schema_record
'a', 'o', 'n', OL,

{ 2, "schema_record
'a', 'f', 'n', OL, OL},

f 2, " schema_set
'a', 'o', 'n', OL, OL },

{ 2, "schema_set
'a', 'f', 'n', OL, OL},

{ 2, "record_field
'a', 'f', 'n', OL, OL),

{ 2, "record_field
'a', 'f', 'n', OL, OL}

1;

struct f
{

int token;
char namef321;
int self_token;
int rec_token;
short offset;
short length;
char data_type;

short pos_in_key;

char sort_order;
short occurrence;
long next_addr;

} o_fie1df383 =

{ 3, "token
'i', 0, '1', 1, OL},

{ 3, "name
'c', 1, 'i', 1, OL},

{ 3, "n_records
'i', 0, 'i', 1, UL},

", 0, 0, 1, 0, 64, 52,

", 1, 0, 0, 1, 64, 60,

", 2, 0, 1, 0, 64, 56,

", 3, 0, 0, 2, 64, 60,

", 4, 1, 1, 1, 64, 64,

", 5, 1, 0, 3, 64, 56,

/* 3 */
/* name of the field */
/* index of self in the field array */

/* record type the field belongs to */

/* position of field in the record */

/* field length in bytes */
/* 'c' = char or string; = integer
* 'f' = float or real; '1' = long
* 's' = short */

/* 0 = field not in key; otherwise, its
* position in the concatenated key */

/* 'a' = ascending; 'd' = descending */
/* number fo tines the field is repeated */
/* address of next field record */

*

"I Of 0, 0, 4,

", 1, 0, 4, 32,

", 2, 0, 36, 4,

83
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121 { 3, "n_sets , 3, 0, 40, 4,

122 'i', 0, 'i', 1, OL},
123 { 3, "n_set_records 4, 0, 44, 4,

124 'i', 0, 'i', 1, OL},
125 3, "n_fields , 5, 0, 48, 4,

126 'i', 0, 'i', 1, OL},
127 3, "token 6, 1, 0, 4,

128 'i', 0, 1, OL},
129 3, "name ", 7, 1, 4, 32,

130 'c', 1, 'i', 1, OW,
131 3, "self_token ", 8, 1, 36, 4,

132 'i', 0, 'i', 1, OL},
133 3, "length ", 9, 1, 40, 2,

134 's', 0, 'i', 1, OL},
135 3, "data_length ", 10, 1, 42, 2,

136 's', 0, 'i', 1, OL },
137 3, "n_fields ", 11, 1, 44, 2,

138 's', 0, 'i', 1, OL},
139 3, "first_field ", 12, 1, 48, 4,

140 0, 1, OL },
141 3, "n_sets ", 13, 1, 52, 2,

142 's', 0, 'i', 1, OL },
143 3; "loc_mode ", 14, 1, 54, 1,

144 'c', 0, 'i', 1, OL },
145 3, "dup ", 15, 1, 55, 1,

146 'c', 0, 'i', 1, OL },
147 3, "set_token ", 16, 1, 56, 4,

148 'i', 0, 'i', 1, OW,
149 '{ 3, "token, ", 17, 2, 0, 4,

150 0, 'i', 1, OL},
151 3, "name 18, 2, 4, 32,

152 'c', 1, 'i', 1, OL },
153 3, "self_token ", 19, 2, 36, 4,

154 'i', 0, 'i', 1, OL },
155 3, "owner_token ", 20, 2, 40, 4,

156 'i', 0, 'i', 1, OL },

157 3, "n_mem_types "I 21, 2, 44, 2,

158 's', 0, 'i', 1, OL},
159 3, "rec_token ", 22, 2, 48, 4,

160 'i', 0, 'i', 1, OW,
161 3, "ptr_mode ", 23, 2, 52, 1,

162 'c', 0, 'i', 1, OL },
163 3, "ptr_offset ", 24, 2, 54, 2,

164 's', 0, 'i', 1, OL},
165 3, "insertion_mode ", 25, 2, 56, 1,

166 'c', 0, 'i', 1, OW,
167 3, "retention_mode ", 26, 2, 57, 1,

168 'c', 0, 'i', 1, OW,
169 3, "ins_order ", 27, 2, 58, 1,

170 'c', 0, 'i', 1, OW,
171 { 3, "token ", 28, 3, 0, 4,

172 'i', 0, 'i', 1, OL),
173 3, "name ", 29, 3, 4, 32,

174 'c', 1, 'i', 1, OW,
175 3, "self_token ", 30, 3, 36, 4,

176 'i', 0, 'i', 1, OL },
177 3, "rec_token ", 31, 3, 40, 4,

178 'i', 0, 'i', 1, OL},
179 3, "offset ", 32, 3, 44, 2,

180 's', 0, 'i', 1, 01},
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181 { 3, "length ", 33, 3, 46, 2,

182 's', 0, 'i', 1, OL },
183 { 3, "data_type ', 34, 3, 48, 1,

184 'c', 0, 'i', 1, OL},
185 { 3, "pos_in_key ", 35, 3, 50, 2,

186 's', 0, 'i', 1, OW,
187 { 3, "sort_order ", 36, 3, 52, 1,

188 'c', 0, 'i', 1, OL},
189 { 3, "occurrence ", 37, 3, 54, 2,

190 's', 0, 'i', 1, OL},
191 };
192
193 /*
194 * The sizes of the record, set, and field arrays will be deter- *

195 * mined by the schema struct. The arrays will be dynamically

196 * allocated using the malloc system function.
197 *

*/

198 struct g a_schema, '*schema;
199
200 struct r *a_record, *record;
201
202 struct s *a_set, *set;
203
204 struct f *a_field, *field;
205
206 struct sys
207 {

208 char sys_name(32];
209 long kt_addr; /* address of the first key_type struct pointed to
210 long set_addr;
211 struct kt *kt_ptr; /* memory address of the first key_type */

212 system;
213 struct kt
214 {

215 short depth;
216 int token;
217 short size;
218 long tab_addr;
219 long next_addr;
220 long self_addr;
221 struct tab *tab_ptry
222 struct kt *next_ptr;
223 } *key_type;
224
225 struct tab
226 {

227 short prefix;
228 short depth(16i;
229 long blk_addrE16i;
230 long next_addr;
231 long self_addr;
232 struct tab *next_ptr;
233 } *table;
234
235 struct blk
236 {

237 short n_rec;
238 short pseudokey(20];
239 long rec_addr[20];
240 lone self_addr;
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241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248

hashblk;

struct

int numrec;
int numfree;
long next;
char ch[1012];

249 } newblk;
250
251 char *schemaname;
252
253 struct nm
254
255 char string[32];
256 struct am *next;
257 1:

258
259 /* find formats */
260 struct fml
261
262 char dup; /* find duplicate or any */

263 char *uwarec;
264 };

265
266 struct fm3
267
268 char mode;
269 int num;
270 1;

271
272 struct pm2
273
274 char recname[321;
275 struct *setname;
276 } *connect_pM, *disconn_pm;
277
278 struct pm4
279
280 char *recname;
281 int all;
282 *erase_pm;
283
284 struct pm5
285
286 char *recname;
287 char *setname;
288 int format; /* 1, 3, or 5 */
289 struct fml *forml;
290 struct fm3 *form3;
291 1 *find_pm;
292
293 struct pm8
294
295 char *recname;
296 char *uwarec;
297 struct nm *fldname;
298 *get_pm;
299
300 struct pm/5
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301 {

302 char recname[321;
303 char *uwarec;
304 } *store_pm;
305
306 struct pm51
307 {

308 char schemaname[32];
309 char *filename;
310 int usage;
311 int first;
312 } *open_pm;
313
314
315 long flist[256];
316 char buf[1024]; /* the buffer for storing the block read */
317 Char concatkey[2561; /* the concatenated key for hashing */
318 long curblknum; /* starting address of the block currently in */
319 /* the buffer */
320 int fd;
321 int usage = -1;
322 int excond;- /* exception condition */
323 dbcs(fnc, param)
324 int fnc;
325 char *param;
326 /*
327 * The DBCS routines is the gateway between the user program and *

328 * the data base management system. It controls the execution of *
329 * the DML routines.
330 */
331 {

332 int rtoken;
333 int stoken;
334 int *stokens;
335 int *ftokens;
336 int pos;
337 /* */

338 excond = 0;
339 if (fnc == CONNECT)
340
341 if (usage == 2)
342
343 connect_pm =,param;
344 if (connect_pm->recname 1= NULL)
345 rtoken = rectokenof(conneCt_pm->recname);
346 else
347
348 pos = locate(schema->current);
349 copyseg(&buf[pos], &rtoken, 4);
350 }

351 stokens = (int *) malloc(4 * (record[rtokenl.n_sets+1));
352 convert_sets(connect_pm->setname, rtoken, stokens);
353 cnnect(rtoken, stokens);
354 }

355 else if (usage == -1)
356 exception(9100);
357 else
358 exception(9200);
359
360 else if (fnc == DISCONNECT)
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361
362 if (usage == 2)
363
364 disconn_pm = param;
365 if (disconn_pm->recname != NULL)
366 rtoken = rectokenof(disconn_pm->recname);
367 else
368
369 pos = locate(schema->current);
370 copyseg( &buf(posl, &rtoken, 4);
371 }

372 stokens = (int *) malloc(4 * (record(rtokenl.n_sets+1));
373 convert_sets(disconn_pm->setname, rtoken, stokens);

374 disconnect(rtoken, stokens);
375
376 else if (usage == -1)
377 exception(9100);
378 else
379 exception(9200);
380 }

381 else if (fnc == ERASE)
382
383 if (usage == 2)
384
385 erase_pm = param;
386 if (erase_pm->recname != NULL)
387 rtoken = rectokenof(erase_pm->recname);
388 else
389
390 pos = locate(schema->current);
391 copyseg( &buf(pos], &rtoken, 4);

392 }

393 erase(rtoken, erase_pm->all);
394 }

395 else if (usage == -1)
396 exception(9100);
397 else
398 exception(9200);
399
400 else if (fnc == FIND)
401
402 if (usage != -1)
403
404 find_pm = param;
405 if (find_pm->recname 1= NULL)
406
407 rtoken = rectokenof(find_pm->recname);
408 }

409 else
410 rtoken = -1;
411 if (find_pm->format 1= 1)
412 if (find_pm->setname != NULL)
413 stoken = settokenof(find_pm->setname, rtoken):
414 if (find_pm->format == 1)
415 find(1, rtoken, -1, find_pm->forml);
416 else if (find_pm->format == 3)
417 find(3, rtoken, stoken, find_pm->form3);
418 else if (find_pm->format == 5)
419 find(5, -1, stoken, NULL);
420 }
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421 else
422 exception(9100);
423 }

424 else if (fnc == GET)
425
426 if (usage != -1)
427
428 get_pm = param;
429 if (get_pm->recname != NULL)
430
431 rtoken = rectokenof(get_pm->recname);
432
433 else
434 {

435 pos = locate(schema->current);
436 copyseg(&buffpos1, &rtoken, 4);
437 }

438 ftokens = (int *) malloc(4 * (record(rtokeni.n_fields+1)):
439 convert_fields(get_pm->fldname, rtoken, ftokens);
440 get(rtoken, get_pm->uwarec, ftokens);
441 free(ftokens);
442 }

443 else
444 exception(9100);
445
446 else if (fnc == STORE)
447
448 if (usage == 2)
449
450 store_pm = param;
451 if (store_pm->recname != NULL)
452 rtoken = rectokenof(store_pm->recname);
453 else
454
455 pos = locate(schema->current);
456 copyseg(&buflposi, &rtoken, 4);
457
458 store(rtoken, store_pm->uwarec);
459 1

460 else if (usage == -1)
461 exception(9100);
462 else
463 exception(9200);
464
465 else if (fnc == OPEN)
466
467 open_pm = param;
468 /* check usage code */
469 while ((open-Pm- >usage != 0) && (open_pm->usage != 2))

470
471 printf("access code is 0 for read-only,");
472 printf(" and 2 for read-write.\n");
473 printf( "enter access code - ");
474 scanf("%d", &open_pm->usage);
475 printf("\n");
476
477 usage = open_pm->usage;
478 opendb(open_pm->schemaname, open_pm->filename,
479 open_pm->usage, open_pm->first);
48C 1
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481 else if (fnc == CLOSE)
482
483 if (usage (= -1)
484
485 if (schemaname == NULL)

486 close (fd);

487 else if (strncmp(schemaname, open_pm->schemaname,

488
strlen(schemaname)) == 0)

489 close(fd);
490 else
491

printf("schema %s not open\n", schemaname);

492 }

493 else
494 exception(9100);
495 }

496 return(excond);
497 } /* dbcs */
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1 *include "global"
2 cnnect(rtoken, stokens)
3 /*
4 * The CONNECT routines examines the set array and calls the
5 * appropriate routines for connecting the record into the set.
6 * */

7 int rtoken;
8 int stokens[];
9 I

10 int i;
11 int pos;
12 char *currec;
13 /* */

14 /* create record first */
15 currec = (char *) malloc(recordErtokenl.length);
16 pos = locate(recordtrtokenl.current);
17 copyseg(&buffposi, currec, recordIrtokeni.length);
18 for (i = 0; stokens[i] I= -1;
19
20 if (lconnected(currec, stokensfil))
21
22 if (settstokenstill.ins_order == 'f') /* first */
23 connectfirst(stokensCil, currec);
24 else if (setIstokensCill.ins_order == '1') /* last */
25 connectlast(stokensfil, currec);
26 else if (setIstokensCill.ins_order == 'a') /* after */
27 connectbeside(stokensfil, currec, 'a');
28 else if (set[stokensEil].ins_order == 'b') /* before */
29 connectbeside(stokensfil, currec, 'b.);
30 else if (set[stokenstill.ins_order == /* immaterial */
31 connectfirst(stokensfil, currec);
32 else if (set[stokensIill.ins_order == 's') /* sorted by key */
33 connectsort(stokensfil, currec);
34 else if (setIstokensfifl.ins_order == 't') /* sorted by token */
33 connecttoken(stokens[il, currec);
36
37 } /* for */
38 schema->current = record[rtokenl.current;
39 free(currec);
40 } /* connect */
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1 #include "global"
2 connectbeside(curpos, currec, mode)
3 /*
4 * CONNECTBESIDE connects a record either before or after the
5 * current record in the set. This is determined by the mode,
6 * which could be 'a', to mean after or 'b', to mean before.
7 */

8 int curpos;
9 char *currec;

10 char mode; /* 'a' = after; 'b' = before */
11 {

12 long ownkey;
13 long nextkey;
14 long priokey;
15 long curkey;
16 char *priorec;
17 char *nextrec;
18 int priotoken;
19 int nexttoken;
20 int curtoken;
21 int priopos;
22 int nextpos;
23 int pos;
24 int offset;
25 /* */

26 curtoken = set[curposl.rec_token;
27 --curkey = recordIcurtokenl.current;
28 if (mode == 'a')
29
30 for (priopos = curpos; setiprioposl.n_mem_types == 0;
31 priopos--)
32
33 priokey = setEprioposl.current;
34 pos = locate(priokey);
35 copysegf&buf[posl, &priotoken, 4);
36 while (setiprioposl.rec_token != priotoken)
37 priopos++;
38 priorec = (char *) malloc(record[priotokenl.length);
39 copyseg(&buf[pos], priorec, record!priotokenl.length);
40 ownkey = findowner(priopos);
41 nextkey = findnext(priotoken, priopos);
42 pos = locate(nextkey);
43 copyseg(&buflposl,finexttoken, 4);
44 nextrec = (char *) malloc(record(nexttokenl.length);
45 copyseg(&buf(posl, nextrec, record(nexttokenl.length);
46 /* see if the above 4 lines can be replaced by:
47 nextrec = readrec(ownpos, &nexttoken) */
48 if (nexttoken == priotoken)
49 nextpos = priopos;
50 else
51
52 for(nextpos = priopos; settnextposl.a_mem_types == 0;
53 nextpos--)
54
55 while (setinextposl.rec_token != nexttoken)
56 nextpos++;
57
58 if (ownkey == -1)
59 ownkey = findowner(nextpos);
60 /* if (mode == 'a') */
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61 else if (mode == 'b')
62 {

63 for (nextpos = curpos; setinextposf.n_mem_types == 0;
64 nextpos--)
65 ;

66 nextkey = setInextposf.current;
67 pos = locate(nextkey);
68 copyseg(&buf[posl, &nexttoken, 4);
69 while (set(nextposf.rec_token != nexttoken)
70 nextpos++;
71 nextrec = (char *) malloc(recordfnexttokenl.length);
72 copyseg(&buffposl, nextrec, record(nexttokenl.length);
73 ownkey = findowner(nextpos);
74 priokey = findprior(nexttoken, nextpos);
75 pos = locate(priokey);
76 copyseg(&buf(posl, &priotoken, 4);
77 priorec = (char *) malloc(record(priotokenl.length);
78 copyseg(&buf[pos], priorec, record(priotokenf.length);
79 if (priotoken == nexttoken)
80 priopos = nextpos;
81 else
82 {

83 for (priopos = nextpos; set(priopos].n_mem_types == 0;
84 priopos--)
85 .

86 while (set[prioposf.rec_token != priotoken)
87 priopos++;
88 }

89 if (ownkey == -1)
90 ownkey = findowner(priopos);
91 } /* if (mode == 'b') */
92 if ((offset = ptr_pos(priopos, 'n')) != -1)

93 copyseg( &curkey, &priorec(offsetl, 4);
94 if ((offset == ptr_pos(nextpos, 'p')) != -1)

95 copyseg(&curkey, &nextrec(offset], 4);
96 if ((offset == ptr_pos(curpos, '0')) != -1)

97 copyseg(&ownkey, &currec(offsetl, 4);
98 if ((offset == ptr_pos(curpos, 'n')) != -1)

99 copyseg(&nextkey, &currec(offsetl, 4);
100 if ((offset = ptr_pos(curpos, 'p')) != -1)

101 copyseg(&priokey, &currec(offsetl, 4);
102 /* write back priorec */
103 pos = locate(priokey);
104 copyseg(priorec, &buf(posl, recordfpriotokenl.length);
105 writeblk(fd, buf, curblknum);
106 /* write back nextrec */
107 pos = locate(nextkey);
108 copyseg(nextrec, &buffposl, recordfnexttokenl.length);
109 writeblk(fd, buf, curblknum);
110 /* write back currec */
111 pos = locate(curkey);
112 copyseg(currec, &buffposl, record(curtokenf.length);
113 writeblk(fd, buf, curblknum);
114 schema->current = curkey;
115 recordfcurtokenf.current = curkey;
116 setIcurposl.current = curkey;
117 while (setfcurposf.n_mem_types == 0)
118 curpos--;
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119 setCcurposl.current = curkey;
120 free(priorec);
121 free(nextrec);
122 } /* connectbeside */
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1 #include "global"
2 connectfirst(stoken, currec)
3 /*
4 * CONNECTFIRST connects a record as the first member of the set. *

5
*/

6 int stoken;
7 char *currec;
8 {

9 int i;
10 int pos;
11 int offset;
12 int curpos;
13 int ownpos;
14 int nextpos;
15 long curkey;
16 long ownkey;
17 long nextkey;
18 char *ownrec;
19 char *nextrec;
20 int curtoken;
21 int owntoken;
22 int nexttoken;
23 /*

*/

24 curpos = stoken;
25 curtoken = set[stoken].rec_token;
26 curkey = record(curtokenl.current;
27 pos = locate(curkey);
28 ownkey = findowner(stoken);
29 pos = locate(ownkey);
30 copyseg( &buf(pos], &owntoken, 4);
31 ownpos = stoken;
32 while (set(ownpos].rec_token 1= owntoken)
33 ownpos--;
34 ownrec = (char *) malloc(record[cwntoken).1ength);
35 copysegl&buffposl, ownrec, recordfowntokenl.length);
36 nextkey = findfirst(-1, ownpos);
37 nextkey = schema->current;
38 pos = locate(nextkey);
39 copyseg(&buf(posi, &nexttoken, 4);
40 for (i = ownpos; setti].rec_token != nexttoken; i++)
41
42 nextpos = i;
43 nextrec = (char *) malloc(record(nexttokenl.length);
44 copyseg(&buf(posl, nextrec, record(nexttokenl.length);
45 /* link the records up */
46 if ((offset = ptr_pos(ownpos, 'n')) != -1)

47
48 if (ownkey == nextkey)
49 copyseg(&curkey, &nextrectoffset], 4);
50 else
51 copyseg(&curkey, &ownrec(offset), 4);
52
53 if ((offset = ptr_pos(curpos, so')) != -1)

54 copyseg( &ownkey, &currec(offsetl, 4);
55 if ((offset = ptr_pos(curpos, 'p')) != -1)

56 copyseg(&ownkey, &currec(offsetl, 4);
57 if ((offset = ptr_pos(curpos, 'n')) != -1)

58 copyseg(&nextkey, &currec(offsetl, 4);
59 if ((offset = ptr_pos(nextpos, 'p')) != -1)

60 copyseg(&curkey, &nextrectoffset], 4);
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61 /* write the records back */
62 pos = locate(ownkey);
63 copyseg(ownrec, &buf(posi, record(owntokenl.length);

64 writeblk(fd, buf, curblknum);
65 pos = locate(nextkey);
66 copyseg(nextrec, &buf[posl, record[nexttokenl.length);

67 writeblk(fd, buf, curblknum);
68 pos = locate(curkey);
69 copyseg(currec, &buf[pos], record[curtoken].length);

70 writeblk(fd, buf, curblknum);
71 recordIcurtokenl.current = curkey;

72 set[ownposl.current = curkey;

73 set[curpos].current = curkey;

74 schema->current = curkey;
75 ) /* connectfirst */
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1 Sinclude "global"
2 connectlast(stoken, currec)
3 /*
4 * CONNECTLAST connects the new record as the last member of the *

5 * current set.
6

*1

7 int stoken;
8 char *currec;
9 {

10 int i;
11 int pos;
12 int offset;
13 int curpos;
14 int ownpos;
15 int priopos;
16 long curkey;
17 long ownkey;
18 long priokey;
19 char *ownrec;
20 char *priorec;
21 int curtoken;
22 int owntoken;
23 int priotoken;
24 /* */

25 curpos = stoken;
26 curtoken = set[stokenl.rec_token;
27 curkey = record[curtokenl.current;
28 ,pos = locate (curkey);;
29 findowner(stoken);
30 ownkey = schema->current;
31 for (i = stoken; set[i].n_mem_types == 0; i--)
32
33 ownpos = i;
34 owntcken = set[ownposl.rec_token;
35 pos = locate(ownkey);
36 copyseg(&buf[posl, ownrec, record[owntokenl.length);
37 findlast(-1, ownpos);
38 priokey = schema->current;
39 pos = locate(priokey);
40 copyseg(&buf[pos], &priotoken, 4);
41 for (i = ownpos; set[i].rec_token != priotoken; i++)
42
43 priopos = i;
44 priorec = (char *) malloc(record(priotokenl.length);
45 copyseg(&buf[pos], priorec, record[priotoken].length);
46. /* link the records up */
47 if ((offset = ptr_pos(ownpos, 'p')) != -1)
48 copyseg(&curkey, &ownrec[offset], 4);
49 if ((offset = ptr_pos(curpos, '0')) != -1)
50 copyseg(&ownkey, &currec[offsetl, 4);
51 if ((offset = ptr_pos(curpos, 'n')) 1= -1)
52 copyseg(&ownkey, &currec[offset], 4);
53 if ((offset = ptr_pos(curpos, 'p')) != -1)
54 copyseg(&priokey, &currecioffset], 4);
55 if ((offset = ptr_pos(priopos, 'n')) != -1)
56 copyseg(&curkey, &priorec[offsetl, 4);
57 /* write the records back */
58 pos = locate(ownkey);
59 copyseg(ownrec, &buf(posl, record[owntokenl.length);
60 writeblk(fd, buf, curblknum);
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61 pos = locate(priokey);
62 copyseg(priorec, &buffposl, record[owntokenl.length);
63 writeblk(fd, buf, curblknum);
64 pos = locate(priokey);
65 copyseg(ownrec, &buf[pos], record[owntcken].length);
66 writeblk(fd, buf, curblknum);
67 pos = locate(priokey);
68 copyseg(priorec, &buf[pos], record[priotokenJ.length);
69 writeblk(fd, buf, curblknum);
70 pos = locate(curkey);
71 copyseg(currec, &buf[posl, record[curtokenl.length);
72 writeblk(fd, buf, curblknum);
73 recordicurtokenl.current = curkey;
74 set[ownpos].current = curkey;
75 set[curposl.current = curkey;
76 schema->current = curkey;
77 } /* connectlast */
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1

2

3
4

5

6
7

8

*include "global"
struct k

char data_type;
short length;
short offset;
char order;
char *value_ptr;

9 );

10 connectsort(stoken, currec)
11 /*

*

12 * The CONNECTSORT routine links incoming records in the order *

13 * specified by the key in the record. The key may compose of *

14 * several fields, and the sorting order for each field in the *

15 * key can be ascending or descending.
*

16 * */

17 int stoken;
18 char*currec;
19
20 int i;
21 int j;
22 int pos;
23 int n_components;
24 int o_components;
25 char *oldrec;
26 int result;
27 int proceed;
28 int found;
29 struct k newkey(16];
30 struct k oldkey116);
31 long *lnumo, *lnumn;
32 short *snumo, *snumn;
33 float *fnumo, *fnumn;
34 long nextkey;
35 int token;
36 /*

*/

37 printf("connectsort routine\n"); /* debug */
38 /* form key components for currec */
39 n_components = formkeycomp{set(stokenI.rec_token, newkey);

40 for (i = 1; i <= 15; i++)
41
42 newkey[i].value_ptr = NULL;
43 oldkey[i].value_ptr = NULL;
44
45 for (i = 1; i <= n_components; i++)
46 buildkey(&newkeyfi), currec);
47 nextkey = findfirst( -1, stoken);
48 found = FALSE;
49 while (!found)
50 {

51 i = 1;
52 proceed = FALSE;
53 pos = locate(nextkey);
54 copyseg{&buflposl, &token, 4);
55 oldrec = (char *) malloc(record(tokenl.length);
56 copyseg{&buf{posl, oldrec, record(tokenl.length);
57 o_components = formkeycomp(token, oldkey);
58 for (j = 1; j <= o_components; j++)
59 buildkeyl&oldkey(ji, oldrec);
60 /* n_components and o_components must be equal */
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61 while (((!proceed) && (i <= n_components)) && ((found))

62
63 if (newkeytil.data_type == 'c')
64
65 if ((result = strnemp(newkeytil.value_ptr,
66 oldkey(il.value_ptr, newkey(i].length)) > 0)

67
68 if (newkey(il.order == 'a')
69 proceed = TRUE;

70 else /* newkey(i].order == 'd' */

71 found = TRUE;
72
73 else if (result < 0)
74
75 if (newkey(i).order == 'a')

76 found = TRUE;
77 else
78 proceed = TRUE;

79 }

80 } /* if 'c' */
81 else if ((newkeyfil.data_type == '1') li

82 (newkey(il.data_type == 'i'))

83
84 lnumo = oldkey(il.value_ptr; /* lnum-old */

85 lnumn = newkey(i].value_ptr; /* lnum-new */

86 if (*lnumn > *lnumo)
87
88 if (newkey(i].order == 'a')

89 proceed = TRUE;
90 else
91 found = TRUE;
92
93 else if (*lnumn < *lnumo)
94
95 if (newkey(i].order == 'a')
96 found = TRUE;
97 else
98 proceed = TRUE;

99
100 } /* if '1' or 'i' */
101 else if (newkey(iJ.data_type == 'f')
102
103 fnumo = oldkey(il.value_ptr;
104 fnumn = newkeytil.value_ptr;
105 if (*fnumn > *fnumo)
106
107 if (newkey(il.order == 'a')
108 proceed = TRUE;
109 else
110 found = TRUE;
111
112 else if (*fnumn < *fnumo)
113
114 if (newkeyfil.ordet == 'a')

115 found = TRUE;
116 else
117 proceed = TRUE;
118
119 } /* if 'f' */

120 else if (newkey(il.data_type == 's')
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121 (

122 snumo = oldkeyti).value_ptr;
123 snumn = newkeyCil.value_ptr;
124 if (*snumn > *snumo)
125
126 if (newkeytil.order == 'a')
127 proceed = TRUE;
128 else
129 found = TRUE;
130 }

131 else if (*snumn < *snumo)
132 (

133 if (newkey(il.order == 'a')
134 found = TRUE;
135 else
136 proceed = TRUE;
137
138 } /* if 's' */
139 i++;
140 } /* while (!proceed) */
141 if (i > n_components) /* both keys equal */
142 found = TRUE;
143 else
144
145 nextkey = findnext(-1, stoken);
146 if (nextkey == -1) /* owner reached */
147 found = TRUE;
148
149 free(oldrec);
150 /* while (!found) */
151 if (nextkey == -1)
152 connectlast(stoken, currec);
153 else
154 connectbeside(stoken, currec, 'b');
155 for (i = 1; i < 16; i++)
156 if (newkey(il.value_ptr != NULL)
157 freeinewkey[il.value_ptr);
158 } /* connectsort */
159 /*
160 buildkey(keyrec, currec)
161 struct k *keyrec;
162 char *currec;
163 {

164 long *lnum;
165 short *snum;
166 int *inum;
167 float *fnum;
168 char *ch;
169 /* */

170 if (keyrec->value_ptr 1= NULL)
171 free(keyrec->value_ptr);
172 if (keyrec->data_type == 'c')
173 C

174 ch = (char *) malloc(keyrec->length);
175 copyseg(acurrecIkeyrec->offset), ch, keyrec->length);
176 keyrec->value_ptr = ch;
177 }

178 else if (keyrec->data_type == 's')
179 (

180 snum = (short *) malice (sizeof(*snum));



181 copyseg(&currec[keyrec->offset), snum, sizeof(*snum));
182 keyrec->value_ptr = snum;
183
184 else if (keyrec->data_type == '1')
185
186 lnum = (long *) malloc(sizeof(*lnum));
187 copyseg(&currec[keyrec->offsetl, lnum, sizeof(*lnum));
188 keyrec->value_ptr = lnum;
189
190 else if (keyrec->data_type == Iii)
191
192 inum = (int *) malloc(sizeof(*inum));
193 copyseg(&currec[keyrec->offset], inum, sizeof(*inum));
194 keyrec->value_ptr = inum;
195 1

196 else if (keyrec->data_type == 'f')
197
198 fnum = (float *) malloc(sizeof(*fnum));
199 copyseg(&currec[keyrec->offsetl, fnum, sizeof(*fnum));
200 keyrec->value_ptr = fnum;
201 1

202 1 /* buildkey */
203 /*
204 int formkeycomp(rtoken, keycomp)
205 int rtoken;
206 struct k keycomp[];
207 {

208 int start;
209 int finish;
210 int i;
211 int n_components;
212 int p;
213 /* */

214 start = record[rtokenl.first_field;
215 finish = start + record[rtokenl.n_fields;
216 n_components = 0;
217 for (i = start; i < finish; i++)
218
219 if ((p = field[il.pos_in_key) > 0)
220
221 keycomp[pl.data_type = field[il.data_type;
222 keycomp[pl.length = fieldifl.length;
223 keycomp[pl.offset = field[i).offset;
224 keycomp[pl.order = field[il.sort_order;
225 if (p > n_components)
226 n_components = p;
227 1

228 1

229 return(n_components);
230 1 /* formkeycomp */

102
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1 #include "global"
2 connecttoken(stoken, currec)
3 /*
4 * In a multiset environment, the CONNECTTOKEN routine causes the *
5 * incoming record to be connected right next to the other record *
6 * instances of its own type.
7 * */
8 int stoken;
9 char *currec;

10 (

11 long tempkey;
12 int pos;
13 int rtoken;
14 char *temprec;
15 /* */
16 /* find first record in the set */
17 tempkey = findfirst(settstokenl.rec_token, stoken);
18 pos = locate(tempkey);
19 copyseg(&buf(posl, &rtoken, 4);
20 /* look for matching record token or greater record token */
21 while ((set[stoken].rec_token > rtoken) && (tempkey == -1))
22
23 temprec = (char *) malloc(record(rtokenl.length);
24 copyseg( &buf[pos], temprec, record[rtokenl.length);
25 tempkey = findnext(rtoken, stokes);
26 /* check the code above; it looks doubtful */
27 if (tempkey != -1)
28
29 pos = locate(tempkey);
30 copyseg(&buf(pos], &rtoken, 4);
31
32 free(temprec);
33 } /* while looking for matching token */
34 if (tempkey == -1) /* owner reached before rtoken found */
35 connectlast(stoken, currec);
36 else
37 connectbeside(stoken, currec, 'b');
38 } /* connecttoken */
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1
2
3

4

5

6

7
8

tinclude "global"
disconnect(rtoken, stokens)
/*
* The DISCONNECT routine removes the current record from the
* given sets.

int rtoken;
int *stokens;

*/

9 (

10 int i;
11 char *currec;
12 int pos;
13 int priopos;
14 int priotoken;
15 long priokey;
16 char *priorec;
17 int nextpos;
18 int nexttoken;
19 long nextkey;
20 char *nextrec;
21 int offset;
22 long zero;
23 /* */

24 currec = (char *) malloc(recordfrtokenl.length);
25 pos = locate(record(rtokenl.current);
26 copyseg(&buf[posl, currec, record(rtokenl.length);
27 /* to disconnect currec from wanted sets */
28 for (i = 0; stokensfil != -1; i++)
29 (

30 if (connected(currec, stokens(il))
31
32 if ((offset = ptr_pos(stokensfil, 'p')) != -1)
33 copyseg(&currec(offsetl, &priokey, 4);
34 else
35 priokey = -1;
36 if ((offset = ptr_pos(stokensiiI, In')) != -1)
37 copyseg(acurrec(offsetl, &nextkey, 4);
38 else
39 nextkey = -1;
40 /* set up prior record */
41 if (priokey == -1)
42 priokey = findprior(-1, stokensfil);
43 if (priokey == -1) /* owner */
44 priokey = findowner(stokensfil);
45 pos = locate(priokey);
46 copysegl&buffposi, &priotoken, 4);
47 priorec = (char *) malloc(record(priotokenl.length);
48 copyseg(&bufiposl, priorec, record(priotokenl.length);
49 for (priopos = stokens(il; settprioposl.n_mem_types == 0;
50 priopos--)
51
52 while (setfprioposl.rec_token != priotoken)
53 priopos++;
54 /* set up next record */
55 if (nextkey == -1)
56 (

57 nextkey = findnext(-1, stokensfil);
58 nextkey = findnext(-1, stokensfil);
59 }

60 if (nextkey == -1) /* owner */
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61 nextkey = findowner(stokens(i]);
62 pos = locate(nextkey);
63 copyseg(&buf[posl, &nexttoken, 4);
64 nextrec = (char *) malloc(record[nexttoken].length);
65 copyseg(&buf(pos], nextrec, record[nexttoken].length);
66 for (nextpos = stokensfil; set(nextposl.n_mem_types == 0;
67 nextpos--)
68 ;

69 while (set[nextpos].rec_token 1= nexttoken)
70 nextpos++;
71 /* re-link prior record and next record */
72 if ((offset = ptr_pos(priopos, 'n')) != -1)

73 {

74 if (nextkey == priokey)
75 copyseg(&nextkey, &nextrec[offsetl, 4);
76 else
77 copyseg(&nextkey, &priorec(offsetl, 4);
78 }

79 if ((offset = ptr_pos(nextpos, 'p')) 1= -1)

80 copyseg(&priokey, &nextrec[offset], 4);
81 pos = locate(priokey);
82 copyseg(priorec, &buf(pos], record[priotokenl.length);
83 writeblk(fd, buf, curblknum);
84 pos = locate(nextkey);
85 copyseg(nextrec, &buf[posl, record[nexttoken].length);
86 writeblk(fd, buf, curblknum);
87 /* unlink the current record */
88 if (record[rtoken].current != priokey)
89 {

90 zero = 0;
91 if ((offset = ptr_pos(stokens[i], '0')) != -1)

92 copyseg(&zero, sicurrec[offset], 4);
93 if ((offset = ptr_pos(stokens[i], 'n')) != -1)

94 copyseg(&zero, &currec[offset], 4);
95 if ((offset = ptr_pos(stokens(i], 'p')) 1= -1)

96 copyseg( &zero, &currec[offset], 4);
97 }

98 schema->current = record(rtokenl.current;
99 set[stokensfill.current = OL;

100 pos = locate(recordIrtokenl.current);
101 copyseg(currec, &buf[posl, record[rtoken].length);
102 writeblk(fd, buf, curblknum);
103 } /* if connected */
104 } /* for */
105 free(currec);
106 free(priorec);
107 free(nextrec);
108 1 /* disconnect */
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1 tinclude "global"
2 erase(rtoken, all)
3 /*
4 * The ERASE function removes one or more records from the data *

5 * base. That is, as the command and the retention mode permits. *
6

*/

7 int rtoken;
8 int all;
9 {

10 int i;
11 int j;
12 int pos;
13 int owner;
14 int nsets;
15 int *stokens;
16 /* *1
17 /* create array of affected sets */
18 stokens = (int *) malloc(4 * record[rtoken].n_sets + 1);
19 convert_sets(NULL, rtoken, stokens);
20 /* check condition and erase */
21 if (stokens[0] == -1)
22
23 if (all)
24 erasecalc(rtoken, all);
25 else if (no_mand_mem(rtoken))
26 erasecalc(rtoken, all);
27 else
28 exception(7200);
29 }

30 else if (all)
31
32 eraseall(rtoken, recordErtokenl.current);
33 disconnect(rtoken, stokens);
34 ffree(record(rtokenl.current);
35 record(rtokeni.current = OL;
36 }

37 else
38 {

39 for (i = 0; stokens[i] != -1; i++)
40
41 owner = stokens[i];
42 while (set(ownerl.n_mem_types == 0)
43 owner--;
44 if (no_members(rtoken, record(rtoken].current))
45
46 disconnect(rtoken, NULL);
47 ffree(record(rtokenl.current);
48 record(rtoken].current = OL;
49 schema->current = OL;
50 set(stokensfill.current = OL;
51 set(ownerl.current = OL;
52 }

53 else /* the record owns some members */
54
55 if (set(stokens[i]].retention_mode == 151)
56
57 if (no_mand_mem(rtoken))
58
59 erasef(rtoken, stokens(i]);
60 for (j = 0; j < schema->n_set_records; j++)
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61 {

62 if (((set[j].rec_token == rtoken) &&
63 (set[j].n_mem_types > 0)) &&
64 (set[j].current == recordErtokerd.current))
65 set[j].current == OL;
66 }

67 record(rtokenl.current = OL;
68 schema->current = OL;
69 set[stokens[i]].current = OL;
70 set(ownerl.current = OL;
71 }

72 else
73 exception(7200);
74 }

75 else if (setistokens[ill.retention_mode == 'o')
76 {

77 disconnect(rtoken, NULL);
78 schema->current = record(rtokenl.current;
79 set[stokens[i]].current = OL;
80 }

81 }

82 } /* for */
83 }

84 } /* erase */
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1 *include "global"
2 eraseall(rtoken, dbkey)
3 /*
4 * ERASEALL deletes all the records the current owns, regardless *

5 * of their retention modes. It recursively calls itself for
6 * each member in the sets it owns.
7 */

8 int rtoken;
9 long dbkey;

10
11 int i;
12 int 1;
13 int w;
14 int j;
15 int *ownersets;
16 int *localsets;
17 int localtoken;
18 long localkey;
19 int pos;
20 /* */

21 if (ino_members(rtoken, dbkey))
22
23 /* gather the sets the current record owns */
24 1 = 0;
25 localsets = (int *) malloc(4 * (record[rtoken].n_sets+1));
26 for (i = 0; i < schema->n_set_records; i++)
27
28 if ((set(i1.rec_token == rtoken) &&
29 (set(il.n_mem_types > 0)) --
30 localsets(1++1 = i;
31
32 /* erase all sets its owns */
33 for (i = 0; i < 1; i++)
34
35 /* erase each member in the set */
36 localkey = findfirst(-1, localsets[il);
37 while (localkey != -1)
38
39 pos = locate(localkey);
40 copyseg(&buf[pos1, &localtoken, 4);
41 w = 0;
42 ownersets =
43 (int *) malloc(4 * (recordllocaltokenl.n_sets + 1));
44 for (j = 0; j < schema->n_set_records; j++)
45
46 if ((set[j1.rec_token == localtoken) &&
47 (set[j].n_mem_types == 0))
48 ownersetstw++) = j;
49
50 ownersets(w1 = -1;
51 eraseall(localtoken, localkey);
52 disconnect(localtoken, ownersets);
53 ffree(localkey);
54 free(ownersets);
55 setClocalsets(ill.current = dbkey;
56 localkey = findfirst(-1, localsets(i]);
57
58 1

59 free(localsets);
60
61 1 /* eraseall */
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1 #include "global"
2 erasecalc(rtoken, all)
3 /*
4 * ERASECALC deletes the calc records from the file, and performs *
5 * the necessary changes among the hash structures.
6 * */
7 int rtoken;
8 int all;
9 {

10 char *rec;
11 int token;
12 int pos;
13 int n_tabs;
14 int tab_pos;
15 long dbkey;
16 int index;
17 int i;
18 int k;
19 short pseudokey;
20 /* */

21 rec = (char *) malloc(record(rtoken].length);
22 readrec(rec, recordirtokenl.current, &token);
23 formkey(rtoken, rec);
24 dbkey = search(concatkey, rtoken, FALSE);
25 if (dbkey == -1)
26 exception(2200);
27 else
28
29 pseudokey = hash(concatkey, strlen(concatkey));
30 if (key_type->token != rtoken);
31
32 for (key_type = system.kt_ptr; key_type->token 1= rtcken;
33 key_type = key_type->next_ptr)
34
35
36 n_tabs = 1 << (key_type->depth - 4);
37 tab_pos = (pseudokey/16) % n_tabs;
38 table = key_type->tab_ptr;
39 for (i = 0; i < tab_pos; i++)
40 table = table->next_ptr;
41 index = pseudokey & 017;
42 pos = locate(table- >blk_addr(index]);
43 copyseg(&buftposl, &hashblk, sizeof(hashblk));
44 for (i = 0; (i < hashblk.n_rec) &&
45 (hashblk.rec_addr(i] != dbkey); i++)
46
47 if (hashblk.rec_addr[i] == dbkey)
48
49 for (k = i; k < (hashblk.n_rec-1); k++)
50 {

51 hashblk.pseudokeytkl = hashblk.pseudokey(k+1];
52 hashblk.rec_addr(k] = hashblk.rec_addr(k +l];
53
54 hashblk.n_rec--;
55 if (hashblk.n_rec == 0)
56 (

57 if (key_type->depth == 4)
58
59 if (index < 8)
60 table->blk_addr(index] = table->blk_addr(index+81;
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61 else
62 table->blk_addr{indexl = table->blk_addrCindex-81;
63
64 else
65 merge(table, key_type, pseudokey, index);
66
67 if (all)
68 eraseall(rtoken, dbkey);
69 else
70 erasef(rtoken, -1);
71 ffree(dbkey);
72 record(rtokenI.current = OL;
73
74 else
75 exception(2200);
76 1

77 free(rec);
78 1 /* erasecalc */
79 /* */

80 merge(table, key_type, pseudokey, index)
81 struct tab *table;
82 struct kt *key_type;
83 short pseudokey;
84 int index;
85 {

86 int n_tabs;
87 int tab_pos;
88 int i;
89 struct tab *mtable;
90 /* */

91 n_tabs = 1 << (key_type->depth - 5);
92 tab_pos = (pseudokey / 16) % n_tabs;
93 mtable = key_type->tab_ptr;
94 for (i = 0; i < tab_pos; i++)
95 mtable = mtable->next_ptr;
96 if (mtable == table)
97
98 for (i = 0; i < n_tabs; i++)
99 mtable = mtable->next_ptr;

100
101 ffreectable->blk_addr[indexl);
102 table->blk_addr[index] = mtable->blk_addr[indexl;
103 1 /* merge */
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1 #include "global"
2 erasef(rtoken, stoken)
3 /*
4 * ERASEF erases the member records in the set according to the *

5 * what the retention mode specifies. If the retention mode is *

6 * fixed, the record will be erased. If the retention mode is
7 * optional, the record is merely disconnected. If the retention *

. 8 * mode is mandatory, the record can neither be erased nor dis- *

9 * connected, and error condition will be set.
10

*/

11 int rtoken;
12 int stoken;
13 {

14 int i;
15 int j;
16 int n;
17 long dbkey;
18 int *owned;
19 char *rec;
20 /*

*/

21 /* form sets it owns */
22 owned = (int *) malloc(4 * record[rtokenl.n_sets);
23 n = 0;
24 for (i = 0; i < schema->n_set_records; i++)
25 if ((setfil.rec_token == rtoken) && (setfi].n_mem_types > 0))

26 {

27 set[i].current = record[rtokenl.current;
28 owned(n++] = i;
29
30 for (i = 0; i < n; i++)
31 {

32 dbkey = findfirst(-1, ownedfi1);
33 /* do i want to change the currency pointers? */

34 while (dbkey 1= -1)
35
36 rec = (char *) malloc(recordirtoken1.1ength);
37 readrec(rec, dbkey, &rtoken);
38 for (j = owned[i]; set[j].rec_token != rtoken; j++)
39
40 if (set[j].retention_mode == 'co') /* optional */

41 disconnect(rtoken, &j);
42 else if (set[j].retention_mode == 'f')
43
44 if (no_members(rtoken, dbkey))
45
46 set[ownedfil].current = dbkey;
47 record(rtoken].current = dbkey;
48 disconnect(rtoken, &j);
49 ffree(dbkey);
50 /* update currency pointers here */
51
52 else
53 erasef(rtoken, j);
54 1

55 findn(ownedlil, &rtoken, &dbkey);
56 }

57 1 /* for */
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58 if (stoken 1= -1)
59 disconnect(rtoken, stoken);
60 ffree(record(rtokenl.current);
61 free(owned);
62 /* erasef */
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1 #include "global"
2 find (format, rtoken, stoken, param)
3 /*
4 * FIND examines the option list structure further and calls the

5 * appropriate routine to perform the particular find operation.

6
*/

7 int format;
8 int rtoken;
9 int stoken;

10 char *param;
11 (

12 struct fml *forml;
13 struct fm3 *form3;
14 long dbkey;
15 int i;
16 int pos;
17 int j;
18 /*

*/

19 if (format == 1)
20
21 forml = param;
22 dbkey = findcalc(rtoken, forml->dup, forml->uwarec);

23 }

24 else if (format == 3)
25 {

26 form3 = param;
27 if (form3->mode == 'n')
28 dbkey = findnext(rtoken, stoken);
29 else if (form3->mode == 'p')
30 dbkey = findprior(rtoken, stoken);
31 else if (form3->mode == 'f')
32 dbkey = findfirst(rtoken, stoken);
33 else if (form3->mode == '1')
34 dbkey = findlast(rtoken, stoken);
35 else if ((form3->mode == 'i') II (form3->mode == 'IP))

36 dbkey = findposition(rtoken, stoken, form3->num);

37
38 else if (format == 5)
39 dbkey = findowner(stoxen);
40 /* update currency of all the sets rtoken is in */

41 if ((dbkey != 0) && (dbkey != -1))
42 (

43 if (rtoken == -1)
44 (

45 pos = locate (dbkey_)_;

46 copyseg(&buf(posl, &rtoken, 4);
47
48 i = 0;
49 while (i < schema->n_set_records)
50 (

51 if (set(i3.rec_token == rtoken)
52 (

53 set(i].current = dbkey;
54 if (set(il.n_mem_types == 0) /* not owner */

55
56 j = i;
57 while (set(jl.n_mem_types == 0)
58 j--;
59 setCji.current = dbkey;
60 }
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61
62 i++;
63
64
65 else
66 excond = 2400;
67 } /* find */
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1 finclude "global"
2 long findcalc(rtoken, dup, uwarec)
3 /*
4 * FINDCALC locates the position of the calc record looked for, *

5 * by reading in the block the record belongs to and updating
6 * the currency pointers concerned. If the record looked for is *
7 * not found, the currency indicators will not be updated.
8

*/

9 int rtoken;
10 char dup; /* forfor any, and "d" for duplicate */
11 char *uwarec; /* record from user work area */
12 {

13 long dbkey;
14 char *reformatrec;
15 /*

*/

16 reformatrec = (char *) malloc (record(rtoken].data_length 4);

17 copyseg( &rtoken, reformatrec, 4);
18 'copyseg(uwarec, 6reformatrec(41, record(rtokenl.data_length);
19 formkey(rtoken, reformatrec);
20 if (dup == 'd') /* search dup */
21 dbkey = search(concatkey, rtoken, TRUE);
22 else if (dup == 'al) /* search any */
23 dbkey = search(concatkey, rtoken, FALSE);
24 /* update currency indicators */
25 if (dbkey != -1)
26
27 record(rtoken].current = dbkey;
28 schema->current = dbkey; /* current of run-unit */

29 return(dbkey);
30 }

31 else
32 (

33 exception(2200);
34 return(dbkey);
35
36 } /* findcalc */
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7

8

9

10 {

11 long dbkey;
12 /* */

13 dbkey = findowner(stoken);
14 dbkey = findnext(rtoken, stoken);
15 if (dbkey == -1)
16 return(-1);
17 else if (dbkey != 0)
18 return(dbkey);
19 else
20 exception(2400);
21 /* findfirst */
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#include "global"
long findfirst(rtoken, stoken)
/* *

* FINDFIRST returns the first record instance in the set. If *

* rtoken is not -1, then the first record "found" is the first *

* record that satisfies the record type indicated by rtoken. *

*

int
int

rtoken;
stoken;

*/
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1

2

3

4

5

*include "global"
long findlast(rtoken, stoken)
/*
* FINDLAST returns the last record instance in the current set.
* If rtoken is not -1, the last record is the last record with

6 * having the given rtoken.
7 */

8 int rtoken;
9 int stoken;

10 (

11 long dbkey;
12 /* */

13 dbkey = findowner(stoken);
14 dbkey = findprior(rtoken, stoken);
15 if (dbkey == -1)
16
17 return(-1);
18 }

19 else if (dbkey 1= 0)
20 return(dbkey);
21 else
22 exception(2400);
23 /* findlast */
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1 itinclude "global"
2 long findnext(rtoken, stoken)
3 /*
4 * This routine returns the data base key of the next record. If *

5 * the next record is an owner record in the set, it returns a
6 * "-1". However, in either case, all currency indicators are
7 * update accordingly. If the record specified is not found, a
8 * "0" will be returned and the currency indicators will not be
9 * updated. The current of set is in setIownerl.current.

10
*/

11 int rtoken; /* immaterial = -1 */
12 int stoken;
13 {

14 int owner;
15 int nexttoken;
16 long nextkey;
17 long oldkey;
18 int pos;
19 /*

*/

20 /* determine current of set */
21 for (owner = stoken; set(ownerl.n_mem_types == 0; owner --)

22
23 pos = locate(set(owner].current);
24 copyseg( &buf[pos], &nexttoken, 4);
25 if (rtoken != -1)
26
27 if (set(stokenl.rec_token 1= rtoken)
28
29 for (stoken = owner; set[stokenJ.rec_token 1= rtoken;
30 stoken++)
31
32
33
34 else
35
36 for (stoken = owner; set[stoken].rec_token != nexttoken;
37 stoken++)
38
39
40 nextkey = setCownerl.current;
41 findn(owner, &nexttoken, &nextkey);
42 if (nextkey == -1) /* no next pointers */
43 (

44 /* take the other way around */
45 nextkey = findowner(owner);
46 while((nextkey != set(ownerl.current) &&
47 (nexttoken != set(ownerl.rec_token))
48
49 oldkey = nextkey;
50 findp(owner, &nexttoken, &nextkey);
51
52 if (nextkey == set(ownerl.current)
53 /* update currency pointers here */
54 return(oldkey); /* does not guarantee record type wanted */

55 else
56 return(0); /* record can't be reached */
57
58 else if (rtoken == -1)
59
60 if (nexttoken == set(ownerl.rec_tokent
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61
62 set(ownerl.current = nextkey;
63 record[nexttokenl.current = nextkey;
64 schema->current = nextkey;
65 return(-1);
66 }

67 else
68
69 set[ownerl.current = nextkey;
70 record[nexttokenl.current = nextkey;
71 set[stokenl.current = nextkey;
72 schema->current = nextkey;
73 return(nextkey);
74 }

75
76 else if (rtoken == nexttoken)
77
78 setrownerl.current = nextkey;
79 record[nexttokenl.current = nextkey;
80 set[stoken].current = nextkey;
81 schema->current = nextkey;
82 return(nextkey);
83
84 else /* rtoken != nexttoken */
85
86 while (((nexttoken != set(ownerl.rec_token) &&
87 (nexttoken 1= rtoken)) && (nextkey != -1))
88 findn(owner, &nexttoken, &nextkey);
89 if (nextkey == -1)
90
91 /* take the other way around */
92 nextkey = findowner(owner);
93 while((nextkey 1= set(owner].current) &&
94 (nexttoken != set[owner].rec_token))
95
96 oldkey = nextkey;
97 findp(owner, &nexttoken, &nextkey);
98 }

99 if (nextkey == set(ownerI.current)
100 /* update currency pointers here */
101 return(oldkey); /* does not guarantee record type wanted */
102 else
103 return(0); /* record can't be reached */
104
105 else if (nexttoken == rtoken)
106
107 setfownerl.current = nextkey;
108 record[nexttokenl.current = nextkey;
109 set(stokenl.current = nextkey;
110 schema->current = nextkey;
111 return(nextkey);-
112 1

113 else /* owner reached */
114
115 set[ownerl.current = nextkey;
116 recordEnexttoken].current = nextkey;
117 schema->current = nextkey;
118 return(-1);
119 1

120 1
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121 } /* findnext */
122
123 findn(owner, token, dbkey)
124 long owner;
125 int *token;
126 long *dbkey;
127 {

128 int i;
129 char *currec;
130 int offset;
131 int pos;
132 /*
133 for (i = owner; set(i].rec_token != *token; i++)
134
135 pos = locate(*dbkey);
136 currec = (char *) malloc(record(*tokenl.length);
137 copyseg(&buf(posl, currec, record[ *token].length);
138 offset = ptr_pos(i, 'n');
139 if (offset != -1)
140
141 copyseg(&currec(offsetl, dbkey, 4);
142 pos = locate (*dbkey);
143 copyseg( &buf(pos], token, 4);
144
145 else
146 *dbkey = -1;
147 free(currec);
148 } /* findn */
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1 #include "global"
2 findowner(stoken)
3 /*
4 * FINDOWNER looks for the owner of set based on the current of
5 * set, which is the set(ownerl.current.
6 * */

7 int stoken;
8 (

9 long dbkey;
10 int pos;
11 int offset;
12 int limit;
13 int i;
14 int rtoken;
15 /* */

16 while (set[stokenl.n_mem_types == 0)
17 stoken--;
18 limit = stoken + set[stokenl.n_mem_types;
19 dbkey = 0;
20 for (i = stoken+1; (i <= limit) && (dbkey == 0); i++)
21 if (set[i].current == settstokenl.current)
22 dbkey = set(iLcurrent;
23 if (dbkey == 0)
24 (

25 schema->current = set(stoken].current;
26 record[set[stoken].rec_tokenl.current = set istokenl.current;
27 return(set[stokenl.current);
28 }

29 else
30 (

31 if ((offset = ptr_pos(i, != -1)
32 (

33 pos = locate(dbkey);
34 copyseg(&buffpos+offset}, &dbkey, 4);
35 schema->current = dbkey;
36 .set(stokenl.current = dbkey;
37 record(set[stoken}.rec_tokenl.current = dbkey;
38 return(dbkey);
39
40 else
41 (

42 pos = locate(dbkey);
43 copyseg(&buf(posl, &rtoken, 4);
44 while ((rtoken != setIstoken].rec_token) && (dbkey != -1))
45 findn(stoken, &rtoken, &dbkey);
46 if (dbkey == -1)
47 while (rtoken != set[stokenl.rec_token)
48 findp(stoken, &rtoken, &dbkey);
49 schema->current = dbkey;
50 set(stokenl.current = dbkey;
51 record(set[stoken].rec_token}.current = dbkey;
52 return(dbkey);
53 }

54 }

55 } /* findowner */
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1 #include "global"
2 findposition(rtoken, stoken, num)
3 /*
4 * FINDPOSITION returns the record in the nth position in the
5 * set. If num is positive, the nth position is relative to the *

6 * first record in the set. If num is negative, the nth position *
7 * is relative to the last record in the set.
8

*/

9 int rtoken;
10 int stoken;
11 int num;
12 {

13 long dbkey;
14 long savekey;
15 long saveset;
16 long saveowner;
17 long saverunit;
18 int owner;
19 /* */

20 dbkey = 0;
21 /* save currency pointers */
22 savekey = recordtrtokenl.current;
23 saveset = setIstokenl.current;
24 owner = stoken;
25 while (set(ownerl.n_mem_types == 0)
26 owner--;
27 saveowner = set{ownerl.current;
28 saverunit = schema->current;
29 if (num > 0)

30
31 dbkey = findfirst(rtoken, stoken);
32 while ((num > 1) && (dbkey != -1))
33
34 dbkey = findnext(rtoken, stoken);
35 num--;
36 }

37 if (dbkey == -1)
38 exception(0);
39
40 else if (num < 0)
41
42 dbkey = findlast(rtoken, stokes);
43 while ((num < -1) && (dbkey != -1))
44
45 dbkey = findprior(rtoken, stoken);
46 num++;
47
48 if (dbkey == -1)
49 exception(0);
50
51 if (dbkey == 0)
52 exception(3100);
53 else if (dbkey == -1)
54
55 /*return currency pointers */
56 record[rtoken).current = savekey;
57 settstokenl.current = saveset;
58 set(owner].current = saveowner;
59 schema->current = saverunit;
60 exception(2400);
61
62 ) /* findposition */
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1 #include "global"
2 long findprior(rtoken, stoken)
3 /*
4 * This routine returns the data base key of the prior record.
5 * If the prior record is an owner record in the set, it returns *

6 * a " -1 ". All the currency indicators are updated accordingly
7 * except in the case of a find failure, in which case a value of *
8 * "0" will be returned. The current of set is the value in the *

9 * set owner's current field.
10 */

11 int rtoken; /* immaterial = -1 */
12 int stoken;
13 {

14 int owner;
15 int priotoken;
16 long priokey;
17 long oldkey;
18 int pos;
19 /* */

20 /* determine current of set */
21 for (owner = stoken; set[owner].n_mem_types == 0; owner - -)
22
23 pos = locate(set[ownerl.current);
24 copyseg(&buf[pos], &priotoken, 4);
25 if (rtoken != -1)
26
27 if (setistokenl.rec_token I= rtoken)
28
29 for (stoken = owner; setEstokenl.rec_token I= rtoken;
30 stoken++)
31
32
33
34 else
35
36 for (stoken = owner; set[stoken].rec_token I= priotoken;
37 stoken++);
38
39 }

40 priokey = set[owner].current;
41 findp(owner, &priotoken, &priokey);
42 if (priokey == -1) /* no prior pointers */
43 {

44 /* take the other way around */
45 priokey = findowner(owner);
46 while((priokey I= set[ownerl.current) &&
47 (priotoken I= set[owner].rec_token))
48
49 oldkey = priokey;
50 findn(owner, &priotoken, &priokey);
51
52 if (priokey == set[owner].current)
53
54 schema->current = oldkey;
55 set[ownerl.current = oldkey;
56 /* not all pointers updated yet */
57 return(oldkey); /* does not guarantee record type wanted */
58
59 else
60 return(0); /* record can't be reached */
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61
62 else if (rtoken == -1)
63 (

64 if (priotoken == set(ownerl.rec_token)
65 (

66 set(ownerl.current = priokey;
67 record(priotokenl.current = priokey;
68 schema->current = priokey;
69 return(-1);
70 1

71 else
72
73 set(ownerl.current = priokey;
74 record(priotokenl.current = priokey;
75 settstokenl.current = priokey;
76 schema->current = priokey;
77 return(priokey);
78 }

79
80 else if (rtoken == priotoken)
81 (

82 set(ownerl.current = priokey;
83 record[priotoken].current = priokey;
84 set(stokenl.current = priokey;
85 schema->current = priokey;
86 return(priokey);
87
88 else /* rtoken f= priotoken */
89
90 while (((priotoken 1= set(ownerl.rec_token) &&
91 (priotoken != rtoken)) && (priokey 1= -1))
92 findp(owner, &priotoken, &priokey);
93 if (priokey == -1)
94
95 /* take the other way around */
96 priokey = findowner(owner);
97 while((priokey != settownerl.current) &&
98 (priotoken != set(owner].rec_token))
99

100 oldkey = priokey;
101 findn(owner, &priotoken, &priokey);
102
103 if (priokey == set(ownerl.current)
104 /* update currency pointers here */
105 return(oldkey); /* does not guarantee record type wanted */
106 else
107 return(0); /* record can't be reached */
108
109 else if (priotoken == rtoken)
110
111 set[owner1.current = priokey;
112 record(priotokenl.current = priokey;
113 settstokenl.current = priokey;
114 schema->current = priokey;
115 return(priokey);
116
117 else /* owner reached */
118 (

119 set(ownerl.current = priokey;
120 recordEpriotokenl.current = priokey;
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121 schema->current = priokey;
122 return(-1);
123 }

124
125 } /* findprior */
126
127 findp(owner, token, dbkey)
128 long owner;
129 int *token;
130 long *dbkey;
131 {

132 int i;
133 char *currec;
134 int offset;
135 int pos;
136 /* */

137 for (i = owner; set(il.rec_token != *token; i++)
138
139 pos = locate(*dbkey);
140 currec = (char *) malloc(record( *token].length);
141 copyseg(&buffposl, currec, recordf*tokenl.length);
142 offset = ptr_pos(i, 'p');
143 if (offset 1=i -1)
144
145 copysegt&currec(offset), dbkey, 4);
146 pos = locate (*dbkey);
147 copyseg(&buf(posl, token, 4);
148 }

149 else
150 *dbkey = -1;
151 free(currec);
152 /* findp */
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1 *include "global"
2 get(rtoken, uwarec, ftokens)
3 /*

*

4 * This routine assumes that the record layout in the user work *

5 * area is the same layout in the data portion of the record in *

6 * the data base file. *

7 *
*/

8 in rtoken;
9 char *uwarec;

10 int ftokens(i;
11 {

12 int i;
13 int pos;
14 int offset;
15 /*

*/

16 if (record(rtoken].current == 0)
17 exception(1300);
18 else
19 {

20 pos = locate(recordfrtokenl.current);
21 if (ftokens10) == -1) /* whole record requested */

22 getrec(uwarec, rtoken, pos);
23 else
24 for (i = 0; ftokens(il 1= -1; i++)

25 {

26 offset = field(ftokens(i]].offset;
27 getfield( &uwarec[offsetl, ftokensfil, pos);

28 }

29 }

30 } /* get */
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1 #include "global"
2 getfield(uwafield, ftoken, recoffset)
3 /*
4 * GETFIELD transfers an individual field from the system buffer

5 * to the corresponding field in the user work area.

6 *
*/

7 char *uwafield;
8 int ftoken;
9 int recoffset; /* in current buffer */

10
11 /*

*/

12 copyseg(6buf[recoffset+field[ftokenl.offsetl,
13 uwafield, fieldEftoken).1ength);
14 } /* getfield */
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1

2

3

4

5

#include "global"
getrec(uwarec, rtoken, recoffset)
/*
* GETREC transfers the whole data portion of the record to the
* corresponding record in the user work area. *

6
*

7 char *uwarec;
8 int rtoken;
9 int recoffset;

10 {

11 /* */

12 copyseg(&buf[recoffset+4], uwarec, record[rtoken].data_length);
13 /* getrec */
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1 tinclude "global"
2 opendb(schemaname, filename, usage, first)
3 /*
4 * The OPENDB routine first opens the object schema file and
5 * loads the schema definitions of the data base into the object *

6 * schema structures (arrays). Then it opens the data base file. *

7 * It also creates or loads the hash structures, depending on
8 * whether the data base is to be created, or it is already exis- *
9 * ting. This routine is also where the free list is loaded into *

10 * the free list array.
11 * */

12 char *schemaname;
13 char *filename;
14 int usage; /* "0" - read only; "2" - read-write */
15 int first; /* TRUE - create data base; FALSE - data base exists */
16 {

17 int i;
18 int token;
19 char sname[32];
20 struct tab *prio_tab;
21 struct kt *prio_kt;
22 /*
23 if ((first) && (usage == 0))
24 {

25 printf("no data base exists for reading\n");
26 exception(0);
27 exit();
28 }

29 if ((first) && (usage == 2))
30 {

31 copyseg(sehemaname, system.sys_name, 32);
32 fd = creataiiehelie, 0644);
33 systeM.set_addr = OL;
34 system.kt_addr = OL;
35 copyseg(&system, buf, sizeof(system));
36 writeblk(fd, buf, 0);
37 close(fd);
38 }

39 /* set up the schema */
40 schema = &o_schema)
41 record = o_record;
42 set = o_set;
43 field = o_field;
44 fd = open("objectscllema", OT;
45 readblk(fd, buf, 0);
46 copyseg(buf, &system, sizeof(system));
47 Vldhashinfo();
48 ,clapyseg(schemaname, a_schema.name, 32);

V49 loadschema(schemaname);_:
50 for (i = 0; i < a_schema.n_records; i++)
51 a_recordfil.current = OL;
52 for (i = 0; i < a_schema.n_set_records; i++)
53 a_set[il.current = OL;
54 a_schema.current = OL;
55 close(fd);
56 schema = &a_schema;
57 record = a_record;
58 set = a_set;
59 field = a_field;
60 /* prepare the data base file */
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61 curblknum = 0;
62 key_type = system.kt_ptr;
63 while (key_type 1= NULL)
64
65 table = key_type->tab_ptr;
66 while (table != NULL)
67
68 prio_tab = table;
69 table = table->next_ptr;
70 free(prio_tab);
71 }

72 prio_kt = key_type;
73 key_type = key_type->next_ptr;
74 free(prio_kt);
75 }

76 system.kt_addr = OL;
77 fd = open(filename, -usage) ;
78 readblk(fa7-156frn;
79 copyseg(buf, &system, sizeof(system));
80 k/if (usage == 2)
81 V initflist(fd, first);
82 if (first)
83
84 for (token = 0; token < schema->n_records; token++)
85 if (record(token].loc_mode == 'c')
86 ,buildnewkt(token)4
87 }

88 else if (system.kt_addr 1= OL)
89 ldhashinfo();
90 else
91 system.kt_ptr = NULL;
92 } /* opendb */
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1 *include "global"
2 store(rtoken, recdata)
3 /*
4 * The STORE routine adas a new record instance into the data
5 * base. It zeroes out the pointers in the new record to indi-
6 * that these pointers are not pointing to any records yet.
7 *

*/

8 int rtoken;
9 char *recdata;

10 {

11 long dbkey;
12 int index;
13 int i;
14 int j;
15 int pos;
16 int offset;
17 int changed;
18 short pseudokey;
19 int *stokens;
20 int n;
21 char *reformatrec;
22 /* */

23 reformatrec = (char *) malloc(record[rtoken].length);
24 copyseg(&rtoken, reformatrec, 4);
25 copyseg(recdata, &reformatrec[4], record(rtokenl.data_length);
26 clearpointers(reformatrec, rtoken);
27 if (record(rtoken].loc_mode == 'c') /* CALC record */
28
29 formkey(rtoken, reformatrec); /* forms concatkey */
30 pseudokey = hash(concatkey, strlen(concatkey));
31 if ((record(rtokeni.dup == 'n') &&

32 (search(concatkey, rtoken, FALSE) I= -1))
33 exception(5100); /* record already exists */
34 else
35
36 curblknum = falloc(record(rtoken].length + 4);
37 dbkey = foccupy(reformatrec, record[rtoken].length,
38 curblknum);
39 addtoblk(rtoken, pseudokey, dbkey);
40 schema->current = dbkey;
41 recordErtokenJ.current = dbkey;
42 for (i = 0; i < schema->a_set_records; i++)
43
44 if (settil.rec_token == rtoken)
45
46 set[il.current = dbkey;
47 if (settil.n_mem_types == 0)
48
49 j = i;
50 while (set(j].n_mem_types == 0)
51 j--;
52 setEjl.current = dbkey;
53 }

54 }

55 }

56 }

57 /* for CALC record */
58 else
59
60 curblknum = falloc(record(rtoken].length + 4);
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61 dbkey = foccupy(reformatrec, record[rtoken].length,
62 curblknum);
63 recordErtokenl.current = dbkey;
64 schema->current = dbkey;
65 /* record will be connected if specified automatic */
66 stokens = (int *) malloc(4 * (record(rtokenl.n_sets+1));
67 n = 0;
68 for (index = 0; index < schema->n_set_records; index++)
69
70 if ((set(index].rec_token == rtoken) &&
71 (set(index].n_mem_types == 0))
72 if (setfindexl.insertion_mode == 'a')
73 stokens(n + +] = index;
74 }

75 stokens[n] = -1;
76 if (n > 0)
77 cnnect(rtoken, stokens);
78 free(stokens);
79
80 /* first and prior pointers, if any, must point to itself */
81 changed = FALSE;
82 for (i = 0; i < schema->n_set_records; i++)
83
84 if ((set[i].rec_token == rtoken) && (set(i].n_mem_types > 0))
85
86 changed = TRUE;
87 if ((offset = ptr_pos(i, In')) 1= -1)

88 copyseg( &dbkey, &reformatrec[offsetl, 4);
89 if ((offset = ptr_pos(i, 'p')) 1= -1)

90 copyseg(&dbkey, &reformatrec[offsetl, 4);
91 }

92
93 if (changed)
94
95 pos = locate(dbkey);
96 copyseg(reformatrec, &buf[pos], record(rtoken1.1ength);
97 writeblk(fd, buf, curblknum);
98
99 free(reformatrec);

100 /* store */
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1 tinclude "global"
2 struct blk *oldblk;
3 int pos;
4 int nth;
5 addtoblk(token, pseudokey, address)
6 /*
7 * This routine adds the pseudokey and the address of a new *

8 * CALC record to the hash block structure. If the hash block *
9 * is full, it will have to be split first. If the hash table *

10 * cannot accomodate the splitting of the blockm the table will*
11 * be extended first.
12

*/

13 int token;
14 short pseudokey;
15 long address;
16 {

17 int i;
18 int index;
19 int finished;
20 int modl;
21 int mod2;
22 int no_space;
23 int half;
24 struct blk *newblk;
25 /*

*/

26 key_type = system.kt_ptr;
27 finished = FALSE;
28 oldblk = NULL;
29 newblk = NULL;
30 /* go to the record type specified by token */
31 while ((key_type->token 1= token) && ()finished))
32
33 if (key_type->next_ptr == NULL)
34 finished = TRUE; /* no matching token */
35 else
36 key_type = key_type->next_ptr;
37
38 if (key_type->token != token)
39 exception(70100);
40 else
41 {

42 nth = ((pseudokey / 16) %

43 (01 << (key_type->depth-4))); /* number of tabs to skip */

44 table = key_type->tab_ptr;
45 for (i = 0; i < nth; i++)
46 table = table->next_ptr;
47 /* go to the block where the pseudokey should be stored */

48 oldblk = (struct blk *)malloc(sizeof(*oldblk));
49 index = pseudokey & 017;
50 pos = locate(table- >blk_addr(index]);
51 copyseg( &buf(posl, oldblk, sizeof(*oldblk));
52 if (oldblk->a_rec >= 20) /* oldblk is full */
53
54 no_space = TRUE;
55 while (no_space)
56
57 newblk = (struct blk *) malloc(sizeof(*newb1k));
58 aplitblock(table, oldblk, newblk, pseudokey);

59 /* if the table is extended in splitblock routine, */

60 /* the variable table here refers to the orig. table */
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61 modl = 1 << table->depthtindex];
62 mod2 = 1 << (table->depthtindexl 1);
63 if ((pseudokey % modl) == (pseudokey % mod2))
64
65 if (oldblk->n_rec < 20)
66 no_space = FALSE;
67 else
68
69 free(newblk);
70 newblk = NULL;
71
72
73 else if ((pseudokey % modl) 1= (pseudokey % mod2))
74 (

75 if (newblk->n_rec < 20)
76 {

77 no_space = FALSE;
78 free(oldblk);
79 oldblk = newblk;
80 newblk = NULL;
81
82 else
83 /* position to new table */
84 if (key_type->depth > 4)
85 (

86 half = 1 << (key_type->depth - 5);
87 for (i = 0; i < half; i++)
88 table = table- >next_ptr;
89

90
91 } /* while */
92 ) /* if oldblk is full */
93 store_in(oldblk, pseudokey, address);
94 if (oldblk != NULL)
95 free(oldblk);
96 if (newblk 1= NULL)
97 free newblk);
98
99 } /* addtoblk */

100 splitblock(table, oldblk, newblk, pseudokey)
101 /* table points to the old block */
102 struct tab *table;
103 struct blk *oldblk;
104 struct blk *newblk;
105 short pseudokey;
106 (

107 int i;
108 int j;
109 int mask;
110 int index;
111 int mod;
112 int suffix;
113 int pos;
114 /* */

115 index = pseudokey & 017;
116 mask = 1 << table->depthfindexl;
117 j = 0;
118 for (i = 0; i < 20; i++)
119
120 if ((oldblk- >pseudokey(i) & mask) != 0)
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121
122 newblk->pseudokey(j] = oldblk->pseudokey[i];
123 newblk->rec_addr[j] = oldblk->rec_addr[i];
124 j++;
125 oldblk->pseudokey(il = 0;
126 oldblk->rec_addr[i] = OL;
127 oldblk- >n_rec - -;

128
129
130 newblk->n_rec = 20 - oldblk->n_rec;
131 if ((oldblk- >n_rec < 20) && (oldblk->n_rec > 0))
132
133 /* pack entries in oldblk */
134 j = 0;
135 for (i = 0; i < oldblk->n_rec; i++)
136
137 while (oldblk->rec_addr[j] == OL)
138 j++;
139 if (i < j)
140
141 oldblk->pseudokey(il = oldblk->pseudokey(j];
142 oldblk->rec_addr[i] = oldblk->rec_addr[j];
143 oldblk->rec_addr(j] = oldblk->pseudokey[j] = 0;
144
145 }

146 }

147 /* write oldblk back on file */
148 pos = locate(oldblk->self_addr);
149 copyseg(oldblk, &buf[posl, sizeof(*oldblk));
150 writeblk(fd, buf, curblknum);
151 /* write newblk on file */
152 curblknum = falloc(sizeof( *newblk) + 4);
153 newblk- >self_addr = foccupy(newblk, sizeof( *newblk), curblknum);

154 pos = locate(newblk->self_addr);
155 copyseg(newblk, &buf[posl, sizeof(*newb1k));
156 writeblk(fd, buf, curblknum);
157 /* have some slots in the table point to newblk */

158 if (table->depth(index] == key_type->depth)
159 extendtable(key_type);
160 /* determine suffix of pseudokey if it belongs to newblk */

161 V suffix = mask I
(pseudokey % mask);

162 j = 0;
163 mod = 1 << (table->depth[index] + 1);
164 for (table = key_type->tab_ptr; table != NULL;
165 table = table->next_ptr)
166
167 for (i = 0; i < 16; i++)
168
169 if (((i + (j * 16)) % mod) == suffix)
170
171 table- >blk_addr(i] = newblk->self_addr;
172 table->depthlil++;
173
174 else if (table->b1K_addrfil = oldblk->self_addr)
175 table->depthIiI++;
176 1

177 j++;
178 1

179 /* write table back on file */
180 for (table = key_type->tab_ptr; table != NULL;
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181 table = table->next_ptr)
182
183 pos = locate(table->self_addr);
184 copyseg(table, &buffpos1, sizeof(*table));
185 writeblk(fd, buf, curblknum);
186 }

187 } /* splitblock */
188 extendtable(key_type)
189 struct kt *key_type;
190 {

191 int numseg;
192 int i;
193 struct tab *start;
194 struct tab *prior;
195 struct tab *first_tab;
196 struct tab *last_tab;
197 /*

*/

198 /* current number of table segments */
199 numseg = 1 << (key_type->depth - 4);
200 for (last_tab = key_type->tab_ptr; last_tab->next_ptr != NULL;

201 last_tab = last_tab->next_ptr)
202
203 start = last_tab;
204 first_tab = key_type->tab_ptr;
205 /* create new half of table */
206 for (i = 0; i < numseg; i++)
207
208 last_tab->next_ptr = (struct tab *) malloc(sizeof(*last_tab));
209 last_tab = last_tab->next_ptr;
210 copyseg(first_tab, last_tab, sizeof(*first_tab));
211 last_tab->prefix = first_tab->prefix + numseg;
212 first_tab = first_tab->next_ptr;
213
214 last_tab->next_ptr = NULL;
215 /* allocate file space for new half of table */
216 prior = start;
217 for (last_tab = start->next_ptr; last_tab != NULL;
218 last_tab = last_tab->next_ptr)
219
220 curblknum = falloc(sizeof(*last_tab) + 4);
221 last_tab->self_addr = foccupy(last_tab, sizeof(*last_tab),
222 curblknum);
223 prior->next_addr = last_tab->self_addr;
224 prior = last_tab;
225 }

226 prior->next_addr = OL;
227 /* rewrite new half of table on file */
228 for (last_tab = start->next_ptr; last_tab != NULL;
229 last_tab = last_tab->next_ptr)
230
231 pos = locate(last_tab->self_addr);
232 copyseg(last_tab, iebuf[pos1, sizeof(*last_tab));
233 writeblk(fd, buf, curblknum);
234
235 pos = locate(start->self_addr);
236 copyseg(last_tab, &buf{posl, sizeof(*start));
237 writeblk(fd, buf, curblknum);
238 key_type->depth++;
239 }

240 /*
*/
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241 store_in(someblk, pseudokey, address)
242 struct blk *someblk;
243 short pseudokey;
244 long address;
245
246 someblk->pseudokey[someblk->n_rec] = pseudokey;
247 someblk->rec_addr[someblk->n_rec] = address;
248 someblk->n_rec++;
249 pos = locate(someblk->self_addr);
250 copyseg(someblk, &buffposl, sizeof(*someblk));
251 writeblk(fd, buf, curblknum);
252 /* store_in */
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1 #include "global"
2 buildnewkt(token)
3 /*
4 * This routine creates a starting hash table and blk struct for *

5 * a new key type.
6 *1

7 int token;
8

9 long dbkey;
10 int blk;
11 int pos;
12 int i;
13 /* */

14 /* update system structure and create key type structure */
15 if (system.kt_addr == 0)
16
17 system.kt_ptr = (struct kt *) malloc(sizeof(*key_type));
18 key_type = system.kt_ptr;
19 key_type->next_ptr = NULL;
20 }

21 else
22
23 for (key_type = system.kt_ptr; key_type->next_ptr 1= NULL;
24 key_type = key_type->next_ptr);
25
26 key_type->next_ptr = (struct kt *) malloc(sizeof(*key_type));
27 key_type = key_type->next_ptr;
28 key_type->next_ptr = NULL;
29
30 /* create table structure */
31 key_type->tab_ptr = (struct tab *) malloc(sizeof(*table));
32 table = key_type7>tab_ptr;
33 /* create hash structure */
34 hashblk.n_rec = 0;
35 for (i = 0; i < 20; i++)
36 (

37 hashblk.pseudokey[i] = 0;
38 hashblk.rec_addr(il = OL;
39
40 curblknum = falloc(sizeof(hashblk) + 4);
41 dbkey = foccupy(&hashblk, sizeof(hashblk), curblknum);
42 hashblk.self_addr = dbkey;
43 pos = locate(dbkey);
44 copyseg(&hashblk, &buf(posl, sizeof(hashblk));
45 writeblk(fd, but, curblknum);
46 /* finish creating hash structure; create table continues */
47 table->prefix = 0;
48 table->next_addr = OL;
49 for (i = 0; i < 16; i++)
50
51 ,table->blk_addrfil dbkey;
52 =._07

53
54 table - >next_ptr = NULL;
55 curblknum = falloc(sizeof(*table) + 4);
56 dbkey = foccupy(table, sizeof(*table), curblknum);
57 table->self_addr = dbkey;
58 pos = locate(dbkey);
59 copyseg(table, &buftposl, sizeof(*table));
60 writeblk(fd, buf, curblknum);
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61 /* finish creating table structure; create key_type continues */
62 key_type->depth = 4;
63 key_type->token = token;
64 key_type->size = 1; /* number of table segments */
65 key_type->tab_addr = dbkey;
66 key_type->next_addr = OL;
67 key_type->next_ptr = NULL;
68 curblknum = falloc(sizeof(*key_type) + 4);
69 dbkey = foccupy(key_type, sizeof(*key_type), curblknum);
70 key_type->self_addr = dbkey;
71 pos = locate(dbkey);
72 copyseg(key_type, &buffpos1, sizeof(*key_type));
73 writeblk(fd, buf, curblknum);
74 if (system.kt_addr != OL)
75 {

76 for (key_type = system.kt_ptr; key_type->next_addr != OL;
77 key_type = key_type->next_ptr)
78 ;

79 key_type->next_addr = dbkey;
80 pos = locate(key_type->self_addr);
81 copyseg(key_type, &buftposl, sizeof(*key_tYpe));
82 writeblk(fd, buf, curblknum);
83 }

84 /* finish creating key_type structure; update system continues */
85 else
86 {

87 system.kt_addr = dbkey;
88 copyseg(&system, buf, sizeof(system));
89 writeblk(fd, buf, OL);
90 curblknum = 0;
91 }

92 } /* buildnewkt */
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1

2

*include "global"
clearpointers(rec, rtoken)

3 /*
4 * This routine clears all the pointers in the record, and this *
5 * is by giving the value zero to the pointers. If a pointer is *
6 * is zero, it is not "connected".
7 * */
8 char *rec;
9 int rtoken;

10
11 long zero;
12 int n;
13 int offset;
14 int i;
15 int collect(16];
16 /* */

17 n = 0;
18 zero = OL;
19 for (i = 0; i < schema->n_set_records; i++)
20 if (setril.rec_token == rtoken)
21 collect(n++] = i;
22 for (i = 0; i < n; i++)
23
24 if ((offset = ptr_pos(collect(il, '0')) != -1)
25 copyseg(&zero, ferec(offsetl, 4);
26 if ((offset = ptr_pos(collectfil, 'n')) != -1)
27 copyseg(&zero, &rec(offset] , 4);
28 if ((offset = ptr_pos(collect[i], 'p')) != -1)
29 copyseg(&zero, &rec(offsetl, 4);
30 }

31 } /* clearpointers */
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1 *include "global"
2 int connected(rec, stoken)
3 /* *

4 * This routine checks if the record is connected to a particular *
5 * set type. *

6 *
*/

7 char *rec;
8 int stoken;
9 {

10 long addr;
11 int offset;
12 /* */

13 if ((offset = ptr_pos(stoken, 'n')) != -1)
14 i

15 copysegt&rec(offset1, &addr, 4);
16 if (addr > 0)
17 return(TRUE);
18 }

19 if ((offset = ptr_pos(stoken, 'p')) != -1)
20 {

21 copyseg(&rec[offsetl, &addr, 4);
22 if (addr > 0)
23 return(TRUE);
24 1

25 if ((offset = ptr_pos(stoken, 'o')) != -1)

26 {

27 copyseg(&rec(offset1, &addr, 4);
28 if (addr > 0)

29 return(TRUE);
30 1

31 return(FALSE);
32 1 /* connected */
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1

2

3

4

5

*include "global"
convert_fields(fldnames, rtoken, ftokens)
/*
* CONVERT_FIELDS converts a series of fieldnames into an array
* of field tokens.

6 */

7 struct nm *fldnames;
8 int rtoken;
9 int ftokens[];

10 {

11 int n;
12 /* */

13 n = 0;
14 while (fldnames := NULL)
15 ftokensIn++1 = fieldtokenof(fldnames->string, rtoken);
16 ftokensInl = -1;
17 ) /* convert_fields */
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1 #include "global"
2 convert_sets(setnames, rtoken, stokens)
3 /*
4 * CONVERT_SETS converts a series (chain) of set names into an
5 * array of set tokens.
6 *

*/

7 struct nm *setnames;
8 int rtoken;
9 int stokens[];

10 {

11 int i;
12 int n;
13 /*

*/

14 n = 0;
15 if (setnames == NULL)
16
17 for (i = 0; i < schema->n_set_records; i++)
18 if ((set(il.rec_token == rtoken) &&
19 (set[il.n_mem_types == 0))
20 stokens[n++] = i;

21 1

22 else
23
24 while (setnames 1= NULL)
25
26 stokens(n++] = settokenof(setnames->string, rtoken);
27 setnames = setnames->next;
28
29 1

30 stokens(n) = -1;
31 /* convert_sets */
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1

2

3

4

copyseg(orig, dest, size)
/*
* COPYSEG copies size number of characters from the orig char
* array to the dest char array.

5 */

6 char *orig;
7 char *dest;
8 int size;
9 {

10 int n;
11 /*
12 for (n = 0; n < size; n++)
13 *dest++ = *orig++;
14 } /* copyseg */
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1 tinclude "global"
2 exception(code)
3 /*
4 * This routine prints the exception condition dianostics and
5 * sets the value of the global variable excond to the exception *

6 * condition code.
7

*/

8 long code;
9 {

10 int defined;
11 /* */

12 defined = 0;
13 excond = code;
14 printf("status U1:\n", code);
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

switch (code)

case 1100 :

case 1200 :

case 1300 :

case 2100 :

case 2200 :

case 2300 :

case 2400 :

case 3100 :

case 3200 :

printf("operation cannot be completed due to");
printf(" deadlock\n");
defined = 1;
break;

printf("space in keep list is exhausted\n");
defined = 1;
break;

printf("dbkey refers to a null db value\n");
defined = 1;
break;

printf("no record of any type defined in the");
printf(" subschema exists\nbefore or after the");
printf(" current position in the set\nor record");
printf(" type\n");
defined = 1;
break;

printf("an unavailable record is required by DBCS\n");
defined = 1;
break;

printf("no set can be located to satisfy the set");
printf("\nselection criteria\n");
defined = 1;
break;

printf("no record can be located to satisfy the");
printf(" record\nselection expression\n");
defined = 1;
break;

printf("the set type or record type currency indi");
printf("cator\ndoes not identify a record or does");
printf(" not specify a position\n");
defined = 1;
break;

printf("the run unit currency indicator is nullin");
defined = 1;
break;
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61 case 3300 : printf("the record identified by the run unit\n");
62 printf("currency indicator is not of the specified");
63 printf(" record type\n");
64 defined = 1;
65 break;
66
67 case 3400 : printf("the record type currency indicator is null\n");

68 defined = 1;
69 break;
70
71 case 4200 : printf("the subschema does not include a data item\n");

72 printf("or set type required by set selection or set");

73 printf(" ordering\ncriteria\n");
74 defined = 1;
75 break;
76
77 case 5100 : printf("contents of a data item violates DUPLICATES \n ");

78 printf("clause in the schema\n");
79 defined = 1;
80 break;
81
82 case 5200 : printf("transformation of a data item violates a\n");

83 printf("data transformation rule\n");
84 defined = 1;
85 break;
86
87 case 5300: printf("contents of data item violate a CHECK clause\n");

88 defined = 1;
89 break;
90
91 case 5400 : printf("no. of occurrences of a repeated data item\n");

92 printf("not within range specified in OCCURS clause\n");
93 defined = 1;
94 break;
95
96 case 5500 : printf("reference modified data item or referenced\n");

97 printf("occurrence of a repeated data item does not");
98 printf(" exist\nin the data base\n");
99 defined = 1;

100 break;
101
102 case 5600 : printf("data items are in null state or value not\n");

103 printf("specified "\n");
104 defined = 1;
105 break;
106
107 case 7100 : printf("access to a deleted record is specified\n");
108 defined = 1;
109 break;
110
111 case 7200 : printf("a set containing mandatory member records");

112 printf(" is specified for deletion\n");
113 defined = 1;
114 break;
115
116 case 8100 : printf("otiject record is a member of the set\n");
117 defined = 1;
118 break;
119
120 case 8200 :

printf("object record's retenticn class of mem");
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121 printf("bership inconsistent\nwith operaticn\n");
122 defined = 1;
123 break;
124
125 case 8300 : printf("object record is not a member of the set\n");
126 defined = 1;
127 break;
128
129 case 8400 : printf("set selection violates structural constraint");
130 printf(" \nas defined in the schema\n");
131 defined = 1;
132 break;
133
134 case 8500 : printf("the set determined by the set selection");
135 printf(" criteria is not the\ncurrent set of");
136 printf(" the set type\n");
137 defined = 1;
138 break;
139
140 case 9400 : printf("usage mode conflict in a concurrent run\n");

141 printf("unit\n");
142 defined = 1;
143 break;
144 case 70100 : printf("record type specified for CALC is not");

145 printf(" a CALC record\n");
146 break;
147
148 case 70200 : printf("usage mode does not allow data ");

149 printf("base update\n");
150 break;
151
152 case 80100 : printf("space in data base exhausted\n");
153 defined = 1;
154 break;
155
156 case 80200 : printf("space in data base area exhausted\n");
157 defined = 1;
158 break;
159
160 case 80300 : printf("DESCS space is exhausted\n");
151 defined = 1;
162 break;
163
164 if (!defined)
165 printf("code not defined\n");
166 )



I *include "global"
2 long falioc(size)
3 /*
4 * This routine returns the first block that has the number of
5 * free bytes specified.
5

7 int size;
3 {

9 int index;
10 long status;
11 /* */

12 if (size > 1012)
13
14 printf(arecord size too big\n");
15 return(-1);
16 }

17 else
18 index = size / 4;
19 if (index < 2)
20 irdex = 2;
21 while (flist[index] == OL) /* find first fit */
22 index++;
23 if (index == 255) /* need new block */
24
25 status = lseek(fd, flist(indexl, 0);
26 /* newbik was initialized earlier */
27 write(fd, &newblk, BLKSI3E);
28 flist[2533 = flist(2553;
29 flist(2552 = lseek(fd, 0, 2);
30 index = 253;
31 flistfindexl = status;
32
33 writebik(fd, flist, 1024);
34 return(flistiindexl);
35 } /* falloc */

143
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1 *include "global"
2 ffree(address)
3 /*
4 * This routine frees up a record from its block by setting its *

5 * pointer to -1, shifting the records after it, so that the free *

6 * bytes will remain contiguous, and re-linking the block with
7 * respect to the chain from the free list.
8

*/

9 long address; /* the dbkey, and may or may not point to a record */

10 /* in the block */
11 {

12 long *blk;
13 long tempblk(256];
14 long curblk(256];
15 int blknum;
16 int ptrlocation;
17 int last;
18 int i;

19 int limit;
20 int distance;
21 int pos;
22 long current;
23 long next;
24 long here;
25 long cur;
26 long getnext();
27 /*

*/

28 /* read in the block with the record to be released */
29 pos = locate(address);
30 blknum = curblknum;
31 blk = buf;
32 /*
33 * blk(01 = number of pointers
34 * blk[1] = number of free bytes
35 * blk[2] = points to "next" block
36

*/

37 for (ptrlocation = 255; blk[ptrlocation] != pos; ptrlocation--)
38 /* search for pointer to the record */;
39 limit = 255 - blk(0];
40 if ((next = getnext(blk, ptrlocation-1, limit)) == -1)
41 last = TRUE;
42 else
43 last = FALSE;
44 if (last)
45 distance = ((limit+1) * 4) - blk(l] - blk{ptrlocationl;
46 else
47 distance = blk[next] - blk(ptrlocation];
48 /* shift record if necessary */
49 if ((last)
50
51 current = getnext(blk, ptrlocation-1, limit);
52 next = getnext(blk, current-1, 'limit);
53 while (next != -1)
54
55 copyseg(&buf(blkEcurrentil, clawf[blktcurrentl-distance],
55 (blk{next]-blk{current]));
57 blk(current] = blk[current] - distance;
58 current = next;
59 next = getnext(blk, current-1, limit);
60
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61 copyseg(&bufflalk(current11, &buftblkIcurrent1-distance],
62 (((limit+1)*4)-blk[1]-blkfcurrent1));
63 blkfcurrentl = blkfcurrent1 - distance;
64
65 blkiptrlocation] = -1;
66 i = blk[1] / 4;
67 /* search on freelist and detach */
68 cur = here = flistfil;
69 while ((here 1= blknum) && (here>0))
70
71 readblk(fd, tempblk, here);
72 cur = here;
73 copyseg( &tempb1k121, &here, 4);
74
75 if (here > OL)

76
77 readblk(fd, curblk, here);
78 if (here == flistfin
79 flist(i] = curblk[2];
80 else
81
82 tempblk f21 = curblkf21;
83 writeblk(fd, tempblk, cur);
84
85 1

86 else
87
88 printf("block number not on this chain, improper connection\n");
89 exit();
90 1

91 /* attach on correct position in free list */
92 blk(l] = blk(1] + distance;
93 i = blkill / 4;
94 blk(21 = flistfil;
95 flist(i] = blknum;
96 writeblk(fd, flist, 1024);
97 /* copy back */
98 writablk(fd, buf, blknum);
99 1 /* ffree */

101 /*
102 * GETNEXT gets the pointer to the next record. If such record
103 * exists, it returns the index of the pointer. If such record
104 * does not exist, it returns a "-1".
105

_*/

106 long getnext(blk, pos, limit)
107 long blkil; /* block of record address */
108 long pos; /* starting position for searching */
109 int limit; /* delimiting position for searching */
110 {

111 if (pOs == limit)
112 return(-1);
113 while (((blkfpos1==0) II (blk1pos1==-1) II (blkfposl>1023)) &&
114 (pos > limit))
115 pos--;
116 if 'pos > limit)
117 return(pos);
118 else
119 return(-1) ;
120 1 /* aetnext */
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1 *include "global"
2 int fieldtokenof(name, rectoken)
3 /*
4 * This routine takes in the field name and returns the corres-
5 * ponding field token.
6 *

*/

7 char *name;
8 int rectoken;
9 {

10 int i;
11 int start;
12 int end;
13 /* */

14 start = record(rectokenl.first_field;
15 end = start + record[rectoken].n_fields;
16 for (i = start; (i < end-1) &&
17 (strncmp(name, field[i].name, 16) != 0); i++)
18
19 if (strncmp(name, field(i].name, 16) == 0)
20 return(i);
21 else
22
23 printf("record %s does not have field %s \n",
24 recordfrectokenl.name, name);
25 return(-1);
26
27 } /* fieldtokenof */
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I *include "global"
2 long foccupy(rec, size, addr)
3 /*
4 * This routine writes a new record and its pointer into the
5 * given block, and returns the dbkey (pointer address). If also *
6 * updates the free list and the block header info.
7 * */

8 char *rec;
9 int size;

10 long addr; /* of first byte in the block */
11 {

12 int numptr;
13 int freebytes;
14 long next;
15 int spot; /* where the record starts */
16 int i;
17 long index;
19 /* */

19 /* get that block */
20 f'readblk(fd, buf, addr);
21 copyseg(&buf(01, &numptr, 4);
22 copyseg(&buf(41, &freebytes, 4);
23 copvseg(&buf(81, &next, 4);
24 /* write the record and its dbkey on the block */
25 numptr++;
26 index = 1024 - (4 * numptr);
27 spot = index - freebytes + 4;
28 ccpyseg(rec, &buf(spotl, size);
29 copyseg(&spot, &buf(index1, 4);
30 freebytes = freebytes - (4 + size);
31 /* search free list */
32 for (i = size/4; flist(i1 != addr; i++)
33
34 /* re-link in proper place after address found */
35 flist(i1 = next;
36 i = freebvtes / 4;
37 next = flist[i];
38 flistEil = addr;
39 1?EiL:LapIALfd,-Z11.st., 113241;
40 copyseg(&numptr, &buf[0], 4);
41 copyseg(&freebytes, &buf(41, 4);
42 copyseg(anext, &buf(8], 4);
43 'writeblk(fd, bi4J_Addr).1 -
44 "Curblicnum-=-ad-dr;
45 return(index addr);
46 1 /* foccupy */
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1 *include "global"
2 formkey(token, recdata)
3 /*
4 * The routine FORMKEY forms the concatenated key for hashing. It

5 * assigns the string value to a global variable called concatkey.
6 *

*/

7 int token;
8 char *recdata;
9 {

10 struct
11
12 int size;
13 int offset;
14 } note[16];
15 int first;
16 int limit;
17 int i;
18 int max_so_far;
19 int now;
20 /*

*/

21 first = recordftokenl.first_field;
22 limit = first + recordftokenl.n_fields;
23 max_so_far = 0;
24 for (i = first; i < limit; i++)
25 1

26 if (fieldfil.pos_in_key > 0)
27
28 noteffieldfil.pos_in_keyl.size = field(i3.1en9h;.

29 noteffieldfil.pos_in_keyl.offset = fieldfil.offset;

30 /* offset here reflects possible unused spaces */
31 if (max_so_far < fieldfi].pos_in_key)
32 max_so_far = fieldfil.pos_in_key;
33
34
35 if (max_so_far == 0)
36
37 printf("this record has no key fields \n ");
38 concatkey[0] = 1\01;
39
40 else
41 /* form concatenated key */
42 now = 0;
43 for :i = 1; i <= max_so_far; i++)
44 1

45 copysegf&recdatalnote[i).offset], &concatkey[nowl,
46 notefil.size);
47 now = now + notetil.size;
48
49 concatkeyfnowl = 1\01;
50
51 /* formkov */
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1 short hash(key, size)
2 /*
3 * This routine converts a key of any length into a pseudokey, or *

4 * a 16-bit hashed key.
5 *

*/

6 char *key;
7 int size;
8 {

9 long keyseg;
10 long x;
11 int i;

12 int j;

13
14 /* folding the key */
15 x = 0;
16 for (i = 1; i <= size; i++)
17
18 j = (i - 1) % 4 + 1;
19 keyseg = *key << (32 - (j * 8));
20 key++;
21 x = x keyseg;
22 }

23 /* computing for pseudokey */
24 x = ((x % 1081079) * 1709) % 1081079;
25 return(x & 0177777);
26 }
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1
2

3

4

#include "global"
/*
* This routine will only be called once during each run.
*

*/

5 initflist(fd, first)
6 int first;
7 {

8 int i;
9 /* *

10 /* initializing free list here */
11 if (first) /* file not yet existent */
12
13 for (i = 0; i < 255; i++)
14 flistill = OL;
15 flist12551 = 2048L;
16 writeblk(fd, flist, 1024);
17
18 else
19 /* read in from file at this point */

20
21 readblk(fd, flist, 1024);
22
23 /* initializing new block format here */

24 newblk.numrec = 0;
25 newblk.numfree = 1012;
26 newblk.next = OL;
27 for (i = 0; i < 1012; i++)
28 newblk.chtil = '\01;
29 } /* initflist */
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1 *include "global"
2 ldhashinfo()
3 /*

*

4 * This routine loads all the structs related with hashing. *

5 * The structs are system, key_type, and table. The hash blocks *

6 * will remain on file until they are needed. *

7 *
*/

8 {

9 struct kt *prior_kt;
10 int index;
11 /*

*1

12 key_type = (struct kt *) mallob(sizeof(*key_type));
13 index = locate(system.kt_addr);
14 copyseg(&buf[indexl, key_type, sizeof(*key_type));
15 system.kt_ptr = key_type;
16 prior_kt = key_type;
17 while(key_type->next_addr != OL) /* assume chain not circular */

18 {

19 ldtable(key_type);
20 index = locate(key_type->next_addr);
21 key_type = (struct kt *) malloc(sizeof(*key_type));
22 prior_kt->next_ptr = key_type;
23 copyseg(&buf[index], key_type, sizeof(*key_type));
24 orior_kt = key_type;
25 1

26 ldtable(key_type);
27 pricr_kt->next_ptr = NULL;
28 } /* ldhashinfo */

30 ldtable(key_type)
31 struct kt *key_type;
32
33 struct tab *pricr_tab;
34 int index;
35 table = (struct tab *) malloc(sizeof(*table));
36 index = locate(key_type->tab_addr);
37 copvseg(&buffindexl, table, sizeof(*table));
38 key_tyce->tab_ptr = table;
39 prior_tab = table;
40 while :table->next_addr != CIL)
41
42 index = locate(table->next_addr);
43 table = (struct tab *) mailoc(sizeof( *table));
44 prior_tab->next_ptr = table;
45 copyseg( &buf[index], table, sizeof(*table));
46 prior_tab = table;
47
48 prior_tab->next_ptr = NULL;
49 } /* ldtable */
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1 #include "global"
2 loadschema(schemaname)
3 /*
4 * LOADSCHEMA creates the object schema .arrays and loa

5 * schema definitions. from the object schema file.

6
*/

7 char *schemaname;
8 (

9 int end;
10 int i;
11 int j;
12 int token;
13 int rtoken;
14 long dbkey;
15 long addr_rec;
16 short size;
17 int pos;
18 /*

*1

19 ',/findcalc(0, a_schema.nams).;

20 pos=----1Ocate(schema->current);
21 copysel(&buffpoal, &a_sChema,- sizeof(a_schema));
22 /* initialize record array */
23 size = sizeof(*a_record);
24 a_record = (struct_r *) malloc(size * a_schema.n_records),;

25 pos =1oceteliCheme:reoLaddr);
26 dbkey = a_schema.rec_addr;
27 end = FALSE;
28 rtoken = 1;
29 i = 0;
30 while ((lend) && (i < a_schema.n_records))
31
12 copyseg(&bufipos+36], &token, 4);
33 copyseg(&buftposl, &a_recordltokeni, size);
34 findn(0, &rtoken, &dbkey);
35 if (dbkey == schema->current) /* owner reached */

36 end = TRUE;
37 else if (dbkey != 0)
32 pos = locatetdbkey);
39 i++;

40
41 if ((i != a_schema.n_records) II (!end))

42
43 printf("error in loading schema record definitions,");

44 printf(" cannot continue\n") ;
45 exit();
46 1

47 /* initialize set array */
48 size = sizeof(*a_set);
49 a_set = (struct a *) malloc(size * a_schema.n_set_records);

SO pos = locateta_schema.set_addr);
51 dbkey = a_schema.set_addr;
52 end = FALSE;
53 rtoken = 2;
34 i = 0;
55 while ((lend) && (i < a_schema.n_set_records))
56 (

57 topyseg(&buf[pos+362, &token, 4);

58 copyseg(zibuftposl, &a_setftokenl, size);

59 findn(2, s,rtoken, &dbkev);
60 if (dbkey == schema->current) /* owner reached it/
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61 end = TRUE;
62 else if (dbkey != 0)
63 pos = locate(dbkey);
64 i++;
65 }

66 if ((i 1= a_schema.n_set_records) II (Lend))
67 (

68 printf("error in loading schema set definitions,");
69 printf(" cannot continue\n");
70 exit();
71
72 /* initialize field array */
73 size = sizeof(*a_field);
74 a_field = (struct f *) malloc(size * a_schema.n_fields);
75 if (a_field == NULL)
76 (

77 printf("cannot allot enough space for field array\n");
78 exit();
79
80 for (j = 0; j < a_schema.n_records; j++)
81
82 pos = locate(a_record[j].field_addr);
83 dbkey = a_record[j].field_addr;
84 if (j == 0)
85 addr_rec = a_schema.rec_addr;
86 else
87 addr_rec = a_record(j-11.next_addr;
88 end = FALSE;
89 i = 0;
90 rtoken = 3;
91 while ((!end) && (i < a_record[j].n_fields))
92 (

93 copyseg(&buf(pos+36], &token, 4);
94 copyseg(&buf[pos], &a_field(token], size);
95 findn(4, &rtoken, &dbkey);
96 if (dbkey == addr_rec)
97 end = TRUE;
98 else if (dbkey != 0)
99 pos = locate(dbkey);

100 i++;
101 }

102 } /* for loop */
103 if ((i I= a_record(j+11.n_fields) 1! (lend))
104
105 printf("error in loading field definitions,");
106 printf(" cannot continue\n");
107 exit();
108
109 /* loadschema */
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1 *include "global"
2 int locate(dbkey)
3 /*
4 * The routine LOCATE puts into buffer the block that
5 * contains the record being searched, and returns the
6 * starting position of the record in the buffer.
7 *

*/

8 long dbkey;
9

10 int index;
11 int blknum;
12 /*

*/

13 blknum = dbkey / BLKSIZE;
14 if (blknum != (curblknum/BLKSIZE))
15 {

16 curblknum = blknum * BLKSIZE;
17 readblk(fd, buf, curblknum);
18
19 copyseg(&bufidbkey % BLKSIZE], &index, 4);
20 while (index >= BLKSIZE) /* 1024 is BLKSIZE */
21
22 blknum = index / BLKSIZE;
23 curblknum = blknum * BLKSIZE;
24 readblk(fd, buf, curblknum);
25 copyseg(&buf[index & 01777], &index, 4);
26 }

27 return(index); /* index could be -1 if record deleted */
28
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1 #include "global"
2 int no_mand_mem(rtoken)
3 /*
4 * This routines checks if there are any mandatcry members cur-
5 * rently existing in the sets owned by the given record type.
6

*/

7 int rtoken;
8 {

9 int ownedt161;
10 int n;
11 'int none;
12 int j;
13 int i;
14 long dbkey;
15 /* */

16 /* to get to sets owned */
17 n = 0;
18 for (i = 0; i < schema->n_set_records; i++)
19 if ((settil.rec_token == rtoken) && (set(il.n_mem_types > 0))
20 ownedIn++! = i;
21 if (n == 0)
22 return(TRUE);
23 none = TRUE;
24 for (i = 0; (none) && (i < n); i++)
25
26 for (j = ownedril+1; (none) && (set(jI.owner_token == rtoken);
27 j++);
28
29 if (set(j).retention_mode == 'm')
30
31 dbkey = findfirst(set(j).rec_token, ;

32 if (dbkey != -1)
33 none = FALSE;
34 }

35 else
36 none = no_mand_mem(set(j].rec_token);
37
38 }

39 return(none);
40 } /* no_mand_mem */
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1 #include "global"
2 int no_members(rtoken, dbkey)
3 /*
4 * This routine checks if the record currently has members or
5 * not.
6

7 int rtoken;
8 long dbkey;
9 {

10 int nsets;
11 int pos;
12 int offset;
13 int i;
14 int found;
15 int *owned;
16 char *rec;
17 long ptr;
18 /* *7

19 /* choose the sets owned by the record */
20 nsets = 0;
21 owned = (int *) malloc(4 * record[rtokenl.n_sets);
22 for (i = 0; i < schema->n_set_records; i++)
23 if ((setIi).rec_token == rtoken) && (set(i).n_mem_types > 0))
24 ownedInsets++1 = i;
25 if (nsets == 0)
26
27 free(owned);
28 return(TRUE);
29
30 /* read record */
31 pos = locate(dbkey);
32 if (pos == -1)
33 return(TRUE); /* the record had been erased already */
34 rec = (char *) malloc(record[rtokenl.length);
35 copyseg(&buftposl, rec, recordIrtokenl.length);
36 found = FALSE;
37 i = 0;
38 while ((!found) && (i < nsets))
39
40 if ((offset = ptr_pos(owned[i], 'n')) != -1)
41
42 copyseg(&rectoffsetl, &ptr, 4);
43 if (ptr 1= dbkey)
44 found = TRUE;
45
46 else if ((offset = ptr_pos(owned[i], 'p')) == -1)
47
48 copysegl&rec(offsetl, &ptr, 4);
49 if (ptr != dbkey)
50 found = TRUE;
51
52 i++;
53 /* while */
54 free(owned);
55 if (found)
56 return(FALSE);
57 else
58 return(TRUE);
59 /* no_members */
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1 #include "global"
2 int o[8] = {-1,-1,-1,-1, 0, 0, 0, 0};
3 int n[8] = { -1,-1, 0, 0,-1,-1, 4, 4};
4 int p[8] = { -1, 0,-1, 4,-1, 4,-1, 8 };
5 int ptr_pos(token, ptr_type)
6 /*
7 * PTR_POS determines the offset of the pointer asked for. It

8 * assumes that the owner pointer, the next pointer, and the

9 * prior pointer within a set are contiguous, and come in the

10 * order just mentioned. It returns -1 if the pointer is not

11 * defined for the set.
12

*/

13 int token;
14 char ptr_type;
15 {

16 int mode;
17 int add;
18 /*

*/

19 mode = (setEtokenl.ptr_mode >> 5) & 07;

20 if (ptr_type == 'o')
21 add = o[model;
22 else if (ptr_type == 'n')
23 add = n[model;
24 else if (ptr_type == 'p')
25 add = p(mode];
26 if (add < 0)
27 return(-1);
28 else
29 return(add + set[tokenl.ptr_offset);
30 /* ptr_pos */
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1
2

#include "global'
readblk(fd, buf, pos)

3 /*
4 * READBLK reads a block of data from the file into to system *

5 *. buffet.,
*

6 *s
*/

7 int fd;
8 char *buf;
9 long pos;

10 {

11 int status;
12 /*

*/

13 if ((status = lseek(fd, pos, 0)) == -1)
14
15 printf("seek position error\n");
16 exit();
17
18 else
19
20 status = read(fd, buf, BLKSIZE);
21 if (status < BLKSIZE)
22
23 printf("error in reading block %d \n ", pos/BLKSIZE);

24 exit();
25 }

26 1

27 /* readblk */
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1
2

*include "global"
readrec(rec, dbkey, token)

3 /*
4 * READREC causes a particular segment of a block to be read from *

5 * the file into a designated record area.
6 *

*/

7 char *rec;
8 long dbkey;
9 int *token;

10 (

11 int pos;
12 /* */

13 pos = locate(dbkey);
14 copyseg(&buf[pos], token, 4);
15 copyseg( &buf[pos], rec, record(*token].iength);
16 ) /* readrec */
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1 *include "global"
2 int rectokenof(name)
3 /*
4 * RECTOKENOF converts a record name into its record token.

5
*/

6 char *name;
7 {

8 int i;
9 /*

*/

10 for (i = 0; (i < schema->n_records-1) &&
11 (strnomp(name, recordfil.name, 32) 1= 0); i++)

12
13 if ((i == schema->n_records-1) &&
14 (strncmp(name, record[i].name, 32) != 0))

15
16 printf("the record %s is not defined\n", name);
17 return(-1);
18 }

19 else
20 return(i);
21 1 /* rectokenof */
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1 #include "global"
2 int search(key, rectoken, dup)
3 /*
4 * The SEARCH routine does the basic calc-find work. It returns *

5 * the position of the record that satisfies the given hash key. *

6 * DUP indicates whether we are searching duplicate records or
7 * we are searching just any records.
8

*/

9 char *key;
10 int rectoken;
11 int dup;
12 (

13 int offset;
14 int i;
15 int index;
16 int pips;
17 int start;
18 int n_tabs;
19 int tab_pos;
20 short pseudokey;
21 char *temprec;
22 /*

*/

23 pseudokey = hash(key, strlen(key));
24 /* determine calc record type structure */
25 key_type = system.kt_ptr;
26 while ((key_type->token != rectoken) &&
27 (key_type->next_ptr != NULL))
28 key_type = key_type->next_ptr;
29 if (key_type->token != rectoken)
30 (

31 printf("the record type specified is not a CALC record\n");
32 return(-1);
33 1

34 /* determine position of table segment */
35 n_tabs = 1 << (key_type->depth - 4);
36 '/ tab_pos = (pseudokey/16) % n_tabs;
37 table = key_type->tab_ptr;
38 for (i = 0; i < tab_pos; i++)
39 table = table->next_ptr;
40 /* determine the hash struct */
41 index = pseudokey & 017;
42 -IXA_=.3.qqAte(-teble,-->blk-addrtindex]);
43 copyseg(gbuffgosl, &hashblk, sizeof(hashblk));
44 /* search for pseudokey */
45 start = 0;
46 while (start < hashblk.n_rec)
47 (

48 for !i = start; (1 < hashblk.n_rec) &&
49 (hashblk.pseudokey(il != pseudokey); i++)
50
51 if (i == hashblk.n_rec)
52 start = hashblk.n_rec; /* to terminate while loop */

53 else
54
55 if (dup)
56 (

57 if (record[rectoken].current == hashblk.rec_addr[il)
58 dup = FALSE;
59 1

60 else
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61 {

62 pops = locate(hashblk.rec_addr(i]);
63 if (pos != -1)
64 {

65 temprec = (char *) malloc(record[rectoken].length);
66 copyseg(&buf(pos], temprec, record[rectoken].length);
67 formkey(rectoken, temprec);
68 free(temprec);
69 }

70 if (pos == -1)
71 return(-1);
72 if (strcmp(concatkey, key) == 0)
73 return(hashblk.rec_addr(i1);
74 }

75 start = i + 1;
76 }

77 }

78 return(-1);
79 } /* search */
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1 tinclude "global"
2 int settokenof(name, rectoken)
3 /*
4 * SETTOKENOF converts a setname into a set token. The set token *

5 * is the index in the array where the set name and the given

6 * record token is. If rectoken is -1, the index of the owner
7 * is the one wanted.
8 *

*1

9 char *name;
10 int rectoken; /* if -1, the settoken for owner is requested */

11 {

12 int i;
13 /*

*/

14 for (i = 0; (i < schema->n_set_records-1) &&
15 (strncmp(name, set(il.name, 16) != 0); i++)

16
17 if ((i == schema ->n_set_records-1) && (rectoken == -1))

18
19 /* last record couldn't be an owner record */

20 printf("the set %s is not defined\n", name);

21 return(-1);
22 }

23 else
24
25 if (rectoken == -1)
26 return(i);
27 else
28
29 while(((i < schema->n_set_records-1) &&
30

(strncmp(name, set(il.name, 16) == 0)) &&

31 (setCil.rec_token != rectoken))

32 i++;

33 if ((set(i).rec_token == rectoken) &&

34
(strncmp(name, set(il.name, 16) == 0))

35 return(i);
36 else
37
38 printf("token %d is not defined as ", rectoken);

39 printf("participant in set %s \n', name);

40 return(-1);
41 }

42 1

43 )

44 1 /* settokenof */
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1
2

3

4
5

6

#include "global"
writeblk(fd, buf, pos)
/*
* WRITEBLK transfers the contents of the system buffer to a
* block on the file. The position of the block is specified by
* the parameter "pos".

*

*
*/

8 int fd;
9 char *buf;

10 long pos;
11 {

12 int status;
11 /*

*/

14 if ((status = lseek(fd, pos, 0)) == -1)
15 printf("seek error, status is -1\n");
16 else
17
18 status = write(fd, buf, BLKSIZE);
19 if (status < BLKSIZE)
20 printf("write error\n");
21 }

22 1 /* writeblk */
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1
2
3

4

5

6
7

8

*include <stdio.h>
FILE *fp;
struct nm

char stringf321;
struct am *next;

);
struct fnil.

9 {

10 char dup; /* find duplicate or any */

11 char *uwarec;
12 };

13 struct fm3
14
15 char mode;
16 int num;
17 );

18 struct pm2
19 {

20 char recnamef321;
21 strixt am *setname;
22 } *connect_pm;
23 struct cm5
24 {

25 char *recname;
26 char *setname;
27 int format; /* 1, 3, or 5 */

28 struct fml *forml;
29 struct fm3 *form3;
30 } *find_pm;
31 struct pm15
32 {

33 char recname(321;
34 char *uwarec;
35 ) *store_pm;
36 itruct pm51
37 i

38 char schemaname(321;
39 char *filename;
40 int usage;
41 int first;
42 } *open_pm;
43 struct
44 1

45 char titlet801;
46 char ISBN1161;
47 int n_pages;
48 short year;
49 } booKrac;
50 struct
51
52 char name(241;
53 char affiliation(401;
54 }_authrec;
55 struct
56
57 char status;
58 bares;
59 char booktypef) = 'BOOR

T1

60 char authtype(] = "AUTHOR
11
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61 char memtype(] = "BWK_AUTH
.;

62 char Achenamejl = "BOU_AUTHOR
63 char setname1(] = "HAS_WRITTEN ";

64
65 main()
66 /*
67 * This program creates the data base file.

68
*/

69 {

70 int i;
71 int csize;
72 long status;
73 char code;
74 /* *1

75 connect_pm =
75 (struct pm2 *) malloc(sizeof(*connect_pm));
77 find_pm = (struct pm5 *) malloc(sizeof(*find_pm));
78 find_pm->recname = (char *) malloc (33);

79 find_pm->recname[321 = '\01;
80 store_pm = (struct pm15 *) malloc(sizeof(*store_pm));

SI , open_pm = (struct pm5l *) malloc(sizeofi*open_pm));

82 strncpy(open_pm-ischemaname, aCheD4PA, 32);

83 ppen_pm->filename = (char *) 'talloc(.11);

84 strcpy(open-Pm->filename, "bookauthoi4);
85 open_pm->usage = 2;
86 open_pm->first = 1; /* true */
87 status = dbcs(51, open_pm);
98 fp = fopen("author", "r");
89 while ((fscanf(fp, "%c", &authrec.name(01)) != 80F)

90
91 for (i = 1; i < 24; i++)

92 authrec.nameCi] = getc(fp);
93 for (i =.0; i < 40; i++)

94 authrec.affiliation(i] = getc(fp);

95 strncpy(store_pm->recname, authtype, 32);

96 store_pm->uwarec = &authrec;
97 status = dbcs(15, store_pm);
99 getc(fp);
99 }

100 fclose(fp);
ljl fp = fopen("book", "r") ;
102 while ((fscanf(fp, "lc", &code)) != ZOP)

103 (

104 if (code == 'a')
105
106 for (i = 0;
107 (bookrec.titlefil = getc(fp)) != '\n'; i,+)

108
109 while (i < 80)
110 bookrec.titleli++1 = ' ';

111
112 else if (code == 'b')
113
114 for (i = 0; i < 16; i++)

113 bookrec.ISEN(i) = getc(fp);
115 fscanf(fp, "%d%d", &bcokrec.r_pages,
117 &bookrec.year);
118 strncpy(store_pm->recname, booktype, 32);

119 store_pm->uwarec = &bcokrec;
120 status = dbcs(15, stoze_pm);
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121 getc(fp);
122 }

123 else if (code == 'c')
124 (

125 barec.status = getc(fp);
126 for (i = 0; i < 24; i++)
127 authrec.name(il = getc(fp);
128 strncpy(store_pm->recname, memtype, 32);

129 store_pm->uwarec = &barec;
130 status = dbcs(15, store_pm);
131 strncpy(find_pm->recname, authtype, 32);

132 find_pm->format = 1;

133 find_pm->forml = (struct fml *) malloc(8);

134 find_pm->forml->dup = 'a';

135 find_pm->forml->uwarec = &authrec;

136 find_pm->setname = NULL
137 strncpy(connect_pm->recname, memtype, 32);

138 csize = sizeof(*connect_pm->setname);
139 connect_pm->setname =
140 (struct nm *) malloc(csize);
141 strncpy(connect_pm->setname->string,
142 setnamel, 32);
143 connect_pm->setname->next = NULL;

144 status = dbcs(5, find_pm);
145 status = dbcs(2, connect_pm);
146 getc(fp);
147 free(find_pm->forml);
148
149 } /* while */
150 fclose(fp);
151 status = dbcs(52. NULL);
152 /* main */
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1 tinclude <stdio.h>
2 struct
3 (

4 char titlef801;
5 char ISBNI161;
6 int n_pages;
7 short year;
8 } book;
9 struct

10
11 char nameE241;
12 char affiliation(40];
13 author;
14 struct nm
15
16 char string[32];
17 struct nm *next;
18 };

19 struct fml
20 (

21 char dup;
22 char *uwarec;
23 1 *formatl;
24 struct fm3
25 (

26 char mode;
27 int num;
28 } *format3;
29 struct pm5
30
31 char *recname;
32 char *setname;
33 int format;
34 struct fml *forml;
35 struct fm3 *form3;
36 *find_pm;
37 struct pm8
38
39 char *recname;
40 char *uwarec;
41 struct nm *fldname;
42 ) *get_pm;
43 struct pm51
44 (

45 char schemaname[32];
46 char *filename;
47 int usage;
48 in first;
49 } *open_Pm;
50 char schename(I = "BOOK_AUTHOR
51 char bookname() = "BOOK

*;

52 char authname() = "AUTHOR
*,

53 char tookset() = "WRITTEN_BY
*:

54 char authsettl = "HAS_WRITTEN
*;

55 main()
56 /*
57 * This is an interactive program, allowing the user *

58 * to access information from the data base.

59 *
*/

60 (
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61 char reply;
62 long status;
63 int choice;
64 /*

*/

65 find_pm = (struct pm5 *) malloc(sizeof(*find_pm));
66 get_pm = (struct pm8 *) malloc(sizeof(*get_pm));

67 open_pm = (struct pm51 *) malloc(sizeof(*open_pm));
68 formatl = (struct fml *) malloc(sizeof(*format1));
69 format3 = (struct fm3 *) malloc(sizeof(*format3));
70 strncpy(open_pm->schemaname, schename, 32);
71 open_pm->filename = (char *) malloc(11);
72 strcpy(open_pm->filename, "bookauthor");
73 open_pm->usage = 0;
74 open_pm->first = 0; /* false */
75 status = dbcs(51, open_pm);
76 if (status != 0)
77
78 printf("open data base error,\n");
79 printf("run aborted\n");
80 exit();
81
82 printf("This program provides two types of");

83 printf (" information:\n") ;
84 reply = 'y';
85 while (reply == 'y')
86
87 printf("1 - information about a book\n");

88 printf("2 - information about an author\n")

89 printf("Which of the two do you choose? ") ;

90 printf("(1 or 2) - ");

91 scanf("%d", &choice);
92 if (choice == 1)
93 processbook();
94 else if (choice == 2)
95 processauthor();
96 else
97
98 printf("You have just entered an invalid");

99 printf(" response\n");
100
101 printf("Would you like to continue? (y/n) - ");

102 scanf("%s", &reply);
103 while((reply != 'y') && (reply != 'n'))

104
105 printf("Invalid reply, please enter again.");

106 printf(" (y/n) - ");
107 scanf("%s", &reply);
108 }

109
110 1 /* main */
111 /*

*/

112 processbook()
113 {

114 int i;
long status;

116
117 printf("Please enter title of the book -\n");

lie getchar();
119 fcr (i = 0; (book.title{i1 = getcharO) != '\!1'; i++)

120
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121 while (i < 80)
122 book.title(i + +] = ' i;

123 find_pm->forml 2 formatl;
124 find_pm->form3 2 format3;
125 /* findcalc */
126 formatl->dup = 'a';
127 formatl->uwarec = &book;
128 find_pm-`recname = (char *) malloc(33);
129 strncpy(find_pm->recname, bookname, 32);
130 find_pm->setname = NULL;
131 find_pm->format = 1;
132 status 2 dbcs(5, find_pm);
133 free(find_pm->recname);
134 if (status i= 0)
135 printf("record not found\n");
136 else
137 {

138 /* get */
139 get_pm->recname = (char *) malloc(33);
140 strncpy(get_pm->recname, bookname, 32);
141 get_pm->uwarec = &book;
142 get_pm->fldname = NULL;
143 status = dbcs(8, get_pm);
144 free(get_pm->recname);
145 printf("title:

.);

146 for (i = 0; i < 80; i++)
147 putchar(book.title[i]);
148 printf("\n");
149 printf("ISBN:

.);

150 for (i = 0; i < 16; i++)
151 putchar(book./SBN[i));
152 printf("\n");
153 printf("# pages: %d\n", book.n_pages);
154 printf("year published: %d\n", book.year);
155 printf("author(s):\n");
156 /* findfirst */
157 free(find_pm->recname);
158 find_pm->recname = NULL;
159 find_pm->setname = (char *) malloc(33);
160 strncpy(find_pm->setname, bookset, 32);
161 find_pm->form3 = format3;
152 find_pm->format 2 3;
163 format3->mode = 'f';
164 status = dbcs(5, find_pm);
165 free(find_pm->setname);
166 find_pm->setname = NULL;
167 while (status .22. 0) /* not owner yet */
168 {

169 /* findowner *1
170 find_pm->setname 2 (char *) malloc(33);
171 strncpy(find_pm->setname, authset, 32);
172 find_pm->format = 5;
173 status = dbcs(5, find_pm);
174 free(find_pm->setname);
175 find_pm->setname = NULL;
176 /* get */
177 get_pm->recname = (char *) malloc(33);
178 strncpy(get_pm->recname, authname, 32);
179 get_pm->uwarec = &author;
180 status = dbcs(8, get_pm);
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181 free(get_pm->recname);
182 for (i = 0; i < 24; i++)

183 putchar(author.name[il);
184 printf("\n");
185 /* findnext */
186 find_pm->format = 3;

187 format3->mode = 'n';
188 find_pm->setname = (char *) malloc(33);

189 strncpy(find_pm->setname, bookset, 32);

190 status = dbcs(5, find_pm);
191 free(find_pm->setname);
192
193 1

194 } /* processbook */
195 processauthor ()
196 {

197 int i;
198 long status;
199
200 printf("Please enter name of author -Vim);

201 getchar();
202 for (i = 0; (author.namefil = getchar()) 1= '\n'; i++)

203
204 while (i < 24)
205 author.nameCi++1 = 1
206
207 /* findcalc */
208 find_pm->forml = formatl;
209 find_pm->form3 = format3;
210 formatl->dup = 'a';

211 formatl->uwarec = &author;

212 find_pm->recname = (char *) malloc(32);

213 strncpy(find_pm->recname, authname, 32);

214 find_pm->setname = NULL;
215 find_pm->format = 1;
216 status = dbcs(5, find_pm);
217 if (status 1= 0)
218 printf(erecord not found\n");

219 else
220
221 /* get */
222 get_pm->recname = NULL;

223 get_pm->uwarec = &author;

224 get_pm->fldname = NULL;
225 status = dbcs(8, get_pm);
226 printf("author's name: ");

227 for (i = 0; i < 24; i++)
228 putchar(author.name[il);
229 printf(6\n");
230 printf("affiliation: ");

231 for (i = C; i < 40; i++)
232 putchar(author.affiliation(i1);
233 printf("\n");
234 printf("books authored or co-authored:\n");

235 /* findfirst */
236 free(find_pm->recname);
237 find_pm->recname = NULL;

238 find_pm->setname = (char *) malloc (33);

239 strncpy(fina_pm->setname, authset, 32);

240 find_pm->format = 3;
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241 format3->mode = 'f';
242 status = dbcs(S, find_pm);
243 free(find_pm->setname);
244 find_pm->setname = NULL;
245 while (status == 0) /* not owner yet */

246
247 /* findowner */
248 find_pm->setname = (char *) malloc(33);
249 strncpy(find_pm- >setname, bookset, 32);

250 find_pm->format = 5;
251 find_pm->recname = NULL;
252 status = dbcs(5, find_pm);
253 free(find_pm->setname);
254 find_pm->setname = NULL;
255 /* get */
256 get_pm->recname = (char *) malloc(33);
257 strncpy(get_pm->recname, bookname, 32);
258 get_pm->uwarec = &book;
259 status = dbcs(8, get_pm);
260 free(get_pm->recname);
261 get_pm->recname = NULL;
262 for (i = 0; i < 80; i++)
263 putchar(book.title(il);
264 printf("\n");
265 /* findnext */
266 find_pm->format = 3;
267 format3->mode = 'n';
268 find_pm->setname = (char *) malloc(33);

269 strncpy(find_pm->setname, authset, 32);

270 status = dbcs(5, find_pm);
271 free(fina_pm->setname);
272 find_pm- >setname = NULL;
273
274
275 } /* processauthor */
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1 #include <stdio.h>
2 struct
3 {

4 char title[80];
5 char ISBN[16];
6 int n_pages;
7 short year;
8 } book;
9 struct

10 {

11 char name[24];
12 char affiliation(401;
13 } author;
14 struct
15 {

16 char status;
17 book_auth;
18 struct nm
19 {

20 char string[321;
21 struct nm *next;
22 };

23 struct fml
24 (

25 char dup;
26 char *uwarec;
27 } formatl;
28 struct fm3
29 {

30 char mode;
31 int num;
32 1 format3;
33 struct pm2
34 {

35 char recname(32];
36 struct nm *setname;
37 } *connect_pm;
38 struct pm4
39 (

40 char *recname;
41 int all;
42 1 *erase_pm;
43 struct pm5
44 {

45 char *recname;
46 char *setname;
47 int format;
48 struct fml *forml;
49 struct fm3 *form3;
50 } *find_pm;
51 struct pm8
52 f

53 char *recname;
54 char *uwarec;
55 struct nm *fldname;
56 1 *get_pm;
57 struct pm15
58 {

59 char recname[32];
60 char *uwarec;
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63
64
55
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120

) *store_pm;
struct pm51

char schemaname
char *filename;
int usage;
int first;

1 *open_pm;

(321;

char schenamefl = "BOOK_AUTHOR
n;

char booknameu = "BOOR
n;

char authnamet1 = "AUTHOR
n;

char b_a_nameI] = "BOOR_AUTH
n;

char
char

bookset(]
authset(]

=
=

"WRITTEN_BY
"HAS_WRITTEN

n;

n.

main()
/*
* This program updates the data base by letting the *

* the user specify the record types to be added or *

* or deleted, and then by performing the update
* request.

{

*

char reply;
char choice;
int i;
long status;

printf("This is an update run.\n");
reply = 'y';
connect_pm = (struct pm2 *) malloc (sizeof (*connect_pm) ) ;
erase_pm = (struct pm4 *) malloc(sizeof(*erase_pm));
find_pm = (struct pm5 *) malloc(sizeof(*find_pm));
get_pm = (struct pm8 *) malloc(sizeof(*get_pm));
store_pm = (struct pm15 *) malloc(sizeof(*store_pm));
open_pm = (struct pm51 *) malloc(sizeof(*open_pm));
/* open data base */
strncpy(open_Pm->schemaname, zchename, 32);
open_pm->filename = (char *) malloc(11);
strcpy(open_pm- >filename, "bookauthor");
open_pm->usage = 2;
open_pm->first = 0; /* false */
open_pm->usage = 2;
status = dbcs(51, open_pm);
if (status != 0)
{

printf( "open data base error,\n");
printf("run aborted\n");
exit();

1

while (reply == 'y')

printf("Would you like to add or delete a record?");
printf(" (a/d) - ");
scanf("%sa, &choice);
if (choice == 'a')

addrec();
else if (choice == 'd')

delrec();
else

181
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121 printf("Invalid response\n");
122 printf("continue? (y/n) - ");
123 scanf("%s", &reply);
124 while((reply != 'y') && (reply 1= 'n'))

125
126 printf("Invalid reply, try again (y/n) - ");

127 scanf("%s", &reply);
128
129. /* while the user continues */
130 } /* main */
131 addrec()
132
133 int type;
134 int i;
135 long status;
136 static char name(24];
137 char reply;
138
139 printf("Which record do you wish to add?\n");

140 printf("1 book\n2 - author\n3 - booK_auth\n");

141 scanf("%d", &type);
142 getchar();
143 if (type == 1)
144
145 /* add book record */
146 printf("Please enter the title of the book\n");

147 for (i = 0; (book.title(i] = getchar()) != '\n';

148 i++)

149
150 while (i < 80)
151 book.title(i++] = ';

152 printf("Please enter ISBN\n");
153 for (i = 0; (book.ISBN(il = getchar()) != '\n';

154 i++)

155
156 while (i < 16)
157 book.ISBN(i++1 = ' ';

158 printf("Please enter the no. of pages...\n");

159 scanf("%d", &book.a_pages);
160 printf("...and the year published...\n");

161 scanf("%d", &book.year);
152 printf("If satisfied with data entered, press ");

163 printf("'c' to continue\n");
154 printf("or 's' to skip\n");
165 scanf("%s", &reply);
166 if (reply == 'c')
167
168 /* storecalc */
169 strncpy(store_pm->recname, bookname, 32);

170 store_pm->uwarec = &book;

171 status = dbcs(15, store_pm);
172 1

173 }

174 else if (type == 2)
175 (

176 /* add author record */
177 printf("Please enter the name of the author\n");

178 for (i = 0; ((author.name(i] = getchar()) 1= '\n')

179 && (1 < 24); i++)

180
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181 while (i < 24)
182 author.nameti++I = ";
183 printf("Please enter the author's affiliation\n");
184 for (i = 0;
185 ((author.affiliation(il = getchar()) I= 1\n')

186 && (i < 40); i++)
187
188 while (i < 40)
189 author.affiliationfi++I = ";
190 printf("If satisfied with the data entered,");
191 printf(" press 'c' to continue, \n ");
192 printf("else press 's' to skip\n");
193 scanf("%s", &reply);
194 if (reply == 'c')
195
196 /* storecalc */
197 strncpy(store_pm->recname, authname, 32);

198 store_pm->uwarec = &author;
199 status = dbcs(15. store_pm);
200
201 }

202 else if (type == 3)
203
204 /* add book_auth record */
205 printf("Please enter the title of the book\n");

206 for (i = 0; ((book.titlefil = getchar()) I= '\n')

207 && (i < 80) ; i++)

208
209 while (i < 80)
210 book.title[i + +] ' ';

211 printf("Please enter the author's name\n");
212 for (i = 0; ((author.namefil = getchar()) 1= '\n')

213 && (i < 24); i++)
214
215 while (i < 24)
216 author.name[i++] 1;

217 printf("Please enter author status -\n");
218 scanf("%s", &book_auth.status);
219 printf("If satisfied with data entered, ") ;

220 printf("press 'c' to continue\n");
221 printf("or 's' to skip\n");
222 scanf("%s", &reply);
223 if (reply =a 'c')
224
225 /* findcalc - book */
226 find_pm->forml = &formatl;
227 find_pm->recname = (char *) malloc(32);
228 strncpy(find_pm->recname, bookname, 32);

229 find_pm->setname = NULL;
230 formatl.dup = 'a';
231 formatl.uwarec = &book;
232 find_pm->format = 1;

233 :status = dbcs(5, find_pm);
234 if (status == 0)
235
236 /* store intersection record */
237 strncpy(store_pm->recname, b_a_name, 32);

238 store_pm->uwarec = &book_auth;
239 status = dbcs(15, store_pm);
240 /* findcalc - author */
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241 strncpy(find_pm->recname, authname, 32);
242 find_pm->setname = NULL;
243 formatl.uwarec = &author;
244 find_pm->format = 1;
245 status = dbcs(5, find_pm);
246 if (status == 0)
247
248 /* connect to author */
249 strncpy(connect_pm->recname, b_a_name, 32);

250 connect_pm->setname =
251 (struct nm *) malloc(36);
252 strncpy(connect_pm->setname->string,
253 authset, 32);
254 connect_pm->setname->next = NULL;

255 status = dbcs(2, connect_pm);
256 }

257 else
258 printf("author name not found\n");
259
260 else
261 printf("book title not found\n");
262 /* if user wishes to continue */
263 1

264 else
265 printf("Invalid response\n");
266 } /* addrec */
267 delrec()
268 {

269 int i;
270 int type;
271 long status;
272 static char nameI24);
273 char reply;
274
275 printf("Which record do you wish to delete?\n");

276 printf("1 - book\n2 - author\n3 - book_auth\n");

277 scanf("%d", &type);
278 getchar();
279 if (type == 1)
280 f

281 /* delete book record */
282 printf("Please enter title of the book\n");

283 for (i = 0; (book.title[i] = getchar()) != '\n';

284 i++)

285
286 while (i < 80)
287 book.title[i + +] = ';

288 printf("If data entered ok, ") ;

289 printf("press 'c' to continue\n");
290 printf(welse press 's' to skip\n");
291 scanf("%s", &reply);
292 if (reply == 'c')
293
294 find_pm->forml = &format1;
295 find_pm->recname = (char *) malloc(32);
296 strncpy(find_pm->recname, bockname, 32);

297 formatl.dup = 'a';
298 formatl.uwarec = &book;
299 find_pm- >format = 1;
300 status = dbcs(5, find_pm);
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301 if (status == 0)
302
303 erase_pm->recname = (char *) malloc(33);
304 strncpy(erase_pm- >recname, bookname, 32);
305 erase_pm->all = 1;
306 status = dbcs(4, erase_pm);
307 free(erase_pm->recname);
308
309 else
310 printf("book title not found\n");
311
312
313 else if (type == 2)
314 (

315 /* delete author record */
316 printf("Please enter author's name\n");
317 for (i = 0; ((author.name[i] = getchar()) I= '\n')

318 && (i < 24); i++)
319
320 while (i < 24)
321 author.nameri++1 = ';

322 printf("To continue, press 'c' \n ");

323 printf("otherwise, press 's' to skip\n");
324 scanf("%s", &reply);
325 if (reply == 'c')
326
327 find_pm->forml = &formatl;
328 find_pm->recname = (char *) malloc(33);
329 strncpy(find_pm->recname, authname, 32);

330 find_pm->format = 1;
331 formatl.dup = 'a';
332 formatl.uwarec = &author;
333 status = dbcs(5, find_pm);
334 free(find_pm->recname);
335 if (status == 0)
336
337 erase_pm->recname = (char *) malloc(33);
338 strncpy(erase_pm->recname, authname, 32);

339 erase_pm->all = 1;
340 status = dbcs(4, erase_pm);
341 free(erase_pm->recname);
342
343 else
344 printf("author's name not found\n");
345 1

346
347 else if (type == 3)
348
349 /* delete book_auth record */
350 printf("Enter title of book that owns this record\n");
351 for(i = 0; ((book.titlefil = getchar()) != '\n')

352 && (i < 80); i++)
353
354 while (i < 80)
355 book.title(i++] ';

356 printf("Enter name of author who owns this record\n");
357 for(i = 0; ((name[i] = getchar()) != '\n')

358 && (i < 24); i++)
359
360 while (i < 24)
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361 name{i++] = 1;

362 printf("If data entered ok, ") ;

363 printf("press 'c' to continue\n");
364 printf("otherwise, press 's' to skip\n");
365 scanf("%s", &reply);
366 if (reply == 'c')
367
368 find_pm->forml = &formatl;
369 find_pm->recname = (char *) malloc(33);
370 strncpy(find_pm->recname, bookname, 32);
371 find_pm->setname = NULL;
372 formatl.dup = 'a';
373 formatl.uwarec = &book;
374 find_pm->format = 1;
375 status = dbcs(5, find_pm);
376 find_pm->form3 = &format3;
377 if (status == 0)
378
379 /* findfirst in book_auth */
380 strncpy(find_pm->recname, b_a_name, 32);
381 find_pm->setname = (char *) malloc(33);
382 strncpy(find_pm->setname, bookset, 32);
383 find_pm->format = 3;
384 format3.mode = 'f';
385 status = dbcs(5, find_pm);
386 free(find_pm->setname);
387 /* findowner */
388 find_pm->format = 5;
389 find_pm->setname = (char *) malloc(33);
390 strncpy(find_pm->setname, authset, 32);
391 status = dbcs(5, find_pm);
392 /* get */
393 get_pm->uwarec = &author;
394 get_pm->recname = (char *) malloc(33);
395 strncpy(get_pm->recname, authname, 32);
396 status = dbcs(8, get_pm);
397 while ((strncmp(name, author.name, 24) != 0)

398 && (status == 0))
399
400 /* findnext */
401 strncpy(find_pm->setname, bookset, 32);
402 find_pm->format = 3;
403 format3.mode = 'n!;
404 status = dbcs(5, find_pm);
4C5 if (status == 0)
406
407 find_pm->format = 5;
408 strncpy(find_pm->setname, authset, 32);
409 status = dbcs(5, find_pm);
410 /* get */
411 status = dbcs(8, get_pm);
412 }

413
414 free(get_pm->recname);
415 if (strncmp(name, author.name, 24) == 0)
416
417 erase_pm->recname = (char *) malloc(33);
418 strncpy(erase_pm->recname, b_a_name, 32);
419 erase_pm->all = 1;
420 status = dbcs(4, erase_pm);
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421 free(erase_pm->recname);
422
423 else
424 printf("author record not found\n");
425
426 } /* reply == 'c' */
427
428 else
429 printf("Invalid response\n");
430 } /* delrec */
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4:run2
This program provides two types of information:
1 - information about a book
2 - information about an author
Which of the two do you choose? (1 or 2) - 1

Please enter title of the book -
Data Structures and Algorithms
title: Data Structures and Algorithms
ISBN: 0-201-00023-7
# pages: 400
year published: 1982
author(s):
Jeffrey D. Ullman
John E. Hoperoft
Alfred V. Aho
Would you like to continue? (y/n) - y

1 - information about a book
2 - information about an author
Which of the two do you choose? (1 or 2) - 2

Please enter name of author -
Jeffrey D. Ullman
author's name: Jeffrey D. Ullman
affiliation: Stanford University
books authored or co-authored:
Fundamental Concepts of Programming Systems
Introduction to Automata Theory, Languages, and Computation

Principles of Compiler Design
Data Structures and Algorithms
Would you like to continue? (y/n) y

1 - information about a book
2 - information about an author
Which of the two do you choose? (1 or 2) - 1

Please enter title of the book -
The Design and Analysis of Computer Algorithms

status 2200:
an unavailable record is required by DBCS
record not found
Would you like to continue? (y/n) - n

5:
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5:run3
This is an update run.
Would you like to add or delete a record? (a/d) - a

Which record do you wish to add?

1 - book
2 - author
3 - book_auth
1
Please enter the title of the book

The Design and Analysis of Computer Algorithms
Please enter ISBN
0-201-00029-6
Please enter the no. of pages...
470
..and the year published...

1974
If satisfied with data entered, press 'c' to continue

or 's' to skip

continue? (y/n) - y

Would you like to add or delete a record? (a /dl - a

Which record do you wish to add?

1 - book
2 - author
3 - book_auth
3
Please enter the title of the book

The Design and Analysis of Computer Algorithms
Please enter the author's name
Jeffrey D. Ullman
Please enter author status -
c
If satisfied with data entered, press 'c' to continue

or 's' to skip

continue? (y/n) - y

Would you like to add or delete a record? (a/d) - a

Which record do you wish to add?

1 - book
2 - author
3 - book_auth
3
Please enter the title of the book

The Design and Analysis of Computer Algorithms
Please enter the author's name

John E. Hoperoft
Please enter author status -
c
If satisfied with data entered, press 'c' to continue

or 's' to skip

continue? (y /n) - y
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Would you like to add or delete a record? (a/d) - a

Which record do you wish to add?
1 - book
2 - author
3 - book_auth
3
Please enter the title of the book
The Design and Analysis of Computer Algorithms
Please enter the author's name
Alfred V. Aho
Please enter author status -
c
If satisfied with data entered, press 'c' to continue

or 's' to skip

continue? (y/n) - n
6:

6:run2
This program provides two types of information:
1 - information about a book
2 - information about an author
Which of the two do you choose? (1 or 2) - 1
Please enter title of the book -
The Design and Analysis of Computer Algorithms

title: The Design and Analysis of Computer Algorithms

ISBN: 0-201-00029-6
4 pages: 470
year published: 1974
author(s):
Alfred V. Aho
John E. Hoperoft
Jeffrey D. Ullman
Would you like to continue? (y/n) - y

I - information about a book
2 - information about an author
Which of the two do you choose? (1 or 2) - 2

Please enter name of author -
Jeffrey D. Ullman
author's name: Jeffrey D. Ullman
affiliation: Stanford University
books authored or co-authored:
The Design and Analysis of Computer Algorithms
Fundamental Concepts of Programming Systems
Introduction to Automata Theory, Languages, and Computation

Principles of Compiler Design
Data Structures and Algorithms
Would you like to continue? (y/n) - n
7:
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7:run3
This is an update run.
Would you like to add or delete a record? (a/d) - d

Which record do you wish to delete?
1 - book
2 - author
3 - book_auth
1

Please enter title of the book
Data Structures and Algorithms
If data entered ok, press 'c' to continue
else press 's' to skip

continue? (y/n) - n
8:

8:run2
This program provides two types of information:
1 - information about a book
2 - information about an author
Which of the two do you choose? (1 or 2) - 1

Please enter title of the book -
Data Structures and Algorithms
status 2200:
an unavailable record is required by DBCS
record not found
Would you like to continue? (y/n) - y

1 - information about a book
2 - information about an author
Which of the two do you choose? (1 or 2) - 2
Please enter name of author -
Jeffrey D. Ullman
author's name: Jeffrey D. Ullman
affiliation: Stanford University
books authored or co-authored:
The Design and Analysis of Computer Algorithms
Fundamental Concepts of Programming Systems
Introduction to Automata Theory, Languages, and Computation
Principles of Compiler Design
Would you like to continue? (y/n) - y

1 - information about a book
2 - information about an author
Which of the two do you choose? (1 or 2) - 2

Please enter name of author -
Alfred V. Aho
author's name: Alfred V. Aho
affiliation: Bell Laboratories
books authored or co-authored:
The Design and Analysis of Computer Algorithms
Principles of Compiler Design
Would you like to continue? (y/n) - n
9:


